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THE PASSIONS OF JEAN-BAPTISTE CARPEAUX. By James David Draper et al. Exhibition catalog. Based on newly discovered drawings and correspondence and on a wealth of archival material, this major monograph presents the entire span of Carpeaux's career, situating the works in the political and artistic contexts of their time as well as within Carpeaux's turmoils of professional and private life. Fully illus., most in color. 362 pages. MMA. 9⅓x11⅓. Pub. at $65.00 $15.95

4673409 LIVING WITH VINCENT VAN GOGH: The Homes & Landscapes That Shaped the Artist. By Martin Bailey. Tells the story of the great artist's life through the lens of the places where he lived and worked, including Amsterdam, London, Paris, and Provence, and examines the impact of these cityscapes and landscapes on his creative output. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Wisconsin. 7⅛x10. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

4308178 RAPHAEL: Masterpieces of Art. By Julia Biggs. The archetypal artist of the High Renaissance, Raphael is regarded as one of the greatest painters of all time. Particularly noted for his paintings of Madonna and Child, his art spanned religious and classical subjects and included a number of portraits and frescoes that are renowned for their virtuosity and grandeur. Fully illus. in color and b&w. 264 pages. Yale University Press. 8⅝x12. Pub. at $49.95 $7.95

DAVID SEDARIS DIARIES: A Visual Compendium. Ed. by Jeffrey Jenkins. A remarkable illustrated volume of artwork, images, and observations selected from the diaries David Sedaris has been creating for four decades. Compiled by Jenkins, his longtime friend, it includes his interactive components, postcards, and never before seen photos and artwork. 10½x10¼. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

MOCHI: A Visual Compendium. Ed. by Kristina Mennel. Vermeer’s Girl with the Pearl Earring is almost as famous as da Vinci’s Mona Lisa. And yet the life and work of the painter remains as enigmatic as ever. Shows Vermeer’s small work and puts it into the context of Dutch genre painting of the 17th century. Fully illus. in color. 216 pages. Pomegranate. 8½x11. Pub. at $34.95 $7.95
4729102 THE TIMELINE BOOK OF REMBRANDT. This timeline monograph presents a compelling narrative of Rembrandt's life and work, the major developments of the arts and science during his era, and the personal and political events that shaped his art. This is the first comprehensive and highly illustrated chronology of the life and work of Rembrandt. It is an indispensable resource for art historians, students, and general readers. £9.95 / $14.95

390884 EGGON SCHEILE. By Dieter Buchhart et al. Exhibition catalog. This monograph traces the development of one of the greatest draftsmen of the twentieth century. Scheile produced some three hundred woodcuts and several thousand drawings during his career—many of the expression of the artist's own inner demons and of his unsated existential quest. Fully illus., most in color. 224 pages. Gall. 9½x12. Pub. at $50.00. £19.95 / $30.00

1975440 COMING AWAY: Winslow Homer & England. By Elizabeth Athrens et al. Exhibition catalog. Explores the pivotal months in 1881-82 that Homer spent in England. This volume’s essays place Homer’s sketches, watercolors, and oil paintings in the context of his generation of artists whose work shares his struggle with narrative and exhibits a similar tension between tradition and modernity. Fully illus., most in color. 188 pages. Yale. 9½x11½. Pub. at $40.00. £19.95 / $30.00

397651 BRIAN SERRA DRAWING: A Repertoire. Ed. by Bernice Rosenthal. Exhibition catalog. Filled with new, never before published works, this volume examines the evolution of Serra’s materials, techniques, innovative methods, and scale, which has resulted in drawings that require the viewer to engage with space in entirely new ways. 230 pages. Yale. 9½x12. Pub. at $50.00. £14.95 / $29.95

6600239 MAXFIELD PARRISH. By Coy Ludwig. This definitive study of Parrish’s life and work includes numerous revealing excerpts from Parrish’s unpublished correspondence with his friends, family and critics. Ludwig also discusses his techniques, examining in depth his materials, favorite methods, and unique ways of painting. Fully illus., many in color. 223 pages. Yale. 9½x12½. Pub. at $39.95. £14.95 / $29.95

3831914 LOUIS C. TIFFANY: The Collected Works of Robert Koch. Collects the three classic volumes on Louis C. Tiffany’s Art Nouveau works by the experts on Louis C. Tiffany in Glass. Louis C. Tiffany’s Glass-Bronze Lamps: A Complete Collector’s Guide; and Louis C. Tiffany’s Art Glass. This combined edition brings the innovative career of one of America’s most original artists to a new generation of collectors. Fully illus., many in color. 336 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12½. Pub. at $69.95. £19.95 / $39.95

3859231 THE LIFE & ART OF JOSEPH HENRY SHARP. By Peter H. Hasssrick et al. This beautifully illustrated volume offers fresh perspectives on who Sharp was, how and where he trained, a painter, who he selected the nation’s western Native population as a primary subject, what impact his imagery had on audiences across the continent, and how his production as a whole of his life and work from that of his contemporary peers. 145 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12½. Pub. at $69.95. £19.95 / $39.95

4727657 DRAWINGS BY REMBRANDT AND HIS PUPILS: Telling the Difference. By Holm Bevers et al. Exhibition catalog. Organized chronologically, this volume is a groundbreaking study that presents more than forty works by Rembrandt and related works by his pupils. An essential work for anyone interested in the development of Rembrandt’s art and his influence on the careers of Rembrandt and the artists in his immediate circle. 276 pages. J. Paul Getty Museum. 12x11¼. Pub. at $75.00. £19.95 / $39.95

4720636 OLGA PICASSO. Ed. by Emilia Philippot et al. From 1917 to 1935, Pablo Picasso shared his life with Olga Khokhlova, a dancer with the Ballets Russes whom he married in 1918. Picasso’s paintings, drawings, and etchings illustrate the dark metamorphosis to which the artist subjected his model and his own work, paralleling the changes in the lives of both. 312 pages. Gal. 9½x12½. Pub. at $50.00. £14.95 / $29.95

3956384 J.M.W. TURNER. Text by Martina Padberg. While Turner’s fame was limited to his native Britain during his lifetime, he is now revered as an exceptional talent who bridged romanticism and impressionism. This compact volume showcases and discusses the most important works by this eccentric artist. Text in English and five additional languages. Illus. in color. 288 pages. Konemann. 7½x7¼. £9.95
3976118 LOUISE FISHMAN. Ed. by Helaine Posner. Exhibition catalog. Explores the artist's commitment to abstract painting across nearly five decades of boundary-pushing work. Includes essays that explore Fishman's embrace and reinvention of the largely male-defined tradition of Abstract Expressionism. Well illus. 220 pages. Prestel. 9¾x11¼. Pub. at $60.00 $14.95

3908968 LEONARDO 500. Text by Fabio Scaletti with M. Kemp. An important tool for getting to know every aspect of Leonardo's work: his pictorial technique, his scientific and technical investigation, his study on anatomy, his Codices, and every suggestion produced by his genius. All works and paintings are accompanied by descriptive and technical sheets, and ample space is given to images and details. 303 pages. Scripta Mentaent 9¾x13 Pub. at $79.00 $16.95

★ 3902285 AUBREY BEARDSLEY: Decadence & Desire. By Jan Marsh. Offers a wealth of illustrations by Beardsley (1872-1898), one of the most accomplished and controversial illustrators of his day. This carefully selected collection introduces his exquisitely crafted drawings to a new audience. 143 pages. Thames & Hudson. 7x7¼. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 4747656 WILLIAM BLAKE: World of Art. By Kathleen Raine. Prophet, poet, painter, engraver, William Blake was an artist of uniquely powerful imagination and far reaching gifts. Raine's compelling and accessible text guides the reader through the life, work and achievements of this extraordinary artist. Well illus. many in color. 224 pages. Thames & Hudson. 6x7¼. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95 $17.95

4729110 THE TIMELINE BOOK OF TITIAN. This timeline monograph presents sixteen wonderful details of the masterpieces of Titian arranged chronologically on one side, while on the reverse the reader can find a small reproduction of the entire painting and a short entry relating to it. ACC Art Books. 4½x6. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

★ 2810395 ERIC STANTON & THE HISTORY OF THE BIZARRE UNDERGROUND. By Richard Perez Seves. Explores this artist's unconventional life and art, and traces the rise of commercial fetish art from its shadowy beginnings in the 1940s to its acceptance in the 1970s. A pioneering sexual fantasist who helped shape the movement, this is Stanton's tale about survival against all odds and about his courting fate. Well illus., some in color. 288 pages. Schiffer. 7¼x10¼. $25.95

★ 4657585 RAPHAEL: The Life of a Genius. Anna Cerboni Baiardi et al. This beautiful volume accompanies the exceptional career of Raphael, during which he became one of the most important artists of all time, and a true genius. The work of this century with those of his Mexican, European, and U.S. contemporaries, and reveals how the resources of the city shaped his vision of modern Mexican art. 166 pages. Giles. 10¼x12¼. Pub. at $99.95 $19.95

★ 3902501 CEZANNE: The Rock and Quarry Paintings. Ed. by John Elderfield. Exhibition catalog. This stunning catalog illustrates all of Cezanne's mature paintings of rock formations, including scenes of the terrain of the forest of Fontainebleau, the Mediterranean coastal landscape of L'Escala, and the area of Aix-en-Provence, alongside examples of his watercolors of these subjects. 176 pages. Princeton. 9¾x11¼. Pub. at $45.00 $28.95

4720571 MURILLO: The Self-Portraits. By Xavier F. Salomon et al. Exhibition catalog. Brings together two remarkable self-portraits together, along with essays by Salomon and Treves, which investigate the paintings, as well as other portraits by the artist, and contributes recent technical analysis by a team of experts. Well illus. 143 pages. Thalia Collection. 9½x12. Pub. at $40.00 $9.95

3933237 GEORGES DE LA TOUR. By Jacques Thuiller. This beautifully designed volume, complete with an illustrated catalogue raisonne and translations of key documentary sources, remains the essential reference for this important and fascinating seventeenth century painter. Georges De La Tour. 320 pages. Flammarion. 9¾x13. Paperback. $14.95

★ 4658728 J.M.W. TURNER WATERCOLOURS. By David Baynay Brown. Extraordinary in his own time, Turner has continued to thrill his countless admirers since one of the world's leading experts on Turner reveals the role watercolors played in his life and work, from those pieces he sent for exhibition to the Royal Academy to the catalogue of Turner's watercolours and outpourings in which he compulsively experimented with light and color. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Tate. 10/¾x11¾. Pub. at $35.00 $27.95

371327X STUART DAVIS: A Catalogue Raisonne. Ed. by B. Boyajian & M. Rulfskii. Stuart Davis made a mark on the art world early in his career, first with his Ashcan works and then with his highly personal version of Cubism. In these three volumes, the editors have cataloged 1,749 artworks by the artist including more than 600 works never previously illustrated. 813 pages in three volumes slipcased. Yale. 10¾x13. Pub. at $300.00 $99.95

3992821 PICASSO IN PARIS, 1910-1907. By Marilyn McCully et al. Exhibition catalog. This volume follows Picasso’s discovery of art and life in the French capital and examines his response to specific artists, including Van Gogh, Toulouse-Lautrec, Steinlen, Puis de Chavannes, Rodin, and Cézanne. Fully illus. in color. 246 pages. Vendome. 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $60.00 $24.95

3901726 MAN, MYTH, AND SENSUAL PLEASURES: Jan Gossart’s Renaissance. By Maryan W. Ainsworth et al. Exhibition catalog. Not only an exhibition catalog, but a study of Gossart’s complete oeuvre as a painter, draftsman, and printmaker. Among the highlights are the exquisite, gem-like Malvagna Triptych. Gossart's only surviving intact altarpiece. Well illus. in color. 484 pages. MMA. 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $95.00 $29.95

★ 3991782 WOLF KAHN: Paintings and Pastels 2010-2020. By Sasha Nicholas. A magnificently illustrated celebration of the career of the beloved American artist focusing on the vivid colors of his luminous landscapes made in pastel during the last decade of his life, Nicholas, an artist historian, also puts Kahn in context with other artists and situates his recent work within his broader career. 240 pages. Rizzoli. 10¾x12¼. Pub. at $55.00 $41.95

★ 4745868 ANTHONY VAN DYCK AND THE ART OF PORTRAITURE. By Christopher White. Follows Van Dyck’s life through the portraits that he painted in the Low Countries, Italy and England, examining their charm—and their occasional flaws—while setting them alongside the work of other European artists of the age. Well illus. in color. 296 pages. Modern Art Press. 9¾x11¼. Pub. at $45.00 $34.95
**3979083** WYETH: Andrew & Jamie in the Studio. By Timothy J. Standring. Exhibition catalog. This beautifully illustrated, documented volume situates each artist’s body of work in the context of their shared biographies, place, and artistic practices taking a novel approach each in exploring the Wyeths’ working methods and processes. Also included is a rare glimpse into the artists’ worlds in their studios in the Brandywine Valley and Mid-coast Maine. 223 pages. Denver Art Museum. 11¼x10½. Pub. at $45.00  **$19.95**

**3875047** GERHARD RICHTER: Painting After All. By S. Wachow & B.H.D. Buchloh. Exhibition catalog. Features approximately 100 of Richter’s key canvases, from photo paintings created in the early 1960s to portraits and later large-scale abstract series, as well as select works in glass, and includes essays by eminent scholars addressing a variety of themes. 270 pages. MMA. 9½x10½. Pub. at $30.00  **$39.95**

**3895636** TIFFANY STUDIOS’ TECHNIQUES: Inspiration for Today’s Artists. By Edith Crouch. Delivers an in-depth look at Tiffany Studios’ production techniques, including stained and leaded glass windows and lampshades, blown and sheet glass, mosaics, metalwork, stained, enamels, jewelry and art pottery, coupled with techniques practiced by artists today in each medium. A beautiful and valuable reference tool for any artist. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12½. Pub. at $180.00  **$29.95**

**3946207** A WILD NOTE OF LONGING: Albert Pinkham Ryder and a Century of American Art. By Christina Connell Brophy et al. Exhibition catalog. This long-overdue exhibition and beautifully illustrated volume on the life and work of this beloved American painter explores the powerful and enduring directions he forged for generations of American modernists. 248 pages. Rizzoli. 9¼x11½. Pub. at $65.00  **$47.95**

**3892217** VINCENT VAN GOGH: The Years in France–Complete Paintings 1886-1890. By Walter Feilchenfeld. Comprehensive, fully illustrated catalog of Van Gogh’s paintings executed during his tumultuous final years in Paris, Arles, Saint-Remy, and Auvers-sur-Oise. Some 580 works are reproduced in full color, along with a related selection of drawings and related images, and boasting a wealth of critical new information. 347 pages. Philip Wilson. 10x12½. Pub. at $100.00  **$39.95**

**3885585** JOAN MITCHELL: I Carry My Landscapes Around with Me. Exhibition catalog. Introduces the artist in the company of a larger cohort, even as she fully exempts herself from it. Fully illus. in color. 104 pages. David Zwirner. 10¼x14. Pub. at $35.00  **$19.95**

**4716465** GOYA’S GRAPHIC IMAGINATION. By Mark McDonald et al. Exhibition catalog. The first focused investigation of Francisco Goya’s graphic output, spanning six decades, and reflecting the transformation and turmoil of the Enlightenment, the Inquisition, and Spain’s years of constitutional government. Well illus. 319 pages. MMA. 9½x10½. Pub. at $50.00  **$39.95**

**4749013** RUTH BAUMGART: Turn of the Fire. By Lisa H. Reinholzd & al. Exhibitions catalog. Features both renowned and lesser-known works, including portraits, landscapes, and graphic works and all have her individual rapid stroke style. With rich illustrations, this volume shows the influence of an artist of captivating and beautiful page. 216 pages. Prestel. 9¾x12. Pub. at $55.00  **$19.95**

**4749057** ANITA REE: Retrospective. By Sophia Collitz et al. Exhibition catalog. Showcases Ree’s multifaceted oeuvre which ranges from graphic design, and printmaking, to Cubist Mediterranean landscapes and New Objectivist portraiture and self-portraits. Well illus. in color. 248 pages. Prestel. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $60.00  **$14.95**

**4691121** RENAISSANCE REALM: The Art of Olga Suvorova. By Michael Fishel. In this first-person account, accompanied by over 150 images of Suvorova’s colorful paintings, the artist describes her background, early influences, and career spanning from the 1970s to today. Mysterious cats, faithful dogs, ravishing birds, and beautiful flowers supporting roles in her lavish paintings. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11½. Pub. at $21.95

**3979571** BRUEGEL–THE HAND OF THE MASTER: The 450th Anniversary Edition. Ed. by Alice Hoppe-Hannounct et al. Exhibition catalog. The first exhibition to unite paintings, drawings and prints by Bruegel the Elder, it was the result of six years of research that also involved input from numerous experts in the fields of art history, conservation and science. This volume also includes 24 essays providing a comprehensive survey of the artist’s oeuvre. Fully illus., most in color. 496 pages. Hamilbat. 9¾x11½. Pub. at $79.00  **$59.95**

**3855736** CASPAR DAVID FRIEDRICH: Artist and the Self. By Nina Amstutz. From stunning volume, Amstutz combines fresh visual analysis with broad interdisciplinary research to investigate the intersection of landscape painting, self-exploration, and the life sciences in Friedrich’s mature work. Well illus., many in color. 269 pages. Yale. 8¾x10½. Pub. at $65.00  **$49.95**

**390251x** EL GRECO: Ambition & Defiance. Ed. by Rebecca J. Long. Exhibition catalog. A visually stunning companion to Greco’s world that considers the artist’s constant reinvention and professional drive. Lavishly illustrated and clothbound with gilt-edged pages, this volume features reproductions and scholarly discussions of more than 60 works along with nearly 500 color images. Art Institute of Chicago. 9¼x13½. Pub. at $50.00  **$39.95**

**385538X** ART OF GARY GIANNI FOR GEORGE R.R. MARTIN’S SEVEN KINGDOMS. This beautiful volume presents a comprehensive visual overview of George R.R. Martin’s A Song of Ice and Fire series, plus Knight of the Seven Kingdoms and Fire and Blood, through over 300 drawings and paintings by the award-winning illustrator. 303 pages. Flescher. 10¼x12½. Pub. at $49.95  **$34.95**

**37066X** RENIO: The Body, the Senses. Ed. by E. Bell & G.T.M. Shackelford. Exhibition catalog. Offering the first-ever comprehensive investigation of Renoir’s nudes, this beautifully illustrated study complements the exhibition more than seventeen years ago including paintings, pastels, drawings and sculptures. This volume also features an interview with the contemporary figurative painter Lisa Yuskavage on the historical significance of the female nude in art. 264 pages. Clark Art Institute. 9¼x11. Pub. at $55.00  **$47.95**

**4737857** THE ART OF ERIC CARLE. The acclaimed and beloved creator of brilliantly illustrated and innovatively designed picture books for very young children, Carle’s life and work are explored in this comprehensive portrait that includes more than 60 full-color illustrations from his books; along with a photographic essay on how he paints his pages and creates his collages. 141 pages. Penguin. 9x11¾. Pub. at $35.00  **$26.95**

**3831434** FERNAND KHNOPF. By Michel Beate. An exploration of the artist’s production and milieu of the artist, organized around a visit to the home and studio that the artist had built for himself in Brussels in 1902. This comprehensive volume restores the international dimension to an artist’s place in the history of modern art. It was a major inspiration for Rene Magritte. Well illus., many in color. 304 pages. Mercatorfonds. 9½x10. Pub. at $60.00  **$47.95**

**4650421** PAOLO VERONESE AND THE PRACTICE OF PAINTING IN LATE RENAISSANCE VENICE. By Diana Gissolfi. Focusing on Veronese’s material use, composition, and enigmatic working methods, this book introduces a novel approach to understanding Veronese’s paintings and the techniques he used. This volume provides an examination of the artist’s painting practice and how it developed. Gissolfi also provides a nuanced understanding of the world of artists, their collaborations and competitions, and their patrons. Well illus., most in color. 340 pages. Yale. 10x11¼. Pub. at $75.00  **$29.95**
Artist Monographs

★ 4746534 CUBISM IN COLOR: The Still Lives of Juan Gris. Ed. by Nicole R. Myers et al. Exhibition catalog. As a thorough examination of Gris’s still lifes, this volume provides an important reassessment of this under-appreciated artist, rehabilitating his position as a modernist master. Well illus., in color. 284 pages. Dallas Museum of Art, 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $45.00

$34.95

★ 3918319 VAN EyCK. Ed. by Maximilliaan Martens et al. Exhibition catalog. This stunning volume tells the broader story of a revolutionary moment in Western art history. As well as reproducing beautiful artworks by Van Eyck, it also includes several pieces from his studio and other international masterpieces from the late Middle Ages, making the world of Van Eyck available to a larger audience before. 504 pages. Thames & Hudson. 10x12¼. Pub. at $85.00

$60.00

★ 3847543 SOFONISSA’S LESSON: A Renaissance Artist and Her Work. By Michael W. Cole. Sheds new light on Sofonisba’s work, offering a major assessment of a Renaissance painter who changed the image of women’s education in Europe. Complete with more than two hundred known paintings and drawings associated with Sofonisba over the past 450 years, and a modern scholarly opinion on each. Well illus. in color. 307 pages. Princeton. 7½x9. Pub. at $60.00

$34.95

★ 395112X ROBERT RYMAN. Ed. by S. Hoban & C.J. Martin. This volume featuring new photography and original essays by a formidable array of scholars and curators is the most comprehensive and thorough investigation into the work of American painter Robert Ryman in over two decades. 336 pages. Yale. 7¼x10¼. Pub. at $65.00

PRICE CUT to $11.95

2979713 RENOIR, IMPRESSIONISM, AND FULL-LENGTH PAINTING. By Colin B. Bailey. Extensively illustrated, this volume draws on contemporary criticism and biographical documents to explore the motivation behind Renoir’s figure paintings as well as their reception. Technical studies of the canvases shed new light on the artist’s working methods. 266 pages. Thames & Hudson. 10¼x12¼. Pub. at $75.00

PRICE CUT to $14.95

★ 3976831 SUBVERSION AND SURREALISM IN THE ART OF HONORE SHARRER. Ed. by M. Melissa Wolfe. Exhibition catalog. Offers the first critical reassessment of the artist who, despite a meteoric rise, has since receded from the public eye. Well illus., most in color. 176 pages. Yale. 9¼x11½. Pub. at $39.95

PRICE CUT to $27.95

★ 3903773 KARA WALKER: Fons Americanus. Ed. by Clara Kim et al. Features the early drawings and small clay models made by the artist as well as striking views of the final installation. Walker’s figures derive from an array of art, historical, literary and cultural sources. Kim provides insights into the motivations for the new commission, while Smith explores key moments in Walker’s career. 160 pages. Yale. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $39.95

PRICE CUT to $27.95

★ 3868517 CY Twombly. Ed. by Jonas Storvare. Exhibition catalog. Presents a meticulous retrospective of this central figure of 20th-century art, tracing all facets of his oeuvre. Over 300 illustrations of his works, some of which here for the first time, are supplemented by essays written by art historians, reflections by fellow artists, and a chronology-studded personal account penned by Nicola Del Roscio. 320 pages. ACC Art Books. 9¾x12. Pub. at $60.00

PRICE CUT to $30.95

★ 3991253 YAYOI KUSAMA: Every Day I Pray for Love. In her personal account Kusama brings us into her world through poetic recollections, giving insight into her creative process and the essential role language plays in her paintings, sculptures, and daily life. Fully illus., most in color. 304 pages. David Zwirner. 6¼x9¼. Pub. at $45.00

$32.95

★ 4744039 FRANCIS CUNNINGHAM. Ed. by Charles Gute. The first monograph devoted to American painter Francis Cunningham, known for working across the genres of nude, landscape, and still life. He currently maintains studios in Manhattan and in the rural western part of Massachusetts, known as the Berkshires. Fully illus., most in color. 260 pages. 5 Controls. 11¼x11¼. Pub. at $50.00

$39.95

★ 3933229 FRANZ MARC—THE COMPLETE WORKS, VOLUME 2: Works on Paper, Postcards, Decorative Arts and Sculpture. By A. Hoberg & I. Jansen. Devoted to the watercolors, works on paper, sculpture and decorative arts of Franz Marc, this volume provides the ultimate reference for art lovers, art historians and collectors and offers fresh insights into the work of Franz Marc. Well illus., many in color. 440 pages. Philip Wilson. 10¼x11½. Pub. at $42.00

$70.95

★ 3926974 REMBRANDT’S RELIGIOUS PRINTS: The Federdes Collection at the Snite Museum of Art. By Charles M. Rosenberg. A collection of virtually unknown etchings, collected by the Federdes family and now preserved for the ages at the University of Notre Dame, are showcased in this lavishly illustrated volume. These great works of art reward the reader with fresh insights and discoveries of this Dutch master. 476 pages. InUP. 12¼x10¼. Pub. at $70.00

PRICE CUT to $11.95

★ 3891584 BOSCH IN DETAIL. By Till-Holger Borchert. Organized by characteristic themes in Bosch’s work, such as faces, heaven and hell, the four elements, landscapes, and creatures both fantastic and monstrous, this little volume also offers exceptional views of masterpieces like The Garden of Earthly Delights. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Ludion. 6¼x7¾. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

★ 4699496 JOAN MIRÓ. Ed. by S. Roberts & K. Siegel. Exhibition catalog. Signatures works are represented in this gorgeously illustrated volume, along with rarely seen paintings, works on paper, artist’s sketchesbooks, and photographs of Miró’s life, social circle, and surroundings. 386 pages. Yale. 10¼x11½. Pub. at $65.00

$49.95

★ 398575X THE TEMPLE OF SILENCE: His Famous Work and World. By Herbert Read. Collects over two hundred jaw-dropping images of otherworldly shrines, whimsical cartoons, grotesque creatures, nightmares and dreamscapes from the work of Herbert Read, an innovator at the dawn of modernism. This book also offers exceptional views of masterpieces like The Garden of Earthly Delights. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Ludion. 6¼x7¾. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

★ 3992438 SWING LANDSCAPE: Stuart Davis and the Modernist Mural. By Jennifer McComas. Exhibition catalog. This study explores Stuart Davis’ painting, one of the greatest of 20th century America and arguably Davis’s most ambitious work. This is an indispensable resource on interwar modernism, mural painting, and urban development. Well illus., many in color. 152 pages. Yale. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $39.95

$25.00

★ 3968766 HENRY WALLIS (1830-1916): From Pre-Raphaelite Painter to Collector/Connoisseur. By R. Lessens & D.T. Lanigan. This is the first holistic appraisal of the painter, celebrated for his masterpieces The Death of Chatterton and Merchants. Well illus. as well as acknowledging Wallis’s expertise as a colorist and draughtsman, it pays respect to his lesser-known but important accomplishments as both collector and art connoisseur. Well illus., most in color. 320 pages. ACC Art Books. 9¾x12. Pub. at $60.00

$44.95

★ 4701250 HENRY WALLIS (1830-1916): From Pre-Raphaelite Painter to Collector/Connoisseur. By R. Lessens & D.T. Lanigan. This is the first holistic appraisal of the painter, celebrated for his masterpieces The Death of Chatterton and Merchants. Well illus. as well as acknowledging Wallis’s expertise as a colorist and draughtsman, it pays respect to his lesser-known but important accomplishments as both collector and art connoisseur. Well illus., most in color. 320 pages. ACC Art Books. 9¾x12. Pub. at $60.00

$44.95

★ 4709216 SIEVEKING. 11¼x11¼. Pub. at $60.00

$44.95

★ 3950366 BOSCH IN DETAIL. By Till-Holger Borchert. Organized by characteristic themes in Bosch’s work, such as faces, heaven and hell, the four elements, landscapes, and creatures both fantastic and monstrous, this little volume also offers exceptional views of masterpieces like The Garden of Earthly Delights. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Ludion. 6¼x7¾. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

★ 4699496 JOAN MIRÓ. Ed. by S. Roberts & K. Siegel. Exhibition catalog. Signatures works are represented in this gorgeously illustrated volume, along with rarely seen paintings, works on paper, artist’s sketchesbooks, and photographs of Miró’s life, social circle, and surroundings. 386 pages. Yale. 10¼x11½. Pub. at $65.00

$49.95

★ 4891563 CY Twombly. Ed. by Jonas Storvare. Exhibition catalog. Presents a meticulous retrospective of this central figure of 20th-century art, tracing all facets of his oeuvre. Over 300 illustrations of his works, some of which here for the first time, are supplemented by essays written by art historians, reflections by fellow artists, and a chronology-studded personal account penned by Nicola Del Roscio. 320 pages. ACC Art Books. 9¾x12. Pub. at $60.00

PRICE CUT to $30.95
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**ARCHITECTURE AND SURREALISM: A Blistering Romance.** Text by Neil Spiller. This stunning volume charts the development of the fragile relationship between these two very different ways of seeing the world and reveals how the fusion of these ideas is being put to use by contemporary architects in extraordinary ways. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9¾x11¼. Pub. at $60.00  
$16.95

$7.95

**ROGUES’ GALLERY: The Rise (and Occasional Fall) of Art Dealers, the Hidden Players in the History of Art.** By Philip Hook. A riveting narrative that takes the reader from the early days of art dealing in Antwerp, where paintings were sold by weight, to the unassailable hauteur of contemporary galleries in New York, London, Paris, and beyond. Filled with invective and scintillating information about art and artists, this is essential reading for anyone interested in the hidden history of art. 16 pages of color illus. 298 pages. The Experiment. 6¼x9¼. Pub. at $25.95  
$7.95

**DIVINE CONCEPTION: The Art of the Annunciation.** By Sarah Drummond. Focusing on twelve specific aspects of the Annunciation, this volume explores images—paintings, illuminated manuscripts, ivories, mosaics, sculpture, wall paintings, metal work—in the context of the period when they were made. The works of art discussed relate to the Latin West from the earliest times, with a cut-off date towards the middle of the 16th century. 176 pages. Unicum. 8¾x6¼.  
$16.95

**ARISTOCRAT.** By A. Rozsnyai. A leading contemporary art scholar traces the origins and evolution of abstract art, placing it in broad cultural context. Comprehensively revised, this volume will serve as the best introduction to abstract art for a new generation. Well illus. in color. 272 pages. Thames & Hudson. 6x8¼.  
$24.95

**THE PHOENIX YEARS: Art, Resistance, and the Making of Modern China.** By Maggie A. Diao. The rise from economic ruin to global giant is illuminated by another fascinating narrative beneath its surface—the story of the country’s emerging artistic avant-garde and the Chinese people’s ongoing struggle for freedom of expression. 16 pages of color photos. 350 pages. Pegasus. 6¼x9¼. Pub. at $25.95  
$9.95

**AFTER CARAVAGGIO.** By Michael Fried. Accessible and beautifully illustrated, this stunning volume combines an account of works by Caravaggio with a close reading of the Corridori della Libreria with a detailed case study of Cecco del Caravaggio’s Resurrection (1619-1620), and concludes by surveying a group of paintings by Guercino. 222 pages. Yale. 7¼x10¼. Pub. at $50.00  
$14.95

**PISSING FIGURES, 1280-2014.** By Jean-Claude Lebensztejn. The author’s history of the urinating figure in art, is a poignant cultural history, a scholarly inquiry into an important motif, and a statement on transgression and limits in works of art in general. Well illus. in many color 186 pages. David Zwirner. Pub. at $134.50  
$16.95

**THE LAST PAINTING: Final Works of the Great Masters—From Giotto to Twombly.** By Bernard Chambaz. From Giotto to Twombly, this poetic and thought-provoking volume brings together the final paintings from the hundreds of the great masters of art. Each picture is placed in the context of the artist’s work, revealing what may have been in the painter’s mind at the time of their death. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. ACC Art Books. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $50.00  
$16.95

**100 GREAT ARTISTS: A Visual Journey from Fra Angelico to Andy Warhol.** By Charlotte Gerlings. Through careful and judicious selection of artists and their works, this volume reveals the most important aspects of western painting and interprets them for the reader. Each of the works illustrated provides a glimpse of the fascinating kaleidoscope that makes up western painting. 208 pages. Sirius. 7x10. Pub. at $16.99  
$12.95

**THE HARDY FAMILY OF ARTISTS: Frederick Daniel, George, Heywood, James and Their Descendants.** By Kimber G. Hardy. The collection of the Hardy family of artists includes some of the leading genre painters of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Drawing on a collection of unpublished letters, documents, and photographs inherited by the artists’ descendants, Hardy has written the first comprehensive assessment of their work. 223 pages. ACC Art Books. 9¼x12. Pub. at $75.00  
$9.95

**THE DANCE AROUND THE GOLDEN Calf by LUCAS VAN LEYDEN.** By Jan Piet Fried Kohler. Kohler’s is the best-known paintings is the first book on the Dance around the Golden Calf of 1530, which is in the collection of the Rijksmuseum. Van Leyden clearly took great delight in depicting the biblical story. The focal point of the triptych is not the dance itself, but Moses furiously smashing the tablets—but the people of Israel indulging in sinful behavior. Fully illus. in color. 68 pages. Rijksmuseum. 6¼x9¾. Pub. at $19.95  
$5.95

**OBJECTS OF VIRTUE: Art in Renaissance Italy.** By L. Syson & D. Thornton. Examines the multiple meanings and values of the objects with which families like the Medici, Este, and Gonzaga surrounded themselves. The authors examine the complicated relationship between the so-called ‘useful arts’ and artifacts of other sorts in which artistry might be as important as utility. Well illus. in many color. 288 pages. J. Paul Getty Museum. 3x1. Pub. at $50.00  
$19.95

**ABSTRACT ART: World of Art.** 394 pages. Konemann. 11¼x12½. Pub. at $39.95  
$16.95

**THE GREEN MAN.** By Kathleen Basford. The 27 essays in this volume, based on Seymour’s The Image of the Foliate Man in Medieval Sculpture, explore images of the foliate man and the foliate image from ancient times to the present day. Well illustrates objects from the Middle Ages, through the Renaissance and Baroque, to the early nineteenth century. Fully illus. 128 pages. D.S. Brewer. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $75.00  
$25.95

**THE HARDY FAMILY OF ARTISTS: Frederick Daniel, George, Heywood, James and Their Descendants.** By Kimber G. Hardy. The collection of the Hardy family of artists includes some of the leading genre painters of the nineteenth and early twenty-first centuries. Drawing on a collection of unpublished letters, documents, and photographs inherited by the artists’ descendants, Hardy has written the first comprehensive assessment of their work. 223 pages. ACC Art Books. 9¼x12. Pub. at $75.00  
$9.95

**THE DANCE AROUND THE GOLDEN Calf by LUCAS VAN LEYDEN.** By Jan Piet Fried Kohler. Kohler’s is the best-known paintings is the first book on the Dance around the Golden Calf of 1530, which is in the collection of the Rijksmuseum. Van Leyden clearly took great delight in depicting the biblical story. The focal point of the triptych is not the dance itself, but Moses furiously smashing the tablets—but the people of Israel indulging in sinful behavior. Fully illus. in color. 68 pages. Rijksmuseum. 6¼x9¾. Pub. at $19.95  
$5.95

**OCEANIC: ROGUES’ GALLERY: The Rise (and Occasional Fall) of Art Dealers, the Hidden Players in the History of Art.** By Philip Hook. A riveting narrative that takes the reader from the early days of art dealing in Antwerp, where paintings were sold by weight, to the unassailable hauteur of contemporary galleries in New York, London, Paris, and beyond. Filled with invective and scintillating information about art and artists, this is essential reading for anyone interested in the hidden history of art. 16 pages of color illus. 298 pages. The Experiment. 6¼x9¼. Pub. at $25.95  
$7.95

**FRENCH PAINTING 1100-1830.** By Valentin Grieve. Between popular mass culture and rather little known artists, this splendidly illustrated volume unfolds nine centuries of the history of French painting. It contains more than 450 works showing medieval frescoes, Gothic illuminations, Renaissance portraits, neoclassical or romantic paintings, but also works of academic art. Text in English and five additional languages. 504 pages. Konemann. 11¼x12¾. Pub. at $39.95  
$29.95

**FRENCH PAINTING 1830-1920.** By Valentin Grieve. Over 400 works, this lavishly illustrated volume deals with the most important trends and groups in French painting from the middle of the 19th century to the first years of the 20th century: naturalism, realism, impressionism, post-impressionism, symbolism and the Nabis. Text in English and five additional languages. 504 pages. Konemann. 11¼x12¾. Pub. at $39.95  
$29.95

**ART: The Whole Story.** By Stephen Farthing. Traces the development of art from prehistoric to the present, giving readers unparalleled insights into the world’s finest and rarest works of art. This extensively illustrated text covers every genre, from painting and sculpture to conceptual art and performance art. 576 pages. Thames & Hudson. 7¼x9¾. Pub. at $29.95  
$19.95

**ASSYRIA TO IBERIA: Art and Culture in the Iron Age.** By Jan Piet Fried Kohler. The 27 essays in this volume, based on Seymour’s The Image of the Foliate Man in Medieval Sculpture, explore images of the foliate man and the foliate image from ancient times to the present day. Well illustrates objects from the Middle Ages, through the Renaissance and Baroque, to the early nineteenth century. Fully illus. 128 pages. D.S. Brewer. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $25.95  
$18.95

**THE GREEN MAN.** By Kathleen Basford. The image of the tree head or the head of a man sprouting leaves, is probably the most common of all motifs in medieval sculpture. Nevertheless, the significance of the image lay disregarded until Basford published this volume. J. Paul Getty Museum. 3x1. Pub. at $50.00  
$16.95
Art History & Criticism

**4696441 BLUE: The History of a Color.** By Michel Pastoureau. This beautifully illustrated volume tells the intriguing story of our favorite color and the cultures that have hated it, loved it, and made it essential to some of our greatest works of art. 216 pages. Princeton. 9x9¾. Pub. at $35.00 $27.95

**3860310 BLACK: The History of a Color.** By Michel Pastoureau. Black—a favorite color of princes and priests, artists and ascetics, fashion designers and fanatics—has always stood for powerfully opposed ideas. In this richly illustrated volume, the acclaimed author of Blue now tells the fascinating social history of the color black in Europe, at $35.00 $27.95

**3784398 YELLOW: The History of a Color.** By Michel Pastoureau. A renowned authority on the history of color and author of celebrated volumes on blue, black, green, and red—now traces the visual, social, and cultural history of yellow. Throughout, Pastoureau illuminates the history of yellow with a wealth of captivating images making this a feast for the eye and mind. 240 pages. Princeton. 9x9¼. Pub. at $52.95 $39.95

---

**201 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $24.95 3865126 MURALS OF NEW YORK CITY.** By Glenn Palmer-Smith, photos by J. McHugh. Curates more than thirty of the most important, influential, and impressive murals from all five boroughs. Full-color photographs of works are accompanied by informative and historical commentary. 226 pages. Rizzoli. 10x8¼. Pub. at $32.50 $24.95

**4720652 PAINTERS AND PAINTINGS IN THE EARLY AMERICAN SOUTH.** By Carolyn Gregory. In this first comprehensive study of the subject, Weekly gathers into one volume a large body of work relating to art and artists dating from 1564 to about 1790. Lavishly illustrated, this selection includes work primarily from the settlements along the east coast from Maryland to Florida, and also along the Gulf Coast. 436 pages. Yale. 10x11½. Pub. at $85.00 $29.95

**4721098 THE ART OF CONTACT: Comparative Approaches to Greek and Phoenician Art.** By S. Rebecca Martin. Offering fresh perspectives on Greek and Phoenician art history, Martin examines Athenian and Tyrian coins, kouros statues, and wall mosaics, as well as the familiar Alexander Sarcophagi. But she also envisions the “Slipper Slapper,” and questions what constituted “Greek” and “Phoenician” art and identity. Well illustrated, some in color. 282 pages. UP. 7x1/4 x10. Pub. at $65.00 $14.95

**4688341 DEEP AFFINITIES: Art and Science.** By Philip F. Palmedo. Reveals how the two fields of humanities—art and science—are rooted in certain common instincts, which we might call aesthetic: an appreciation of symmetry, balance, and rhythm, as well as the tendency to simplify and abstract natural forms, and to represent them symbolically. Well illustrated. Most in color. 192 pages. Abbeville. 8x1x10/4. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

**3978974 PICTURING WAR IN FRANCE, 1792-1856.** By Kate Hornstein. This fascinating volume studies representations of contemporary conflict in the first half of the nineteenth century and explores how these pictures provided citizens with an imaginative view of wars being waged in their name. Well illustrated. 265 pages. Yale. 8x1x11¼. Pub. at $70.00 $24.95

**2907178 100 ARTISTS OF THE MALE FIGURE: A Contemporary Anthology of Painting, Drawing, and Sculpture.** By E. Gibbons. Bravely showcases works by female and male artists from all around the world that focus on the classic subject of the male nude. Painting, drawings, and sculptures display broad and varied styles, including portraiture, still life, abstract, and photorealism. Adults only. 224 pages. Schiffer. 8x1x11¼. Pub. at $50.00 $24.95

**3779270 ORIGINS, INVENTION, REVISION: Studying the History of Art and Architecture.** By James Ackerman, an architectural historian. Ackerman offers insight into his formation and development as a scholar, as well as reflections on a range of topics. Concise, lucid, and original, this volume presents deep syntheses alongside innovative approaches and a broad geographical and chronological reach. Well illustrated, many in color. 177 pages. Yale. 7x10. Pub. at $45.00 $9.95

**3829774 JERUSALEM 1000-1400: Every People Under Heaven.** Ed. by M. Holcomb & B.D. Boehn. Defines 1000 to 1400 AD as a highly creative moment in a single, complex city. Through absorbing essays and incisive discussions of nearly 200 works of art, this beautifully illustrated volume explores not only the meaning of the city to its many faiths but also the aesthetic strands that enhanced the medieval city. 333 pages. MMA. 9x1x12¼. Pub. at $75.00 $24.95

**4863773 FROM MEMLING TO RUBENS: The Golden Age of Flanders.** By Katharina Van Caeteren. This lavishly illustrated volume tells the story of Flanders from the fifteenth, sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, as you’ve never read it before. It’s a roller-coaster ride through 300 years of cultural history. 432 pages. Hans. 10x11½. Pub. at $68.00 $49.95

**4675784 THE WOMAN IN WHITE: Joaquin Hiffernan and James McNeill Whistler.** By Margaret F. MacDonald et al. Exhibition catalog. This luxuriously illustrated volume provides the first comprehensive account of Hiffernan’s partnership with Whistler during a period when he was forging a reputation as one of the most innovative and influential artists of his generation. 232 pages. Yale. 9x10½. Pub. at $60.00 $47.95

**4710592 REMBRANDT’S ORIENT: West Meets East in Dutch Paint of the 17th Century.** By Bodo Brinkmann et al. Exhibition catalog. Examines how the painters of the Dutch Golden Age reacted to the regions of the Middle and Far East, of which they had become increasingly aware through trade, travel, and publications. Foreignness represented an appealing contrast to the familiar, but it hardly aroused a more profound level of sympathy. Well illustrated, most in color. 328 pages. Prestel. 9x12. Pub. at $35.00 $37.95

**3942198 ELOQUENT BODIES: Movement, Expression, and the Human Figure in Gothic Sculpture.** By Jacqueline E. Jung. Along with their stained glass and soaring vaults, Gothic cathedrals dazzle visitors with their array of sculptures. Filled with more than 500 images that capture the synesthetic energy of cathedral sculpture, this volume demonstrates how viewers were addressed by these eloquent sculpted bodies at major cathedrals in France and Germany. 327 pages. Yale. 8x10½. Pub. at $75.00 $49.95

**4727517 BY THE PEN AND WHAT THEY WRITE: Writing in Islamic Art and Culture.** Ed. by S. Blair & J. Bloom. Contains the written versions of papers delivered at the Sixth Biennial Hamad bin Khalifa Symposium on Islamic Art and Culture, held in Doha in 2015, this illustrated volume examines the seminal role of writing from many angles. 305 pages. Yale. 9x10½. Pub. at $75.00 $24.95

**3754820 THE PRE-RAPHAELITES.** By Aurelie Petiot. In this authoritative survey, the author traces Pre-Raphaelism from its beginnings as a secret brotherhood to its dissemination into multiple strands of English art and beyond. Petiot offers wide-ranging insight into the many areas of Pre-Raphaelite thought, from nature to gender and class relations. Both major and lesser-known works have been carefully and brilliantly reproduced in these pages. 396 pages. Abbeville. 11x13. Pub. at $150.00 $99.95

---

See more titles at erhbc.com/848
**Art History & Criticism**

★ 3857470 FLORENCE: The Paintings & Frescoes, 1250-1743. Text by Alina Grebe. SHOPWORN. Fully illus. in color. 697 pages. Text, in English, and 1,500 in Italian and French. $175.00


★ 377922X A HISTORY OF ILLUSTRATION. By D. Hockney & M. Gayford. Well illus. in color. 360 pages. Abrams. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $45.00


**General Art Books**

★ 4656450 THINK SMALL: The Tiniest Art in the World. By Eva Katz. Meet the artists behind more than 200 incredible tiny works of art, and discover their creative processes and inspirations. Including the enormous exquisiteness of their miniature oeuvres. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Chronicle. 4½x6¼. Pub. at $14.95

★ 3698862 WALT DISNEY’S NINE OLD MEN: Masters of Animation. Text by Charles Solomon. After roughly 40 years of mentorship, the Nine Old Men were all named Disney Legends in 1994 for their lasting contributions, not only to The Walt Disney Studios, but to animation as a whole. This stunning volume offers a deep dive into their external work and life stories—and a rich offering of the legacy they helped shape. Fully illus. in color. 120 pages. Chronicle. 12¼x9¾. Pub. at $50.00

★ 4754018 TASTE: The Secret Meaning of Things. By Stephen Bayley. Explores shifting attitudes toward art, architecture, design, fashion, food and shopping and concludes that taste has more to do with manners than appearances; that “good taste” is both myth and reality; and that taste—good or bad—has nothing whatever to do with style. Well illus., in color. 208 pages. Circus. 6½x9¼. Pub. at $40.00

★ 3988759 CURRIER & IVES’ AMERICA: From Shadown to Light. By Susan M. Coldiron. Over 360 spectacular art pieces in a wide range of styles and media, illustrating the world and the wonder of nature’s most alluring cultures. This exhibition features more than three hundred full-color plates, and offers a truly representative selection from the wide variety of prints issued by one of America’s best loved lithographers. 488 pages. Flammarion. 11x11. Pub. at $59.95

**CONTEMPORARY WILDLIFE ART.** By Cindy Ann Codlinor. Over 360 spectacular art pieces in a wide range of styles and media, illustrating the world and the wonder of nature’s most alluring cultures. This exhibition features more than three hundred full-color plates, and offers a truly representative selection from the wide variety of prints issued by one of America’s best loved lithographers. 488 pages. Flammarion. 11x11. Pub. at $59.95

★ 391514X FROM SHADOW TO LIGHT: The Life and Art of Mort Meskin. By Steven Brower et al. Presents a coffee table art book, biography, and critique of one of the 20th century’s most influential and uniquely neglected comic book artists. The first artist to draw Sheena of the Jungle, Meskin worked in such diverse genres as romance, crime, and Western comics. His entire career is included here. Well illus., in color. 220 pages. Fantagraphics. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $39.99
Thomas Hauffe. Between 1890 and the beginning of the First World War, a new international style developed in architecture and design. The representatives of Art Nouveau turned against the eclectic excesses of historicism and opposed them with organic forms, plant ornamentation and floral ornaments in Paris, Brussels and Barcelona.

To see more titles, visit erhbc.com/848.
**4680677 STAINED GLASS: Radiant Art.** By Virginia Chiefio Ragusa. Richly illustrated with images from the remarkable stained glass collection at the J. Paul Getty Museum, this edition includes essays such as the making of a stained glass window, its iconography and architectural context; the significance of patrons and collectors, and also the challenges of restoration and display. 122 pages. J. Paul Getty Museum. 6x9 Paperback. Pub. at $20.00. $5.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY 4727673 THE ENCHANTED WORLD OF GERMAN ROMANTIC PRINTS, 1770-1850.** Ed. by John Ittmann. Featuring the illustrated work of more than 120 artists, including Caspar David Friedrich, Ludwig Emil Grimm, Joseph Anton Koch, Philipp Otto Runge, and Johann Gottfried Schadow. This author provides many unique examples of prints from the Philadelphia Museum of Art's unvalued collection. 412 pages. Yale. 10x12¼. Pub. at $65.00. $19.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY 4711378 TRAVELING WITH CORTES AND PIZARRO/DISCOVERING FINE PRE-COLUMBIAN ART, text by H. Thomson et al., photos by E. Parrinello. A rare personal journey into a Pre-Columbian art collection, revealed in over 225 full-color photographs of the terracotta, stucco, stone, silver, and copper objects. Thomson gives a detailed, exciting narrative, based upon extensive research, of the role art played in the conquest of Mexico by Hernan Cortes and of Peru by Francisco Pizarro. 400 pages. Continents. 10x12½. Pub. at $95.00. $29.95

**4397807 THE ROMANCE OF MODERNISM: Paintings and Sculpture by Scott M. Black Collection.** By George TM. Sheddelford. Recently named one of the world's top 200 collectors by ARTnews, Scott M. Black has carefully developed over the past two decades a distinguished collection of Impressionist, Post-Impressionist, and Modernist works. This volume illustrates the entire collection for the first time. 136 pages. MFA Publications. 9¼x11¾. Pub. at $50.00. $7.95

**4390204 THE QUEEN'S DIAMOND AND THREE GALLERIES WESTMINSTER ABBEY.** Ed. by Susan Jenkins et al. Exhibition catalog. A unique collection of exhibits relating to the Abbey's 1,000-year history, many of which have not previously been on public view. Exhibition catalog follows five major themes: the development of the Abbey's buildings; worship and daily life in the Abbey; the Abbey's unique relationship with the monarchy; and its role as a place of national remembrance. Well illus., most in color. 64 pages. Scala. 8¼x8¾. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. $7.95

**4158972 MICKEY MOUSE: From Walt to the World.** By Andreas Deja with M. Labrie. Exhibition catalog. Since his modest debut in 1928, Walt Disney's creations have become one of the world's most recognized and beloved characters. Explore beautiful drawings, film cells, and artifacts from the sprawling exhibition at The Walt Disney Family Museum, in San Francisco, California. 168 pages. Weldon Owen. 12¾x9¾. Pub. at $50.00. $19.95

**3976904 WOMEN'S WORK: Embroidery in Colonial Boston.** By Pamela A. Parmal. Tells the stories of six women from the Boston area and how needlework shaped their lives in the colonists' most important port city of Boston. At once an historical overview, group biography, and richly illustrated art volume, this publication gives long overdue attention to a unique facet of American visual culture and women's history. 174 pages. MFA Publications. 8¼x9¾. Pub. at $40.00. $7.95

**★3934322 PRADO.** Text by Marina Linares. The Museo del Prado not only houses the largest collection of Spanish painting spanning the 15th century to the 19th century, but also represents an entire history of the classical art of western Europe. Text in English and five additional languages. Fully illus. in color. 280 pages. Conedio. 8x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**3971279 AMERICAN FOLK.** By Gerald W. Ward et al. Exhibition catalog. Celebration of both the pioneering and the developing collection of American folk art at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. Fully illus. in color. 110 pages. MFA, Boston. 9¼x10¾. Pub. at $40.00. $7.95

**3909131 EFUZZI & PITTI.** Text by Migla Gregori et al. Covering all together, the museums of Florence are one of the wonders of the world, for the spiritual values that they embody as much as for the works they contain. The series of public art collections here is unparalleled in Europe for its size and for the variety and value of its holdings as shown here in this magnificent volume. Text in English and Italian. Fully illus. in color. 424 pages. Magnis Edizioni. 9¼x11⅛. Pub. at $45.00. $16.95

**4740920 ETERNAL LIGHT: The Sacred Stained-Glass Windows of Louis Comfort Tiffany.** By Catherine Shollicot. Exhibition catalog. Focus on the evolution of significant leaded glass windows produced by Tiffany Studios between 1880 and 1925, and the important collection of Tiffany works at the Richard H. Driehaus Museum. Includes two gate-fold inserts highlighting the windows. Well illus., most in color. 84 pages. Giles. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $24.95. $9.95

**393616X EUROPEAN CLOCKS AND WATCHES IN THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART.** By Clare Vincent et al. Examines for the first time The Met's impressive collection of European clocks and watches created from the late Renaissance through the nineteenth century. This lavishly illustrated volume showcases fifty-four clocks, watches, and other timekeeping devices, each with an in-depth description. 278 pages. MMA. 8¼x12½. Pub. at $65.00. $14.95

**3909085 THE SISTINE CHAPEL.** By Antonio Paolucci. The images in this volume are the result of the photo shoot carried out in the Sistine Chapel between December 2015 and January 2016. Everyone involved in this project wants to share with the readers the joy for the results achieved, with a privileged view of these timeless masterpieces that are so close and intimate. 312 pages. Hardcover. Pub. at $30.00. $9.95

**★3935906 GLASS FLOWERS: Marvels of Art and Science at Harvard.** By Jennifer Brown et al. From orchids to bananas, rhododendrons to lilies, Leopold and Rudolf Blaschka created a stunning array of glass models of plants from around the world. Working exclusively for Harvard University in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, the Blaschkas applied their artistic expertise and botanical knowledge to craft a remarkable collection for Harvard College. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Scala. 8¼x8¾. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95

**★3810844 MUSEE D’ORSAY.** Text by Valerie Grivet. Celebrates the world over its impressionist masterpieces, the Musee d’Orsay keeps thousands of paintings, sculptures and decorative art from the greatest artists of the second half of the 19th century and early 20th century. Includes text in English and five additional languages. Fully illus. in color. 279 pages. Konemann. 8½x9¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**6280093 WOVEN IDENTITIES: Basketry Art of Western North America.** By Valerie K. Verzuh. The basket motif is drawn from the collections of Indian Arts & Culture in Santa Fe, New Mexico, and represent sixty tribal groups working primarily in the period 1870-1930 but with contemporary examples that exemplify the vibrant nature of the art today. Well illus. in color. 220 pages. University of New Mexico. 9¼x11½. Pub. at $34.95. $9.95

**3788717 THE SUFFOLK COLLECTION: A Catalogue of Paintings.** By Laura Houlston et al. This volume tells the story of a group of paintings that belonged to the earls of Suffolk and were dispersed and sold at Tatton Park in 1974. Lavishly illustrated, this resource includes full catalog entries for all the items in the collection and provides a fascinating insight into the paintings and their Histories. 342 pages. English Heritage. 9x11. Pub. at $10.95. $19.95

**★3955172 HOKUSAI’S BRUSH.** By Frank Feltens. Exhibition catalog. The Freer Museum, home to the world’s largest collection of paintings by Japanese artist Katsushika Hokusai, has put on view his incredible and rarely seen sketches, drawings, and paintings. Includes essays that explore Hokusai’s life and career. Well illus., some in Smithsonian. 8½x11¾. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00. $21.95
**Exhibition Catalogs**

**3976386 APHRODITE AND THE GODS OF LOVE.** Ed. by Christine Kondoleon et al. Presents a comprehensive and scholarly appreciation of the love deities, through 158 marble sculptures, painted vases, statuettes of terracotta and precious metal, mosaics, and gems. A lavishly illustrated feast for the eye and a celebration of desire. 224 pages. MFA. $7.95

**3977065 PIERO DELLA FRANCESCA IN AMERICA: From Sansepolcro to the East Coast.** By Nathaniel Silver. Seven works by Piero della Francesca were brought together including six panels from the Sant’ Agostino altarpiece, the largest number from this masterwork ever assembled. Well illus. in color. 149 pages. The Frick Collection. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.50. $7.95

**381162X MASKS OF THE WORLD.** By D.L. Congdon-Martin & J. Pieper. An extensive collection of beautiful masks from around the world, all portrayed in beautiful color. Nearly every country is represented with masks organized by country of origin and by tribal group. The origin, size, materials and other useful information is included in the concise captions. Photos of the masks in use are also featured. 168 pages. Schiffer. 11⅛x8⅛. Pub. at $49.95. $12.95

**3976378 ANDROMEDA HOTEL: The Art of Joseph Cornell.** By Therese Lichtenstein. Cornell has been a classroom teacher, a school district outdoor educator, a Boy Scout camp naturalist in the High Sierras, and a living history presenter. This exhibition showcases his eclectic works. Well illus. in color. 40 pages. Katonah Museum of Art. 9⅛x2. Paperbound. $7.95

**4683951 FIRST LADIES OF THE UNITED STATES: National Portrait Gallery.** By Gwendolyn DuBois Shaw. Serves as a handbook for the museum’s collection of first ladies’ portraits. Exploring the achievements and stories of these remarkable women through representation, we come to see how much has evolved since Martha Washington stepped into the position in 1789. Well illus., most in color. 256 pages. Image. 7⅝x9⅛. Pub. at $49.95. $4.95

**3932761 DELIRIOUS: Art at the Limits of Reason, 1950-1980.** By Kelly Baum et al. Addressing extraordinary artworks made between 1950 and 1980, this exhibition situates a fascination with the absurd and irrational. The challenging works by artists from Europe, Latin America, and the United States, forge a new aesthetic that directly responded to the unbalanced times in which they were created. Fully illus., many in color. 236 pages. MMA. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $50.00. $14.95

**3908208 THE ROCKIES AND THE ALPS: Bierstadt, Calame, and the Romance of the Mountains.** By K. Marthorne & T.L. Bloom. Featuring essays by four outstanding scholars, this beautiful volume explores the close connections among the American and European artists, who strove to capture the power and grandeur of the Rockies and the Alps, and the diverse landscape and fresco traditions they carried. 175 pages. Giles. 9⅛x11¼. Pub. at $45.00. $14.95


**3718190 SCENT OF INK: The Roy and Marilyn Papp Collection of Chinese Painting.** By Ju-fsi Chou. Presents Roy and Marilyn Papp’s collection of Chinese painting which is outstanding for its representation of the major masters for the last five hundred years. Using brush and ink and sometimes color, Chinese painters have represented figures, landscapes, flowers and birds in an unbroken tradition of nearly 1,000 pages. Phoenix Art Museum. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.00. $7.95

**396275X DIVINE PLEASURES: Painting from India’s Rajput Courts.** By Terence Mckenry et al. Features an informative entry for each work and two essays by scholar Terence McInerney that together outline the history of Indian painting and the Rajput courts, providing fresh insights and interpretations. This stunning volume presents a nuanced view of a way of life intimately tied to the color. 262 pages. MMA. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $50.00. $16.95

**3719990 HUDSON RIVER SCHOOL: Masterworks from the Wadsworth Atheneum.** By Eric Mankin Kornhauser et al. This volume includes fifty seven major Hudson River School paintings by all its major artists. Each work is reproduced in full color and is accompanied by a concise description of its significance and historical background. Also includes artists’ introduction to nineteenth century landscape figures and biographies and an painting. 170 pages. Yale. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $65.00. $19.95

**394126X DETROIT STYLE: Design in the Motor City, 1950-2020.** By Benjamin W. Colman. This collection highlights the artistry of Detroit designers working in the industry between 1950 and the present day, giving readers a stunningly illustrated opportunity to discover the ingenuity of influential, and surprisingly little known, design. 269 pages. MMA. 9¼x11½. Pub. at $50.00. $16.95

**3932727 DIANE ARBUS: In the Beginning.** The definitive study of the artist’s first seven years of work, from 1956 to 1962, drawn primarily from the rich holdings of the Metropolitan Museum’s Diane Arbus Archive which holds a remarkable treasury of photographs. The photos featured in this attractive volume reveal an artist defining style and honoring her subject matter. 168 pages. Yale. 9¼x10¼. Pub. at $50.00. $16.95

**3912788 ANARCHY & BEAUTY: William Morris and His Legacy 1860-1960.** By Fiona MacCarthy. The reader follows Morris’ fascination for nature and his decorative arts shop (later Morris & Co.), to his radical sexual politics and libertarianism, and the publication in 1890 of his own journal, News From Nowhere. MacCarthy then looks at the numerous artists and movements that were influenced by Morris’ ideas. Well illus., many in color. 184 pages. Yale. 9¼x10. Pub. at $50.00. $14.95

**3712761 ALEXANDER GARDNER: The Western Photographs, 1867-1868.** By James L. Ainsworth. Viewers are given a glimpse into the development of the American West through startling photographs of the frontier landscape and the rich culture of American Indian tribes. 180 pages. Yale. 11¼x8. Pub. at $60.00. $19.95

**388371X THE VATICAN: All the Paintings.** By Anja Grebe. Explore nearly 1,000 works of art, including every Old Testament scene from the galleries, chapels, libraries, and palaces of the Vatican museums in this one of a kind collection. Fully illus. in color. 525 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 10½x10½. Pub. at $45.00. $16.95

**3972453 HANS HOFMANN: Works on Paper.** By Karen Wilkin et al. Hans Hofmann (1888-1966) was an acclaimed Abstract Expressionist and one of the most influential art teachers of the twentieth century. This is the first full length monograph devoted to Hofmann’s works on paper, presenting a valuable new perspective from which to appreciate the achievements of this giant of postwar art. Fully illus., most in color. 128 pages. Yale. 9¾x11. Pub. at $40.00. $16.95
Design & Decorative Art

4714296 THE POWER OF LOVE: Jewels, Romance and Eternity. By Beatrix Chadour-Sampson. Romance, love and commitment are as universal as the precious jewels they inspire, objects which express deep affection for a loved one and eternal commitment. The author, an international jewelry expert, is able to tell the love story of the love jewel from Western Europe with a brief glimpse into the ancient civilizations that gave us many of our common traditions. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Unicom. 9x10½. Pub. at $45.00 $9.95

3962903 PLEASANT HILL SHAKER FURNITURE. By Kerry F. Penc. Presents a wealth of photographs and illustrations of furniture and implements created at the Kentucky community. Examines the ways their design was influenced by the religious group’s outlook on life. Includes furniture diagrams and vintage photographs from the community archives. 176 pages. Popular Woodworking. 9x11¼. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

3891655 GREEK GEMS AND FINGER RINGS: Early Bronze Age to Late Classical. By John Boardman. Presents a comprehensive account of the art of gem engraving in Greek lands from the Early Bronze Age down to the Hellenistic period. These masterpieces of miniaturist art can challenge many better-known works of sculpture and painting. Well illus., many in color. 480 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9x12¼. Pub. at $65.00 $14.95

4711289 LALIQUE. Text by Veronique Brumm. The name Lalique remains synonymous with stunning jewelry, crystal, and perfumes. In this luxuriously illustrated volume Lalique’s talents are demonstrated as well as those of his successors and the many artists who carry on his legacy today. 416 pages in eight volumes, slipcased. 5 Continents. 7½x11½. Pub. at $125.00 $34.95

3976645 IMPERISHABLE BEAUTY: Art Nouveau Jewelry. By Yvonne J. Markowitz et al. Illustrating nearly eighty ornaments from a single private collection, this stunning volume features all of the major designers and jewelers from this groundbreaking era. Paintings, prints, decorative arts, and textiles fill our the presentation. 168 pages. MFA Publications. 9½x7. Pub. at $45.00 $19.95

4727066 CHINA: DECOR & BRASS. Jewellery of the Batak in Sumatra, Indonesia. By Achim Sibeth. Examines the rich jewelry traditions of the Batak people in Indonesia, and is a story of the jewelry that is made and worn in everyday life. Batak Jewellery is characterized by a wide variety of materials and forms, and has many functions: jewels can be status symbols, badges of rank, attributes of membership into a certain age group, amulets and talismans, or simply ornaments. Well illus. in color. 5 Continents. 10½x12. Pub. at $55.00 $14.95

3831701 AMERICAN FURNITURE: The Federal Period. By Charles F. Montgomery. First published in 1966. The incomparable Winterthur Museum collection, one of the greatest collections in the world, and a magnificent collection, the largest in the world, and a magnificent collection, are displayed here in beautiful color photographs. 272 pages. Schiffer. 9x12¼. Pub. at $95.00 $24.95

4727584 CRAFTING EXCELLENCE: The Furniture of Nathan Lumbard and His Circle. By Christie Jackson et al. Introduces the striking achievements of cabinetmaker Nathan Lumbard (1712-1847). Presents a small group of craftsmen associated with him. The discovery of Lumbard’s name three decades ago led the authors on a pioneering journey, culminating in this handsomely illustrated volume—an insightful contribution to American furniture history. 286 pages. Yale. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $67.00 $19.95


3855333 ANCIENT EGYPTIAN JEWELRY: 50 Masterpieces of Art and Design. By Nigel Fletcher-Jones. Tells the story of three thousand years of jewelry-making, from simple amulets to the spells that protected the king in life, and assisted his journey to the otherworld in death. Fully illust. in color. 112 pages. American Univ in Cairo. 8½x8¼. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

4653637 JEWELS THAT MADE HISTORY: 100 Stones, Myths & Legends. By Stellere Volandes. The illustrated history of the world’s most valuable jewels, from creations of triumphs and tragedies, to breakthroughs and breakups, through the iconic jewels that have inspired and influenced since the dawn of time. A beautiful read for history lovers, fashionistas, collectors, and pop-culture historians, who just may forgive the followers as well as passionate jewel hunters. 224 pages. Rizzoli. 7½x9¾. Pub. at $45.00 $32.95

3865355 ART AS JEWELLERY: From Calder to Kapoor. By Louisa Guinness. From Alexander Calder, Man Ray and Pablo Picasso to through the jewel box of Jade Hirst and Cornelia Parker, many of the great figures of modern art have turned both thoughts and talents to jewelry. The author explores the role and significance of jewelry and how each artist’s wider body of work is related to their followers as well as passionate jewel hunters. 336 pages. ACC Art Books. 11x12¼. Pub. at $75.00 $14.95

3974679 CABINETS OF CURIOSITIES. By Patrick Mauries. Traces the amazing history of these unique spaces, receptacles, and fascinating collections within, from their first appearance in the inventories and engravings commissioned by Renaissance noble families, such as those of the Medici and the Hapsburgs, to the seventeenth-century scientist Elias Ashmole. Beautifully illustrated with gate-fold pages depicting detailed views. 256 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

3986167 KENNETH JAY LANE PICTORIAL: Jewelry & Accessories. By Nancy N. Schiffer. The flamboyant Kenneth Jay Lane has created high-fashion styles for over forty years for royalty, first ladies, celebrities, socialites, movie stars, and fashionable women. Over 700 of his pieces—vintage and current styles—are on display here in beautiful color photographs. 471 pages. Schiffer. 11x13. Pub. at $95.00 $16.95

3855460 RUSSIAN DECORATIVE ARTS. By Sylvia Cotterill. Spans a period of over two hundred years from the 18th century to the 20th century, with over 300 images of works of art in color. 386 pages. Thames & Hudson. 11x13. Pub. at $80.00 $29.95

3836754 TURKMEN JEWELRY: Silver Ornaments from the Marshall and Marilyn R. Wolf Collection. By Layla S. Diba et al. Presents more than two hundred examples in beautiful color photographs of Turkmén jewelry, created in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, from this renowned collection. This stunning volume broadens the appreciation of these unique jewelry works as well as those of his successors and the many artists who carry on his legacy today. 416 pages in eight volumes, slipcased. 5 Continents. 7½x11½. Pub. at $125.00 $24.95

3865438 IF THESE JEWELS COULD TALK: The Legends Behind Celebrity Gems. By Beth Bernstein. Offers a glimpse into the world of celebrity owners and tells the stories of the love, affection for a loved one and eternal commitment, the author, an international jewelry expert, is able to tell the love story of the love jewel from Western Europe with a brief glimpse into the ancient civilizations that gave us many of our common traditions. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Unicom. 9x10½. Pub. at $45.00 $19.95

6883834 A TREASURY OF MING & QING DYNASTY PALACE FURNITURE. By Hui Desheng. Through 300 years of work and research in the Palace Museum, Desheng, a furniture specialist, has selected 428 of the most outstanding pieces or sets of furniture, and showcases them in color in this lavishly illustrated and scholarly work. Gift-edged pages. 112 pages in two volumes. Slipcased. Art Media Resources. 9x11¼. Pub. at $250.00 $54.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/848
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**376306 DIAMOND JEWELRY: 700 Years of Glory and Glamour.** By Diana Scarisbrick. Diamonds are among the most prestigious gemstones, and they have long been symbolic of political power and authority. This volume focuses on the individuals who commissioned and wore these extraordinarily valuable ornaments from the mid-14th century to today. Readers are given a comprehensive overview of this most captivating gem. Fully illus., many in color. 256 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9x12¼. Pub. at $80.00

**384841 EMBROIDERED TREASURES: Animals.** By Annette Collinge. Beautifully showcases the best of The Embroiderers' Guild's collection of numerous donated textiles in all forms, dating from the 17th century to the present day. Whether they are abstract or naturalistic, the variety of animals shown is quite extraordinary. Fully illus., in color. 128 pages. Search. 8x11¼. Pub. at $31.95

**394665 ANATOMY OF A TAPESTRY: Techniques, Materials, Care.** By Jean Pierre & Yadin Laroche. With a focus on the history, legacy, and boundless creativity of weavers over the centuries, the authors will expand your skills and perspectives, whether you’re a new weaver, seasoned tapestry artist, or tapestry enthusiast. Fully illus., many in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. 11¼x8½. Spiralbound.

Textile Art

**388991 TEXTILES OF THE BANJARA: Cloth and Culture of a Travelling Tribe.** By C. Kwon & T. McLaughlin. Created to showcase embroidery skill, protect the owner from harm and channel auspicious powers, the Banjara technique is unique in India and celebrates the strength of the women who practice it. This beautifully illustrated volume features the most stunning tiaras created by Chaumet, from the eighteenth century to today, as it celebrates this luxury jeweler which continues to create bespoke pieces in the heart of Paris. With over 200 color photographs, this is a stunning tribute to an enduring symbol of style and power. Slipcased. 256 pages. Thames & Hudson. 10¼ x 14. *PRICE CUT to $44.95*

**391820 CHAUMET TIARAS: Divine Jewels.** By C. Phillips & N. Fraser-Cavassoni. This luxurious text explores the most stunning tiaras created by Chaumet, from the eighteenth century to today, as it celebrates this luxury jeweler which continues to create bespoke pieces in the heart of Paris. With over 200 color photographs, this is a stunning tribute to an enduring symbol of style and power. Slipcased. 256 pages. Thames & Hudson. 10¼ x 14. *PRICE CUT to $44.95*

**3991571 BEAUTIFUL CREATURES: Jewelry Inspired by the Animal Kingdom.** By Marion Fasel. 160 pages. Rizzoli. 7x9¾. Pub. at $55.00

**3564979 BUTTERFLIES AND ALL THINGS SWEET: The Story of Ms B’s Cakes.** By Bonnæ Gokson. Fully illus. in color. Goff. 9¾x12. *PRICE CUT to $24.99*

**391180 STRIPES: A Survey of Fabric Designs.** By Tina Skinner. Nearly 600 photos of historic fabric swatches from all over the world provide an invaluable measure of design innovation. They range from the prim floral fashion of the 1940s to the to the outrageous color combinations and costume fabrics released by the top design houses in Paris during the 1960s. 112 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**3896315 NOMADIC EMBROIDERIES: India’s Tribal Textile Art.** By Tina Skinner. More than 500 images explore the free-form embroidered imaginative forms. 288 pages. Rizzoli. 13x4¼x10. Pub. at $85.00

**3761099 THE GOLDEN THREAD: How Fabric Changed History.** By Kassia St. Clair. From colorful 30,000-year-old cotton clothing found in a cave to the Indian calicoes that sparked the Industrial Revolution, this account weaves an illuminating story of human ingenuity. The author guides us through the technological advancements and cultural customs that would redefine human civilization through fabric. 351 pages. Livework. 6x9½. Pub. at $23.95

**388553 TUDOR TEXTILES.** By Eleri Lynn. This lavishly illustrated text tells the story of textiles during the long Tudor century, from the ascendency of Henry VII in 1485 to the death of his granddaughter Elizabeth I in 1603. During this time Tapestries, embroideries, carpets and hangings were more highly esteemed than paintings and other forms of decorative art.

**CONUNDRUM: Puzzles in the Grotesques Tapestry Series.** By Chanss Bremer-Davet. Well illus. in color. 7x9¼. Pub. at $20.00

Folk Art

**3831981 PUSHING INK: The Fine Art of Tattooing.** By Spider Webb. First published in 1997, this displays the bodies of tattooed men and women who stand in testament to an ancient art, long forbidden in the West. An illustrated celebration of the art, the artists, and the bold canvases. Adults only. 190 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**3908267 UNDER THE SKIN: Tattoo Culture and Style.** Ed. by Lin Shijian. An art form unique in the world, tattoos are as varied in style and form as the living bodies they adorn. This volume examines tattoos from three different angles, through the work of more than 50 of the most sought after and acclaimed tattoo artists in the world and features hundreds of stunning tattoos on themes from science fiction, fantasy, to mathematics, science, literature, and philosophy. You’ll be inspired with the hundreds of selections in this premiere collection. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Gingko. 8x10¼. Pub. at $45.00

**3902285 FIGURAL DESIGNS IN ZUNI JEWELRY.** By Toshio S. Collects 65 biographies of Zuni jewelery-making individuals and families, with interesting facts about their extraordinary backgrounds and creative techniques. Nearly 300 color photos display subtle variations that indicate a particular master’s work. 152 pages. Schiffer. 9¾x6¼. Pub. at $24.99

**3897330 FOLK ART IN MAINE: American Treasures 1760-1960.** Ed. by Kevin D. Murphy, photos by E. McDermott. Folk art fascinates, because it proves producing utilitarian objects can provide the opportunity for self-expression. From decoys to doll house, from scrimshaw to sea chests, folk artists find wonderment in the workaday. This volume follows the Maine Folk Art Trail, displaying the best from a variety of institutions. Fully illus., most in color. 143 pages. Down East. 11¼x9¼. Pub. at $35.00

**6868945 CALIFORNIA COVER GIRLS: Tattoo Road Trip.** By Bob Baxter. The editor of Skin & Ink Magazine presents an amazing collection of sixty cover girl finalists from his first-ever California Cover Girl Contest. Examines some of the most intriguing women of all tattooing. Adults only. 160 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95
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TRUCK ART: A Decade of Graffiti. By T. Lange & P. Cavalier. Captures the innovative graffiti of over 50 top New York artists, created for over a decade, from the late 1990s through the 2000s on working semi-truck trailers that were seen up and down the American East Coast. Also see their unique military trailers, service trucks, and mobile homes that became massive metal canvases. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. 11x8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

CHINESE TATTOO ART: Traditional and Modern Styles. By R. Yang & F. Huang. This is the first comprehensive documentation of the art of tattooing in China and Taiwan. Its fascinating images exemplify the artful diversity of Chinese tattooing and its common motifs, which are largely inspired by ancient myths and legends. This volume offers a grand overview and profound insight into tattooing in China and Taiwan. Fully illus. in color. 496 pages. Edition Reuss. 10x12½. Pub. at $95.00 $24.95

CATS IN ART: A Pop-Up Book. By Susan Herbert. A new compilation presenting Herbert's delightful feline re-imaginings of famous scenes from art in a fun pop-up format. Fully illus. in color. Thames & Hudson. 6¼x8. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

IMPRESSIONIST CATS. By Susan Herbert. With their pensive, brooding expressions, cats lend themselves perfectly to re-imagining the great works of the Impressionist masters, whether strolling among Monet's wild poppies, sitting in Mary Cassatt's lute at the opera, or enjoying a Sunday dance at Renouir's Bougival. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Thames & Hudson. 7¼x9. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

KING OF KOWLOON: The Art of Tsang Tsou-choi. Ed. by David Spalding. Damiani. 9¼x10¼. Pub. at $50.00 PRICE CUT to $14.95

ALL CITY WRITERS. – Ed. by David Spalding. Damiani. 9½x10½. Pub. at $50.00

Antiquities

TREASURES AT CANTERBURY CATHEDRAL. Compiled by Sarah Turner. Brings you up close to some of the most significant and prizeless objects on display at Canterbury Cathedral. Each item has been carefully selected from more than half a million objects currently held in the Cathedral's collections and the Cathedral's UNESCO memory of the World archive. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Scala. 6x7½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 LIMITED QUANTITY 4711386 THE WORLD THAT WASN'T THERE: Pre-Columbian Art in the Ligabue Collection. By Andrea Caputo. Well illus. in color. 407 pages. Kitchen. 9¼x12¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95 PRICE CUT to $14.95

THE FORGOTTEN CUP. By Andrea Caputo. Well illus. in color. 165 pages. 5 Continents. 9¾x11¼. Pub. at $75.00

THE FARNES CUP. Text by V. Sampaolesi, photos by L. Spina. A tour de force of a carver's skill and craftsmanship, the Farnese Cup is the largest cameo harpastone cut to have survived from the ancient world. This meticulous study of the Farnese Cup includes photographs of every facet of the cup, allowing the reader to study the master carver's inscriptions, iconography and iconography in the early Egyptian tradition. Fully illus. in color. 275 pages. MMA. 9¼x10¼. Pub. at $60.00 $9.95

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A SNAKE. By Andy Warhol. A brilliant portrait of Andy Warhol's obsessions, his talent, and the world he would one day conquer, told in the story of a snake trying to scale the social ladder by transforming himself into accessories for a glittering constellation of celebrities. Fully illus. in color. 10½x12½. Pub. at $21.95 $6.95

ART OF ILLUSTRATION

MY TRUE LOVE GAVE TO ME: Twelve Days of Christmas. Illus. by Scott McKowen. From a partridge in a pear tree to twelve drummers drumming, this beautifully illustrated celebration of Christmas features the art of Scott McKowen accompanying each day of the twelve days. Firefly. 6¼x9¾. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

ONE-TRACK MIND: Drawing the New York Subway. By Philip Ashforth Coppola. Combining artwork with fascinating facts about the history of New York City transit, this beautifully illustrated poster maps the course of New York City transit from the mid-19th century to today. Fully illus. in color. Princeton Architectural. 8¾x6¼. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

THE WORKS IN PRINTS: The History of Advertising Posters from the Late 19th Century to the 1940s. Text by David Rymer. The celebrated poster is a fine art form and offers a mirror onto society, its fashions, foibles, obsessions, products and services. This elaborately illustrated history brings you some of the most beautiful and iconic posters by artists from the Belle Epoch of the late 1880s to the poster's "Golden Years" of the 1920s, through to the Cubist and Expressionist worlds of the 1930s and 40s. 240 pages. White Star. 10¼x13½. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/848
**Art of Illustration**

- **3878945 FAERYLAND: The Secret World of the Hidden Ones.** By John Matthews. Get a glimpse into the Faerie realm! You will find an assortment of remarkable, authentic Faerie photos; an invitation from Fuc to a Faerie ball; the forest pictures of Faerie from mountain heights; a 19th-century map of Faeryland; a recipe for knuckled cakes; and much more. Illustrated by Matt Dangler. 64 pages. Abrams. 10¼x10¼. Pub. at $25.00 © 9781419718699
- **3922888 STAR TREK–SHIPS OF THE LINE POSTERS.** Inspired by great event spanning 50 years of Star Trek lore, these 24 collector’s edition ready to frame prints present an all-new way to appreciate and display fan-favorite Ships of the Line artwork: illus. in color. 58 pages. SQP. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 © 9781454914665
- **3904307 GREAT OUTDOORS: Frames.** Text by Pascaline Boucharic. Fully illus. in color. Flammari on. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 © 9782368120927
- **3904159 THE ART OF MAXX MARSHALL, VOLUME ONE.** By N. Tezuka. Diablo and World of Warcraft. That’s all well and good for a day job, but Maxx’s mind drifts off to nastier realms, filled with bizarre creatures, foul aliens and oh yes, drop dead gorgeous girls. Adults only. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95 © 9781454914822
- **3837034 BRIAN KINGER’S INKED TAILS.** Baby Tattoo. 7¾x7¾. Pub. at $25.00 © 9781454914815
- **397328X THE ART OF ADRIAN VELEZ, VOLUME ONE: Age of Delights.** This collection includes naughty, girls who are cuddly, curvaceous, and jaw-dropping. Adults only. Illus. in color. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 © 9781454914808
- **3973344 THE ART OF MAXX MARSHALL, VOLUME ONE.** An animator and concept artist for gaming companies, illustration is how Maxx makes his living, and sexiness that has endeared him to his fans. Adults only. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 © 9781454914789
- **3904157 THE ART OF BARBARA JENSEN, VOLUME 2: “Come as You Like!”.** The first collection of Ms. Jensen’s luscious ladies was greeted with such enthusiasm, an entire NEW gallery was in demand. Meet the even hotter honeys from a truly gifted Illustrator! Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. SQP. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00 © 9781454914954

**Fantasy & Sci Fi Art**

- **3789845 FAERYLAND: The Secret World of the Hidden Ones.** By John Matthews. Get a glimpse into the Faerie realm! You will find an assortment of remarkable, authentic Faerie photos; an invitation from Fuc to a Faerie ball; the forest pictures of Faerie from mountain heights; a 19th-century map of Faeryland; a recipe for knuckled cakes; and much more. Illustrated by Matt Dangler. 64 pages. Abrams. 10¼x10¼. Pub. at $27.95 © 9781419718699
- **2989670 STAR TREK: 50 Artists 50 Years.** Specially commissioned by CBS, this stunning collection celebrates memorable moments, characters, storylines and episodes from Star Trek by fifty amazing artists. See their work in progress, learn what inspired them and enjoy a wealth of imaginative fantastic arts in the book, comic, film, traditional and digital are featured in over 450 works by more than 240 diverse visionaries. Fully illus. in color. Traditional and digital are featured in over 450 works by more than 240 diverse visionaries. Fully illus. in color. 444 pages. Yale. 10x11¾. Pub. at $75.00 © 9780300215824
- **3922889 STAR TREK–SHIPS OF THE LINE POSTERS.** Inspired by great event spanning 50 years of Star Trek lore, these 24 collector’s edition ready to frame prints present an all-new way to appreciate and display fan-favorite Ships of the Line artwork: illus. in color. 58 pages. SQP. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 © 9781454914665
- **3837034 BRIAN KINGER’S INKED TAILS.** Baby Tattoo. 7¾x7¾. Pub. at $25.00 © 9781454914815

**Erotic Art**

- **2989669 TEASE TO PLEASE! The Erotic Art of Adrian Velez.** In this new collection of original paintings, Velez shifts his artistic focus from cartoony cuties to more realistic pinup portrait that inspire the naughtiest thoughts and sexiness that has endeared him to his fans. Adults only. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 © 9781454914808
- **4709348 THE ART OF MAXX MARSHALL, VOLUME ONE.** An animator and concept artist for gaming companies, illustration is how Maxx makes his living, and sexiness that has endeared him to his fans. Adults only. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 © 9781454914789
- **3973352 THE ART OF PELAEZ, VOLUME ONE.** By Joan Pelaez. Includes various subject matters such as vampires, demons, warrior queens, mermaids, and jungle girls. This work brings the artist’s unique style and eye for detail, while masterpieceing his work. Adults only. 64 pages. SQP. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00 © 9781454914954
- **2867095 TEASE TO PLEASE! The Erotic Art of Adrian Velez.** In this new collection of original paintings, Velez shifts his artistic focus from cartoony cuties to more realistic pinup portrait that inspire the naughtiest thoughts and sexiness that has endeared him to his fans. Adults only. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 © 9781454914808
**Artist’s Manuals & Guides**

**2866080 PAINTING IN ACRYLIC WORKSHOP** By Lee Hammond. Discover everything you need to know to start painting right away, including various techniques to apply paint, which colors to use and how to achieve realistic results. Includes a mini art demonstration. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. North Light. Pub. at $19.99. **$5.95**

**3785920 DRAW LIKE THIS! HOW Anyone Can See the World Like an Artist—And Capture It on Paper** By Christopher Locke. Rediscover the joys of drawing! In this clever and interactive guide to drawing, you'll discover simple techniques and techniques to draw the world around you in a surprising and expressive new way. By the last page, you'll be drawing faces, animals, celebrities, world landmarks and textures in oil and acrylic. Learn how to master everything from sand, water, and grass to fur, feathers, and butterfly wings. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Walter Foster. 6½x9½. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95. **$4.95**

**3949331 THE ART OF DRAWING PEOPLE: Simple Techniques for Drawing Figures, Portraits, and Poses** By Walter Foster et al. Packed with practical advice, drawing techniques, and step by step projects, this manual explores how to capture detailed poses and likenesses in graphite pencil. Whether drawing from life or from photos, this comprehensive guide is the perfect resource for beginning artists and those wishing to improve their skills. Walter Foster. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. **$5.95**

**1477053 HOW TO DRAW & PAINT ANIMALS: Acrylic Painting** By Rod Lawrence et al. Featuring artwork of three talented acrylic artists, this guide uses easy to follow step by step projects to explain how to render realistic fur and texture, develop tone and depth, and create realistic animal portraits. Fully illus. in color. 40 pages. Walter Foster. 10x8½x1¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95. **$4.95**

**3935024 DRAWING PERSPECTIVE METHODS FOR ARTISTS. By P. Boerboom & T. Proetel. Offers a refreshing, simple approach to the graphic depiction of three-dimensionality. The authors guide you through the fundamentals of perspective with a collection of 85 methods that are suitable for beginners and professionals alike. Fully illus. 160 pages. Rockport. 6x8½x½. Pub. at $17.95. **$9.95**

**4711760 ART STUDENTS LEAGUE OF NEW YORK ON PAINTING: Lessons and Meditations on Mediums, Styles, and Methods. By James L. McElhinney. This unique volume brings you into the studio classrooms of some of the League’s most celebrated painters—including William Glackens, Mary Bolszyk, Frank Kuni, and Knox Martin—for lessons on a variety of fundamental topics, idiosyncratic approaches, and quirky philosophies. Well illus. in color. 294 pages. Watson-Guptill. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $18.99. **$9.95**

**3870766 LEARN TO DRAW DRAGONS. By Lora S. Irish. Create your own dragon art from more than 50 ready to use patterns. Whether you are a beginner or an accomplished artist, you’ll find terrific ideas for dragon art in any medium. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**3932208 BEGINNING ACRYLIC. By Susette Billedeaux Gertsch. Learn everything you need to know to get started painting in acrylic. Approachable step by step techniques that you build and develop basic skills. Learn the basics of color theory, drawing, designing the perfect painting, and much more. Fully illus. in color. 126 pages. Walter Foster. 6½x9¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95. **$5.95**

**4673088 FLOWERS: 10-Step Drawing. By Mary Woodin. Designed especially for aspiring illustrators, doodlers, and art hobbyists, this series encourages new artists to get acquainted with the basic principles of drawing so they can learn to create art with confidence. Includes step by step instructions and a basic review of supplies. Fully illus. in color. 126 pages. Walter Foster. 6¾x9. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. **$5.95**

**3911306 DRAW 100 THINGS TO MAKE YOU HAPPY: Step-by-Step Drawings to Nourish Your Creative Self. By Christopher Hart. Discover how to draw dozens of objects, some of which are fun and exciting, and some of which are meant to be meditative. Through step by step lessons, Hart guides you through happiness-inducing drawings that depict: snuggling up with a book; enjoying a cup of coffee; playing an instrument and more. 143 pages. Media Resources. 8½x11. **$4.95**

**3805875 NEVER QUIT DRAWING: Sketch Your Way to an Everyday Art Habit. By Lisa Simms. Illus. by K. Rosanes. Turn your occasional doodles into lasting creative habits with this guide/journal. Filled with cutting edge advice and inspiration, commit to drawing something on every sketch page in this journal and you will be well on your way to creating a habit that sticks. Well illus. in color. 6x8. Pub. at $18.99. **$10.95**

**2864368 REALISTIC PAINTING: A Complete Guide. This guide demonstrates the techniques needed to create realistic painting, a form of artistic expression that beautifully renders the world around us objectively, truthfully, and accurately, without any added symbolism. Will provide helpful knowledge in order to successfully execute the Realism style. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Sterling. 8½x11¼. **$14.95**

**3928335 DRAWING IN BLACK & WHITE. By Deborah Velasquez. Working with only positive and negative lines and shapes keeps the focus on the basics: composition, balance, and harmony. Using gel pens, markers, paint pens, and oils, you’ll learn how to paint with acrylics, the world’s most versatile medium. With this indispensable guide to getting your ideas onto the page, online, and out into the world, you can create happy and inspiring drawings with the world around you as your inspiration. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Quayside. Pub. at $22.99. **$9.95**

**4698177 FLOWERS: 10-Step Painting. By Chelsea Ward. A unique system that calls “Heart Lines” is that’s easy to remember—just change the size and shape of the hearts to create a variety of flowers. Davenport shows you how and includes templates in various sizes; a handy pocket for storing the templates, and full color stickers featuring flowers are included. You’ll find terrific ideas for flower art in any medium. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. North Light. 8x10¼. **$9.95**

**4708177 SKETCH STICK FIGURE SCHOOL: Mastering the Art of the Stick Figure. By Attinger & Kochackis. Create everything from stick characters and stick animals to stick sports and stick wars with this indispensable guide to getting your ideas onto the page, online, and out into the world. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Race Point. 8½x11. **$19.99**


**4698177 FLOWERS: 10-Step Painting. By Chelsea Ward. A unique system called “Heart Lines” is that’s easy to remember—just change the size and shape of the hearts to create a variety of flowers. Davenport shows you how and includes templates in various sizes; a handy pocket for storing the templates, and full color stickers featuring flowers are included. You’ll find terrific ideas for flower art in any medium. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. North Light. 8x10¼. **$9.95**

**4708177 SKETCH STICK FIGURE SCHOOL: Mastering the Art of the Stick Figure. By Attinger & Kochackis. Create everything from stick characters and stick animals to stick sports and stick wars with this indispensable guide to getting your ideas onto the page, online, and out into the world. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Race Point. 8½x11. **$19.99**


See more titles at erhbc.com/848
STICKER YOURSELF CALM.
By Einav Adar. Practicing mindfulness is the key to calm. This full-color resource presents more than 100 full-color stickers for the whole body and soul. The perfect gift for anyone in need of a little peace and quiet. 70 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $10.95. 

ACRYLIC PAINTING STEP BY STEP: Artist’s Library Series. By Tom Swimm. Guides you step by step through 12 stunning acrylic projects, offering easy to follow instructions along with his personal artistic insights. 64 pages. Walter Foster. 6x9½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. 

BEGINNING CHINESE BRUSH: How to Draw & Paint Special Subjects. By Monika Cilmi. Introduces novice artists to an ancient art form that requires minimal materials to create breathtaking paintings. From choosing brushes and paper to practicing a variety of brushstrokes and formations—and homespun techniques that add texture and realism to cloud illustrations. Fully illus. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperback. 


THE FUNDAMENTALS OF OIL PAINTING: A Complete Course in Techniques, Subjects and Styles. By Barrington Barber. The perfect guide to an absorbing activity, this volume covers everything you need to know, from investing in the right equipment and making those first marks on canvas to experimenting with the range of subjects available to you. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. 

DRAWING SEXY MANGA BY THE PROS.
By Rebecca Schweiger. A guide to mastering one of the most popular Japanese art forms, drawing manga, with drawing tips from the top Mangaka! 108 pages. Walter Foster. 10¼x13¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. 

FREEHAND SKETCHING.

THE ART OF DRAWING PEOPLE.


FREEHAND DRAWING MADE EASY.

THE ART OF DRAWING PEOPLE.

THE ART OF DRAWING PEOPLE.
By Paul Booth. This guide to mastering the art of drawing the human form is packed with easy-to-follow exercises and instructions. 128 pages. Walter Foster. 10¼x13¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. 

FREEHAND WASH PAINTING.
Artist’s Manuals & Guides

2986086 PAINT POURING: Mastering Fluid Art. By Rick Chadtle. Paint pouring is a form of abstract art that uses acrylic paints with a fluid consistency. The acrylic paints react with each other when combined to make interesting and visually organic motifs. Fluid acrylics can be used on many types of surfaces through various techniques to create dazzling and masterful effects. Well illus. in color. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $18.99


399755X COLOR: Artist Toolbox. Ed. by Elizabeth Gilbert. This practical guide to color and its uses in art includes projects and accessible techniques to show color in a useful reference for any beginning artist’s library. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Walter Foster. 8½x9¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $14.00


4680197 WATERCOLOR BASICS: How to Draw & Paint. By Deb Watson. From rendering light and shadow to creating realistic textures, you’ll discover how to bring dimension and depth to your watercolor paintings with Watson as your guide. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Walter Foster. 10¼x13¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95 $8.50

3926176 LEARN TO DRAW [ALMOST] ANYTHING IN 6 EASY STEPS. By Rich Davis. Let artist Rich Davis teach you how to draw almost anything in six easy steps, while having fun doing it. This is a delightful drawing adventure for anyone interested in sketching, doodling, or cartooning. Whether you're five or 95, anyone can learn to draw! Fully illus. 128 pages. Race Point. 6x7¾. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $11.99

4712439 PAINTING IN ACRYLIC: Artist’s Library Series. By Varvara Harmon. Ideal for artists of all skill levels, this guide features a range of techniques and valuable instruction for working with a classic medium. Harmon guides you step by step through beautiful acrylic projects on a range of subjects, offering easy to follow instruction and helpful tips and insights. 64 pages. Walter Foster. 6x9½. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $9.00


3962245 PORTRAIT DRAWING. By Carolyn Scarce. Provides an accessible, step by step guide to portrait drawing that includes portrait painting, artistic techniques, and choosing the right medium. With inspirational sketchbook pages, you’ll learn how to develop your own creative ideas. Fully illus., many in color. 64 pages. Book House. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $9.00


3750299 FIGURE DRAWING ATELIER: An Instructional Sketchbook. By Juliette Aristides. Discover the secrets of great figure drawing as you sketch along with past and present masters with this instructional manual. This working artist’s sketchbook guides you from beginning gestures to deliberate rendering. Well illus. 128 pages. Monacelli. 7½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $23.00

3959991 MASTERING THE ART OF ACRYLIC: Heppett & A. E. Buydens. It’s time for you to discover the techniques required for successful studies of skies, water, foliage and other natural elements, and discover how to evoke the different aspects and moods of a scene. Tutorials are followed by practice sketches, with more than 30 easy to follow tips and tricks. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Lorenz. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $16.95

4673670 BEGINNING OIL: Tips and Techniques for Learning to Paint in Oil. By Jan Murphy. Learn everything you need to know to paint your own masterpieces in oil. From creating the right canvases and paints to sketching, color theory, composition and more, this guide will help you begin your artistic journey in oil painting. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Walter Foster. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $20.95

4683196 SKETCHING MEN: How to Draw Lifelike Male Figures. By Koichi Hagawa. Packed with expert advice and hundreds of drawings along with easy to understand techniques and tips. Your skills will improve rapidly as you learn about how the skeleton, muscles and posture come together to express the male form. 176 pages. Tuttle. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $13.95


695703X YOU WILL BE ABLE TO DRAW FACES BY THE END OF THIS BOOK. By Jake Spicer. From caricatures to beautiful portraits, this guide teaches you the fundamentals of portraiture. Learn to understand anatomy and form; use light and shade; sketch in profile and front on; and capture likeness and expression. Fully illus. 159 pages. ILEX. 7½x9¼. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $15.99

2724510 DRAW FACES IN 15 MINUTES. By Jake Spicer. Takes you through a series of carefully crafted tutorials, from how to put together a basic face to mastering sketch to developing your own style and then taking your drawings further. Every aspect of the portrait process is examined, along with advice on materials to use and how to find more information. Well illus. 128 pages. St. Martin’s. 7½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $17.99

4707796 WATERCOLOR FLORAL PAINTING: Colorways. By Bley Hack. Learn to create vibrant and colorful floral paintings while mastering how to use color for maximum effect. You’ll also learn where to find artistic inspiration, how to become a “visual collector,” how to add fauna to your floral paintings, and much more. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Walter Foster. 8½x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $18.99
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DRAWING TREES &amp; FLOWERS.</strong></td>
<td>by Michael Dobrzycki. Provides techniques for drawing realistic trees and flowers.</td>
<td>8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LEARN WATERCOLOUR LANDSCAPES QUICKLY.</strong></td>
<td>by Hazel Soan. Explains how to compose and paint various landscapes.</td>
<td>8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LEARN TO PAINT PEOPLE QUICKLY.</strong></td>
<td>by Hazel Soan. Teaches how to paint human figures.</td>
<td>8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ARCHITECTURAL ILLUSTRATION.</strong></td>
<td>by Peter James. Provides guidance on architectural illustration.</td>
<td>8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOW TO DRAW CHRISTMAS.</strong></td>
<td>by Mark Bergin. Teaches how to create holiday-themed illustrations.</td>
<td>8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ANATOMY FOR FANTASY ARTISTS.</strong></td>
<td>by Hazel Soan. Offers anatomy for fantasy art.</td>
<td>8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SURFACES &amp; SUPPORTS: Artist Toolbox.</strong></td>
<td>by Candice Bohannon Reyes et al. Provides guidance on different painting surfaces.</td>
<td>7⅛x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COUNTRY SCENES in ACRYLIC.</strong></td>
<td>by Jerry Yarnell. Teaches painting landscapes in acrylic.</td>
<td>8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Prices are subject to change and may vary by region.*
Artist’s Manuals & Guides

**4705150** IF YOU CAN DOODLE, YOU CAN PAINT. By Diane Culhane. Learn how to arrange doodles you’ve already done into a piece of art—doodle in different sizes, from the smallest sticky note to a wall mural; make folded books and revamp old journals for interesting doodle-ready surfaces; learn how to incorporate color combinations; and more. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Quarry. 8½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

**3970523** SKETCHING & ILLUSTRATING BIRDS: Professional Drawing Class. Text by Juan Varela Simo. This hands-on guide offers inspection on how to depict birds using a wide range of different media, including pencils and pens, watercolors and gouache, oils and acrylics, and more. Each of these illustrations can be tailored to meet specific needs. Discover all the techniques you need to know to represent the most common birds by studying their behaviors and habitats. 192 pages. Barron’s. 8½x11. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

**4650701** PLAYFUL PAINTING: People. By Sarah Walsh. Learn to paint fun, fresh, and vibrant portraits of yourself, your loved ones, your favorite celebrities, and more with this fun guide. Pick up a variety of tips and techniques that will show you how to paint whimsical patterns, accessories, and famous faces. Fully illus. 144 pages. Walter Foster. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $5.95

**4725528** ANIMALS IN WATERCOLOUR: Ready to Paint in 30 Minutes. By Matthew Palmer. This comprehensive beginner’s guide to painting animals and birds in watercolor will help you decide if you want to learn to paint but are short on time. Each of the 29 quick and easy exercises is worked on postcard size and takes no more than 30 minutes to complete. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Search. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**4710320** NO-FAIL WATERCOLOR: The Ultimate Beginner’s Guide to Painting with Confidence. By Makoto. Prepare to be challenged in the most fun way and to embrace simple but effective methods that will soon have you mastering watercolor. Makoto will show you how to let go of the rigidity, and revel in the moment, so you can discover yourself along the way. Fully illus. in color. 168 pages. Page Street. 7½x9. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $16.95

**3895122** THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO DRAWING FOR BEGINNERS. By Yoshiho Onga. Explains the basics of pencil drawing in a series of easy step by step lessons that provide insights on composition, perspectives, and shadows, and instructing realistic forms, rendering textures and creating a sense of depth in your artwork. Fully illus., in some color. 128 pages. Tuttle. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95


**3890112** LEARN TO PAINT LANDSCAPES. By Alwyn Crawshaw. Learn to paint landscapes with this practical easy to follow guide that offers beginners expert advice in all the essential aspects of painting, plus the encouragement and information you need to progress in your favorite subject and take your painting further. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. HarperCollins. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

**3890104** LEARN TO PAINT ACRYLICS. By Alwyn Crawshaw. Learn to paint with acrylics with this practical easy to follow guide that offers beginners expert advice in all the essential aspects of painting, plus the encouragement and information you need to progress in your favorite subject and take your painting further. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. HarperCollins. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

**3890120** LEARN TO PAINT WATERCOLOURS. By Alwyn Crawshaw. Learn to paint watercolors with this practical easy to follow guide that offers beginners expert advice in all the essential aspects of painting, plus the encouragement and information you need to progress in your favorite subject and take your painting further. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. HarperCollins. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

**3962288** WATERCOLOR BOTANICALS: Learn to Paint Your Favorite Plants & Flowers. By Eunice Stor. Start by outlining how to select paper and brushes. Then you go on to teach you the basics of color theory, common brush strokes, and ways to add layers and detail. Once you’ve mastered the essentials, you’ll learn to paint beautiful plants and flowers. This guide will give you the knowledge and confidence to pick up a brush and palette. Well illus. in color. 134 pages. Page Street. 7½x9. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


**4675405** THE LAWS GUIDE TO DRAWING BIRDS. By John Muir Laws. With this detailed guide you’ll learn to observe and capture critical particulars of any bird species; focus on the most important aspects of a bird in a quick field sketch; draw birds in flight; develop step-by-step techniques for choosing colored pencils and watercolor, and avoid common pitfalls in bird drawing. Fully illus. in color. 116 pages. Heyday. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**4845532** WILDERNESS WATERCOLOR LANDSCAPES. By Kolbie Blume. From a striking Desert Sunset Silhouette to a majestic Icelandic Waterfall to an eye-catching Magical Snowy Forest, Kolbie’s step by step instructions make it easy to paint stunning landscapes featuring all of the key elements of wilderness painting. Includes many tips and techniques for the beginner. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Page Street. 7½x9. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

**4756193** 101 WAYS TO DRAW: A Field Guide to Drawing Mediums and Techniques. By David Webb. From soft pencils to graphite powder, ballpoint to fiber-tip pens, conte sticks to watercolor pencils, this unique guide covers everything you need to know to begin mastering and combining different media in your drawing. Well illus. in color. 159 pages. David & Charles. 6x9. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**4717201** EN PLEIN AIR: ACYRILIC. By Mark Mahlelly. Introduces beginning and established artists alike to the core concepts of painting on location. This guide has everything you’ll need to get started, including expert tips on what to pack and how to maximize your time outdoors as well as how to choose a subject when on-site. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Walter Foster. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

**6850085** I’D LOVE TO DRAW! By Andrew Loomis. This drawing guide is a lost work by American illustration legend Andrew Loomis, published here for the first time. This carefully cleaned and retranscribed version of the original manuscript and featuring additional instruction by comic book icon Alex Ross, this facsimile edition completes the Loomis legacy. Well illus. 122 pages. Titan. 9x12½. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95 $9.95

**466595X** THE ART OF FIGURE DRAWING FOR BEGINNERS. By Gekko Reck. Easy to follow step by step guides take you through the drawing essentials, including all the tools of the trade, basic anatomy, techniques for drawing humans in single and group poses, and much more. Fully illus., some in color. 144 pages. Walter Foster. 8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

**473176X** 10-STEP DRAWING PEOPLE. By Justine LeCoutre. Helps aspiring artists turn simple shapes into amazing images of people in just ten easy steps. Learn how to draw facial features and figures before being guided through inspiring portraits step-by-step. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Walter Foster. 8½x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

---
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Adult Coloring Books

CRUSH + COLOR JASON MOMOA: A Coloring Book of Fantasies with an Epic Dreamboat. Immense yourself in more than 30 completely unique, lifelike drawings of Jason Momoa in the zone and on top of the world. Color your way to a dreamier day with adoring reveries and shining displays of masculinity on each page. Castl Point. 8 ½x10. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

HOUSE COLORS: Victorian Houses Architecture Coloring Book. By A.G. Smith, A Gothic Revival with stained glass windows, a Queen Anne with turrets, and a Richardson Romanesque are among these 31 handsome, ready to color illustrations of Victorian homes. Each drawing includes an informative caption. Perforated, single-sided pages. Dover. 8 ½x11. Paperback. $4.95

DRAW, COLOR, & STICKER NATURE SKETCHBOOK: An Imaginative Illustration Journal. By Alphonse Mucha. Enjoy pages after pages of inspiring images, each designed to get you drawing, coloring and creating your own personal works of art. Color in lovely nature themed patterns, finish partial illustrations and embellish them with the 50 included stickers (which can also be colored in). Quarry. 8 ½x10. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

THE BEAUTY OF HORROR IV: Creature Feature Coloring Book. Follow fan-favorite Ghouliana and her un-dead pals as they mischievously imagine some of the most iconic horror movies ever to hit the silver screen in perfect line-drawings, allowing you to color them in as you see fit! IDW Publishing. 9x11. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

DRAWN IN BLOOD: A Multi-Level Drawing, Painting, & Sticker Coloring Book. Featuring the 85+ blood-themed designs by 140 of the world’s most prominent artists, this unique book is packed with hours of relaxation and stress relief. Break out your colored pencils and let your imagination free. Printed on both sides of the page. MAGI International. 9x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

OUR BEAUTIFUL WORLD COLOR BY NUMBERS. Challenge your coloring skills with this fantastic collection of more than 60 images celebrating the wonders of our planet. From soaring mountain peaks to serene beaches, each image is numbered so you can follow the key, coloring in your own unique interpretation. Dover. 8 ½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

THE EPIC WORLD OF TOLKIEN: A Coloring Book. Take a journey through Middle-earth—from the earliest days of the Valar creating the Undying Lands, to the heroic adventures of the Fellowship of the Ring—and meet your favorite characters, beasts, and creatures along the way. Thames & Hudson. 8x8. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

THE ART OF TYPWRITING. Text by Marvin & Ruth Sackner. Featuring nearly 600 distinctive pieces by several of the world’s finest contributors, this volume serves as the most comprehensive overview of the innovative artists, illustrators, and writers who have used the typewriter as a tool and a medium in their work. Well illus. in color. 352 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8x8. Hardcover. Price Cut to $14.95

HOT CUP OF JOE: A Piping Hot Coloring Book with America’s Sexiest Moderate, Joe Biden. Enjoy this hot cup of Joe any way you like it: at home or on the go. Grab your crayons and give Joe the color he deserves! Castle Point. 8 ½x10. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99


SACRED EARTH: Mindfulness & Meditation Coloring Book. By Tori Carmine Salerno. Blue Angel. 8 ½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95


AN ADULT COLORING BOOK. DC Comics. 7x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95


FRANK ZAPPA COLORING BOOK. Fantooms. 9x12. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

BOB ROSS HAPPY LITTLE STICKER PUZZLES. By Gina Gold. Thunder Bay. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

WATERCOLOR WHEREVER YOU ARE. By Emily Gregory. Fully illus. 176 pages. Abrams. 8x8. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

ART ALPHABETS, MONOGRAMS & LETTERING. By J.M. Bergling. Contains selected illustrations from Art Monograms and Letters as well as the complete Art Alphabets and Lettering which comprises ninety-six pages of layouts and letter styles ranging from simple to ornate. 118 pages. Dover. 8x11¾. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

SIGNS & SYMBOLS OF THE WORLD: Over 1,000 Visual Signs Explained. By Dr. E. R. McCloy. Organizes over 1,001 icons, glyphs, signs, and symbols from across the globe into themed chapters and then examines the forgotten origins, secret meanings, and various interpretations applied to them throughout the centuries. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Wellfleet. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99

VENDEL AND DARK AGE ORNAMENTAL DESIGN. By Igot D. Goranitz. A catalog of 342 authentic graphic designs in 2D, collected mainly from Viking Age but in some cases later, between the 8th and 12th century—sourced from Scandinavia, Germany, Central Europe and Russia. 120 pages, Winged Hussar. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

THE ART OF TYPWRITING. Text by Marvin & Ruth Sackner. Featuring nearly 600 distinctive pieces by several of the world’s finest contributors, this volume serves as the most comprehensive overview of the innovative artists, illustrators, and writers who have used the typewriter as a tool and a medium in their work. Well illus. in color. 352 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8x8. Hardcover. Price Cut to $14.95

DUBSTEP GRAPHICS. Ed. by Katrina Feinstein. Fully illus. in color. 159 pages. Graffito. 7½x9¼. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95

LITTLE BOOK OF LETTERING. By Emily Gregory. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $24.95


THE BEAUTY OF HORROR: Exquisite, Chilling Illustrations, and Creepy-But-Catchy Pearl Jokes. By Tony Seddon. This beautifully illustrated, easy to use companion is the perfect guide to everything typographic. The author provides an essential lexicon that explains the history and functionality of 140 type terms and 2 unique typeface classifications. 192 pages. Yale. Pub. at $25.00

ART ALPHABETS, MONOGRAMS & LETTERING. By J.M. Bergling. Contains selected illustrations from Art Monograms and Letters as well as the complete Art Alphabets and Lettering which comprises ninety-six pages of layouts and letter styles ranging from simple to ornate. 118 pages. Dover. 8x11¾. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

WATERCOLOR WHEREVER YOU ARE. By Emily Gregory. Fully illus. 176 pages. Abrams. 8x8. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95


THE ART OF TYPWRITING. Text by Marvin & Ruth Sackner. Featuring nearly 600 distinctive pieces by several of the world’s finest contributors, this volume serves as the most comprehensive overview of the innovative artists, illustrators, and writers who have used the typewriter as a tool and a medium in their work. Well illus. in color. 352 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8x8. Hardcover. Price Cut to $14.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/848
Art & Erotic Photography

5771005 ALVARADO’S ALL-AMERICAN GIRLS. By Robert Alvarado. Presents a wide variety of modern pin-up photographer Robert Alvarado’s colorful portraits. Displays the range of poses, costumes, themes, and styles, his images are always dramatic, and often employ white backgrounds which concentrate attention on the models. Adults only. 160 pages. Schiffer. 9x12¼. $29.95

7635958 ALVARADO’S CLASSIC MODERN PIN-UPS. By Robert Alvarado. In this essential collection of pin-ups, photographer Alvarado combines color, form, and style to create an allure that captivates onlookers and confounds fellow photographers. Throughout the 145 alluringly sexy images, his signature approach to this classic form will impress you in every way that modern photography can. 9x12. Pub. at $34.99 $24.95

635842X UNDRESSING THE ART OF PLAYING DRESS UP. By Cosplay Deviants. Foreword by Edgar Musser. This enormous collection of pin-up style photos provides a tantalizing look at sexy female cosplayers from around the world. With more than 360 images, you will see just what it means to undress the art of playing dress up. Adults only. 208 pages. Schiffer. 9x12¼. $34.95

3998185 BROS & BROSEPHINES. By Stu Mogutin. A survey of Mogutin’s studio and photography, commissioned portraits, and previously unpublished outtakes including behind the scenes shots. Adults only. 120 pages. powerHouse Books. 9x12¾. Pub. at $45.00 $14.95

4662679 WOMEN OF THE SUN: Bunny Yeager in Mexico. Ed. by Nicolo B. Showcase a stunning collection of unique photos by photographer Bunny Yeager shot South of the Border during the mid 1960s. Over 200 rare images in both color and black & white are included, Yeager’s artistic, erotic, and intimate photography. 208 pages. Cult Epics. 9x11¼. Pub at $59.95 $44.95

5892325 CHOCOLATE CHEESECAKE 2: A Second Serving of Modern Black Pinups. By Earlen Cox. Showcase this dazzling world over a dozen of our best pin-up photographers, populated by today’s most beautiful black pin-up models. These images embody black glamour and feminine empowerment, expressed in a range of flavors found in contemporary black pinup culture. 160 pages. Schiffer. 9x12¼. $29.95

471203X DIAMONDS & PEARLS. By Mark Lagrange. Taking a distinctive approach to setting voluptuous scenes, Lagrange meticulously composes timeless settings with each location and prop carefully chosen to enhance the nude model. Text in English, German, French, and Dutch. Fully illus., most in color. teNeues. 11x14¼. Pub. at $95.00 $19.95

3919234 BOMBHELL: The Pin-Up Art of John Gladman. The intoxicating nostalgia kick photos of John Gladman create beautiful girls of all walks of life, blending art and timeless style to render tasteful yet sexy pin-ups that pay ample tribute to the pioneers of pin-up history. Adults only. 143 pages. Schiffer. 8x11¼. $29.95

3895762 STONE NUDES: Climbing Bare. By Dean Fidelman. These sensual photographs uniquely capture the stark beauty of athletes on a rock, their muscular bodies contort ing with the formations of the rocks they are poised on. Appealing to those who appreciate breathtaking images of improbable physical feats across stunning landscapes. 207 pages. Rizzoli. 9x11¼. Pub. at $55.00 $39.95

670512U GEORGE DUREAU, THE PHOTOGRAPHERS. Dureau’s first collection since 1983, this album of photographic portraits charts his 40-year romance with the male figure as subject. His handsome and incisive imagery—often featuring disabled or marginalized models—brings a tender, intimate, and unabashed touch to nude photography. Adults only. 167 pages. 8½x11¼. $109.95/ $60.00 $44.95


4744021 THE DARK CARNIVAL: Portraits from the Endless Night. By Derek Ridgers. A celebration of human beings given the rare space to play out their fantasy visions of themselves, the fleeting impressions of people dressed up for the glorious night caught in all their decadent glory. Fully illus. 216 pages. Carpet Bombing Culture. 9x12¾. Pub. at $45.00 $11.95

1970764XINK ‘N GIRLS. By Akos Barnyi. 168 pages. Schiffer. 9x12¼. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95

4744028 A PHOTOGRAPHIC HISTORY OF ORGIES. By Alexandre Dupouy. 352 pages. Goliath. 4½x7. Pub. at $44.99


General Photography

3721861 FACES OF LANCASTER COUNTY POSTCARDS. By Bruce M. Waters. Discover the unique world of Amish life in this collection of beautifully photographed postcards. Traveling through historic Lancaster county, these images capture the steadfast traditions, and distinct character of Pennsylvania’s Amish Christians. Schiffer. 7½x5. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

3943771 IMPOSSIBLE PHOTOGRAPHY: Surreal Pictures That Challenge Our Perception. By Greg Friedler. Presents photographers of surreal photographs from photographers around the globe will tease your eyes and challenge your perception of things by crossing the boundaries between the rational and the real. Striking compositions, often humorous, dreamlike, or ironic, offer truly unexpected surreal visions. 176 pages. Eken. 7x9¾. Paperback. $6.95

4652436 UNSPEAKING LIKESNESS. By Arne Svenson. A series of images of forensic facial reconstruction sculptures. When investigators call, fit it. If the reconstruction (or part thereof) is found, an artificial face made of clay or plaster is constructed by a forensic artist to better aid in the identification of the victim. Twin Palms. 11x14¼. Pub. at $85.00 $11.95

3988902 LIFE FACES. By John Loengard. The genius of the great Life photographers who grace these pages is their ability to observe us and penetrate our prepared masks to reveal who we really are. Well illus., some in 120 color. 192 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9x12. Paperbound. PRICE CUT to $21.95


3988880 IN PLANE VIEW: Abstractions of Flight. Photos by Carolyn Russo. 144 pages. Smithsonian. 9x11¼. Pub at $39.95 $7.95

3826244 SKATEBOARDING. 3D. By Sebastian Denu et al. Prestel. 8½x12¼. Pub. at $45.00 $9.95

3202721 IN FRONT OF SAINT PATRICK’S CATHEDRAL. By Donald Blumberg. 96 pages. Yale. 11x11. Pub. at $45.00 $5.95

3861023 AUTOFOCUS: The Car in Photography. By Marta Weiss. 192 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8x10. Pub. at $34.95 PRICE CUT to $21.95

3799448 MYTHIC CREATURES: 30 POSTCARDS. Sterling. 4½x6¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

2916290 A YEAR IN THE FRAME. By Edward Whitaker. 176 pages. Racing Post. 12/9¾. Pub. at $50.00 $5.95

PRICE CUT to $11.95
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9390836 DYLAN. By Jerry Schatzberg. During a pivotal moment in Dylan’s career—a turning point that produced some of the songwriters most influential work—Schatzberg fixed his lens on the musician, shaping much of Dylan’s image. His vision of Dylan is just as much a vision of an entire era, change in motion. Fully illus., some in color. 262 pages. ACC Art Books. 11¼x13. Pub. at $70.00 $16.95

★ 3995279 TRUMP: The Presidential Photographs. Featuring more than 250 photographs in gorgeous full color, this is the first volume to gather the official photographs of the Trump White House, and an essential visual documentary of American history. Morrow. 21.95

4712188 RIVIERA COCKTAIL. Photos by Edward Quinn. This stunning volume chronicles the sweet life of the French Riviera in the 1950s and 1960s and is an homage to the stylish celebrities who lived and loved on this chic coastline. Fully illus. 216 pages. teNeues. 10x12½. Pub. at $45.00 $14.95

3959069 HOT GUYS AND BABY ANIMALS. By A. Khuner & C. Newman. Combines two of your favorite things into one hot, cuddly extravaganza as smiling, pampered pets play with puppies, snuggle kittens, nuzzle lambs, and even coo at a few chicks (baby chickens, that is). These photographs will have you oohing and aahing in the same breath. Andrews McMeel. 7½x5½. Pub. at $9.99 $9.95

3955371 BREAKING STONES. By O’Neill & G. Markowitz. This volume captures the youth, the times and the spirit of The Stones’ formative early years. Documenting 1963-1965, it features many rare and unseen photos, contact sheets and original negatives from the Record Mirror (1963), Evening Standard (1964) and Detroit Free Press (1965). 240 pages. ACC Editions. 9½x12. Pub. at $45.00 $11.95

3926070 KEYHOLE CUTIES: The Pin-Up Art of Celeste Giuliano. This internationally acclaimed pin-up artist brings us a beautiful and provocative collection of pin-ups, showing the boudoirs of the most beautiful women in the world. A perfect collection for the pin-up girl and Pinup fan. Despite the world that masterfully pays homage to the sweet and sexy look of the classic pin-up girl illustrations from WWII. In this, her first definitive collection, she reminds us why a flirtatious smile or a peek at a garter is what made the girl next door the ultimate bomshell! Adults only. Fully illus. in color. Schiffer. 9¼x12½. Pub. at $45.00 $14.95

3908852 ELIZABETH: REVEALED: 500 Photographs About The Queen and Her World. By Lucinda Hawksley. Blending personal and public, frivolous and factual in a tribute to an extraordinary woman and the sweeping social changes she has lived through over nine decades, this beautiful photographic portrait of her beloved family, friends and country offers a captivating look at a changing monarch. 160 pages. Scala. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

3929067 KEYHOLE CUTIES: The Pin-Up Art of Celeste Giuliano. This internationally acclaimed pin-up artist brings us a beautiful and provocative collection of pin-ups, showing the boudoirs of the most beautiful women in the world. A perfect collection for the pin-up girl and Pinup fan. Despite the world that masterfully pays homage to the sweet and sexy look of the classic pin-up girl illustrations from WWII. In this, her first definitive collection, she reminds us why a flirtatious smile or a peek at a garter is what made the girl next door the ultimate bomshell! Adults only. Fully illus. in color. Schiffer. 9¼x12½. Pub. at $45.00 $14.95

3912272 NEW YORK JACKIE: Pictures from Her Life in the City. Ed. by Bridget Watson Payne. This intimate collection of BW and color photographs captures Jackie Kennedy Onassis’s life in the city after the death of her husband—as a mother, style icon, book editor, and most of all, a New Yorker. 140 pages. Chronicle. 6x7½. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 4729145 WHEN ZIGGY PLAYED THE MARQUEE: David Bowie’s Last Performance as Ziggy Stardust. By Terry O’Neill. The Marquee Club London in October 1973, most of those invited did not realize that this would be the last performance Bowie would ever give as Ziggy Stardust. O’Neill had unprecedented access to the performance and includes here candid backstage shots and final interviews. 208 pages. teNeues. 11¼x13½. Pub. at $45.00 $19.95

3951011 THE BEATLES IN PICTURES. Ed. by George Lewis. This title takes a nostalgic look at the world’s most famous pop group, and one of the key cultural icons of the 20th century. Through 300 exclusive images, it celebrates the Beatles remarkable journey from the early days in the 1960s to the present. 288 pages. Ammonite. 6x8½. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 3956271 TWO MILLION MILES. By Andrew Macpherson. Macpherson embarks on an artistic journey to bring something fresh and inviting to rock photography. This book includes covers for Rolling Stone and Vogue. Fully illus., some in color. 240 pages. teNeues. 11¼x13½. Pub. at $85.00 $19.95

393330X MADONNA NYC 83. By Richard Corrigan. Portrait photographer, Richard Corman met Madonna in 1983 and created a book which included some of the most iconic images of the young Madonna and a New York that remains timeless and significant. Fully illus., most in color. Damiani. 9¼x12½. Pub. at $59.95 $14.95

4712189 THE BEATLES AT THE MARQUEE. Ed. by George Lewis. This title takes a nostalgic look at the world’s most famous pop group, and one of the key cultural icons of the 20th century. Through 300 exclusive images, it celebrates the Beatles remarkable journey from the early days in the 1960s to the present. 288 pages. Ammonite. 6x8½. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

3935428 GROUPIES. By Baron Wolman. In February 1969, Rolling Stone published an issue called “The Groupies and Other Girls,” featuring the work of their chief photographer, Baron Wolman. This volume includes previously unseen out-takes and contact sheets as well as the original Rolling Stone text. 192 pages. Iconic Images. 9¼x12. Pub. at $75.00 $16.95

467023X VAN JOHNSON’S HOLLYWOOD: A Family Album. By Schuyler Johnson et al. After achieving status as MGM’s top male box office draw in the 1940s, Van Johnson and his wife Evie became social hosts for many of Hollywood’s biggest stars. Evie, an avid shutterbug, captured behind the scenes images of her famous friends, documenting Hollywood’s Golden Age. 149 pages. Shannongrove. 9¼x12½. Pub. at $65.00 $14.95

★ 3986850 ELVIS THROUGH THE AGES: Images from the Hollywood Archive. By Boze Hadleigh. From the beginning of his career to his death as a Hollywood icon, Elvis sang and acted his way through thousands of scenes. This The 100 publicity photos and behind the scenes shots from the archives include scores of long since forgotten or abandoned images in neglected studio collections. 108 pages. $17.95
Celebrity & Fashion Photography

★ 3754944 DEBBIE HARRY & BLONDE: Picture This. By Mick Rock. The collaboration between Debbie Harry and photographer Mick Rock produced iconic images that transcended and transformed the conventions of rock ‘n’ roll photography. While Blondie continues to excite the world with their performances, their visual story provides a remarkable and memorable account of Debbie Harry and the band at the peak of their success. Fully illus., most in color. 223 pages. Sterling. 8½x10½. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ 3721507 STOPPERS: Photographs from My Life at Vogue. By Phyllis Posnick. Brings together the evocative photos from the storied career of Phyllis Posnick, the executive fashion editor of Vogue magazine. Unforgettable photos and elaborate set designs and locations fill the pages of this stunning volume, alongside behind-the-scenes stories in the shots. 264 pages. Abrams. 10¼x12½. Pub. at $75.00 $26.95

★ 4683530 BARACK BEFORE OBAMA: Life Before the Presidency. By David Katz. A treasury of photographs that illustrates the making of an American icon, pulled from an archive of more than ninety thousand images. Every photo in this volume is like nothing that has been seen before; each one of which Katz captures the hands, the words, and essence of one of our most beloved first families is unparalleled, and it is in this affectionate familiarity that his photos sing. 304 pages. Ecco. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

★ 3908755 THE BEATLES: London 1963. Photos by Norman Parkinson. On the morning of September 12, 1963 Parkinson, a famous fashion photographer, photographed the young pop group from Liverpool who had just exploded on to the music scene. This stunning volume filled with wonderful images offers a fascinating insight into the making of the iconic band. 175 pages. ACC Art Books. 10x10. Pub. at $45.00 $16.95

★ 3999290 NEW YORK AT NIGHT: Photography After Dark. Text by Norma Steeves et al. Showcases images of New York City’s legendary nightlife by the leading photographers of the 20th and 21st centuries, from Joseph Byron and James Van Der Zee to Diane Arbus, and others. Fully illus., many in color. powerHouse Books. 10½x14¼. Pub. at $35.00 $29.95

★ 3966480 ALWAYS AUDREY: Six Iconic Photographers, One Legendary Star. Photos by Lawrence Fried et al. Blur the lines between the work of Seef, a rock and roll photographer, and his truly authentic subject, who was able to surrender herself to the art and express herself freely within his lens. Through over a dozen sessions and more than a decade that the photographer captured the many facets of Mitchell’s personality in some of her most famous images. Fully Illus. Insight Editions. 11x14¼. Pub. at $75.00 $24.95

★ 3795322 MELANIA TRUMP: Elegance in the White House. By L.D. Hicks. Melania Trump’s journey from a communist family in Slovenia to First Lady of the United States is one that started it all. This new title celebrates the 25th anniversary of that edition, and is sure to become a collector’s item as well. 168 pages. Stoecklein. 11¼x11¼. Pub. at $50.00 $19.95


★ 3998872 I REFUSE FOR THE DEVIL TO TAKE MY SOUL: Inside Cook County Jail. By Lili Kobieliski. powerHouse Books. 8½x12¼. Pub. at $40.00 $9.95

★ 3908860 THE ESSENTIAL MARYLIN MONROE: Milton H. Greene–50 Sessions. By Joshua Greene. 368 pages. ACC Editions. 10x10. Pub. at $45.00 $16.95


★ 286411X CLAUDIA SCHIFFER. Ed. by Lucie McCullin. SHOFPORN. 270 pages. Rizzoli. 10½x13¼. Pub. at $65.00 $17.95

★ 3865479 THROUGH HER LENS: The Stories Behind the Photography of Eva Sereny. 222 pages. ACC Art Books. 9½x12. Pub. at $56.00 $19.95

★ 2878577 THIS IS WHAT A LIBRARIAN LOOKS LIKE: A Celebration of Librarians, Communities, and Access to Information. By Kyle Cassidy. 448 pages. Dog. 7x9¾. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95


★ 3810887 WESTERN PORTRAITS: The Unsung Heroes & Villains of the Silver Screen. By Stephen O’Bri an. 208 pages. ABRAMS. 11½x14¼. Pub. SOLD OUT $29.95


★ 3824290 BLACK STALLION: Stunning Images of the Classic Horse. By Brandon Stanton. 222 pages. ACC Art Books. 9½x12. Pub. at $58.00 $19.95


★ 3988574 DECO: Glamorous Deco. By Tom Schutys er. Featuring over 200 full color photographs, O’Bri an raises many questions, and features essays by photographers, art historians and curators. 304 pages. Black Dog. 10½x8¼. Pub. at $35.00 $19.95

★ 3989550 WESTERN FENCES. By Lili Kobielski. powerHouse Books. 8¾x12¼. Pub. at $34.95 $19.95


★ 3893916 ABANDONED DETROIT. By Kyle Brooky. Featuring over 200 full color photographs, you will witness the beauty that can be found in decay in abandoned buildings in Detroit. For those who are they are lost forever to time or the wrecking ball. This title not only takes you inside these lost places but tells the history of them and how they came to be abandoned. 126 pages. Arcadia Publishing. 7x9¾. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★★ 4743911 CARAVANSERAI: Traces, Places, Dialogue in the Middle East. By Tom Schutys er. Both photo essay and travelogue, this stunning volume documents the cultures and landscapes of the Levant region in the Middle East. Schutys er’s powerful photographs are illuminated by contributions from some of the most eminent writers, thinkers, and journalists specializing in the Middle East and foreign relations. 177 pages. 5 Continents. 12x8½. Pub. at $50.00 $14.95
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**396516X ICELAND.** Bernhard Mogge et al. Iceland’s spectacular landscape is characterized by volcanoes, geysers, thermal springs, and fields, all typical for the Nordic island state. This illustrated volume shows over 350 stunning images of glaciers, rugged peaks, weathered coastline, and Icelandic birds. Text in English and five additional languages. 504 pages. Konemann. 7x8¼. Paperback. $12.95

**396528X NORWAY.** Rasso Knoller et al. This stunning volume shows in almost 500 gorgeous photographs the Scandinavian country in its scenic variety and in its seasonal diversity. Snow, ice, and polar lights in winter, and the special light of the midnight sun in summer. Text in English and five additional languages. 504 pages. Konemann. 7x8¼. Paperback. $12.95

**399164X THE MOST BEAUTIFUL VILLAGES OF GREECE.** By Mark Ottaway, photos by H. Palmet. Extravagant visual celebration of the lowland pages created by the indigenous Greek spirit, each set in a landscape of overwhelming magnificence, from the terra cotta and ochre of the Ionian Islands to the startlingly white houses of the Cyclades, set against the brilliant blue Aegean. Fully in color. 396 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 $5.95

**4725301 NEW YORK Sleeps.** By Christopher Thomas. Thomas’s photographs allow viewers to appreciate the spatial and architectural splendour of New York City icons, and evoke a dreamlike feeling that is unusual in visual depictions of the city. Timeless, yet unmistakably contemporary, this collection is an important addition to the pantheon of photographic essays of New York’s most beloved settings. 143 pages. Prestel. 12x11¼. Pub. at $49.95 $9.95

**3965302 PICTURING LONG BEACH ISLAND, NEW JERSEY.** By Glenn D. Koch. Over 490 nostalgic color and black and white photographs, many pantone and vintage photographs from the 1890s to the 1980s present the history of Long Beach Island, New Jersey. The past comes alive as you stroll Beach Haven boardwalk, watch the fishermen pull in their nets, and walk the streets of Barnegat City. Includes 2007 values for the postcards. 207 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $39.95 $11.95

**3965120 CUBA.** Text by Karl-Heinz Raach. Cuba is synonymous with sugar and rum, revolution and classic cars and socialism, dream beaches and music. But it is also a country that has protected one fifth of its surface area. This beautiful volume presents its fascinating diverse culture in 300 stunning photographs. Text in English and five additional languages. 368 pages. Konemann. 7x8¼. Paperback. $11.95

**3965333 SWEDEN.** Text by S. von Kienlin, photos by U. Bernhart. This collection of beautiful color photographs illustrates the fascinating diversity and beauty of Sweden. A symbol of Scandinavian idyll, Sweden inspires with its falun-red wooden houses surrounded by dense forests with green hills and crystal clear lakes, lonely white houses of the Cyclades, set against the brilliant blue Aegean. Fully in color. 456 pages. Konemann. 7x8¼. Paperback. $12.95

**3949074 CANADA.** Text by B. Mogge, photos by K. Sassmannshausen. Modern megacities, breathing natural backdrops, and a varied cultural landscape with a long tradition—Canada captivates with its contrasts and unbelievable diversity. The most populous country in the world can be seen here in 584 stunning photographs. Text in English and five additional languages. 468 pages. Konemann. 7x8¼. Paperback. $14.95

**3965090 CHINA.** Text by P. Kames, photos by K. Sassmannshausen. Modern megacities, breathing natural backdrops, and a varied cultural landscape with a long tradition—China captivates with its contrasts and unbelievable diversity. The most populous country in the world can be seen here in 584 stunning photographs. Text in English and five additional languages. 468 pages. Konemann. 7x8¼. Paperback. $12.95

**3965074 CANADA.** Text by B. Mogge, photos by K-H. Raach. In over 500 captivating photographs this volume shows the multifaceted wilderness of Canada: the Banff National Park, the Rockies, Notre-Dame-du-Faults, and the metropolis of Toronto, Vancouver, Montreal, Quebec and Ottawa in beautiful color. Text in English and five additional languages. 504 pages. Konemann. 7x8¼. Paperback. $12.95

**3991105 CHASING LEWIS & CLARK ACROSS THE COUNTRY.** By R. Lowery & M. Walker. Through stunning photographs that span from the muddy Missouri River to the tumultuous Pacific Ocean, this volume brings Lewis and Clark to life, revealing America’s soul with breathtaking scenes of tumultuous rivers and their peaceful valley, high plains blooming bright with yellow canola, and a perennial staircase of snow-capped mountains. 168 pages. Windsock Media. 13¼x10¼. Pub. at $45.05 $7.95

**3991055 THE WORLD OF URBAN ARCHITECTURE IN PHOTOGRAPHY.** By Gordon Baldwin. Exhibition catalog. From the invention of photography in the 1830s to the present, architecture was second only to portraiture as the most favored subject for the camera. Arranged chronologically, this volume spans the history of the medium and features seventy-five works selected from the collection of the J. Paul Getty Museum. 111 pages. J. Paul Getty Museum. 7x8¼. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY 4715675 NORTH KOREA: Anonymous Country.** By Julia Lee. A spectacular view of an unknown land showing impressive large-scale cultural events as well as depictions of quiet everyday scenes. The result is a spectacular illustrated volume that offers a riveting look at North Korea’s architecture, culture and society. 218 pages. le Neues. 10¼x12¼. Pub at $95.00 $19.95

**3921166 SOUTHWEST REFLECTIONS: Grand Canyon & the Four Corners.** By Steve Larose. Presents beautiful color photographs from New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, and Colorado. Meet members of the Navajo and Hopi tribes, and discover area attractions and driving itineraries to plan your own adventure. 144 pages. Schiffer. 11¼x8¼. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

**3890692 MEXICO.** Text by Stephen West et al. Over 400 lavish photographs present this country, from north to south, with its fascinating world of desert landscapes, volcanoes, glaciers, and a rich flora and fauna. Text in English and five additional languages. 504 pages. Konemann. 7x8¼. Paperback. $12.95

**3890691 SOUTH PACIFIC.** Text by S. Wellenbrock, photos by M. Runkel et al. When you think of South Sea, you think of paradise. The natural beauties of Oceania’s island world, scattered far across the South Pacific and divided into the cultural areas of Polynesia, Melanesia, and Micronesia, are overwhelming—and beautifully illustrated in these exquisite photographs. Text in English and five additional languages, 524 pages. Konemann. 7x8¼. Paperback. $12.95

**3902050 SPAIN.** Text by T. Scheu, photos by H. Frohlich et al. In more than 500 stunning color photographs this volume shows the country of Spain in all its beauty and diversity, and which is heavily influenced by Buddhism. Text in English and five additional languages. 524 pages. Konemann. 7x8¼. Paperback. $12.95

**3965341 THAILAND.** Text by T. Scheu, photos by F. Frohlich et al. In more than 500 stunning color photographs this volume shows the country of Thailand in all its beauty and diversity, and which is heavily influenced by Buddhism. Text in English and five additional languages, 524 pages. Konemann. 7x8¼. Paperback. $12.95

**3965238 SWEDEN.** Text by B. Mogge, photos by H. Sassmannshausen. Updated with the postcards. 207 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $39.95 $11.95

**3965331 NEW ZEALAND.** Text by S. von Kienlin, photos by U. Bernhart. This collection of beautiful color photographs illustrates the fascinating beauty and diversity of America. A symbol of American idyll, New Zealand inspires with its falun-red wooden houses surrounded by dense forests with green hills and crystal clear lakes, lonely white houses of the Cyclades, set against the brilliant blue Aegean. Fully in color. 456 pages. Konemann. 7x8¼. Paperback. $12.95

**3965372 INDIA.** Text by Karl-Heinz Raach. India is synonymous with sugar and rum, revolution and classic cars and socialism, dream beaches and music. But it is also a country that has protected one fifth of its surface area. This beautiful volume presents its fascinating diverse culture in 300 stunning photographs. Text in English and five additional languages. 368 pages. Konemann. 7x8¼. Paperback. $11.95

**3965333 MEXICO.** Text by T. Scheu, photos by F. Frohlich et al. In more than 500 stunning color photographs this volume shows the country of Mexico in all its beauty and diversity, and which is heavily influenced by Buddhism. Text in English and five additional languages, 524 pages. Konemann. 7x8¼. Paperback. $12.95

**3965090 CHINA.** Text by P. Kames, photos by K. Sassmannshausen. Modern megacities, breathing natural backdrops, and a varied cultural landscape with a long tradition—China captivates with its contrasts and unbelievable diversity. The most populous country in the world can be seen here in 584 stunning photographs. Text in English and five additional languages. 468 pages. Konemann. 7x8¼. Paperback. $14.95

**3965074 CANADA.** Text by B. Mogge, photos by K-H. Raach. In over 500 captivating photographs this volume shows the multifaceted wilderness of Canada: the Banff National Park, the Rockies, Notre-Dame-du-Faults, and the metropolis of Toronto, Vancouver, Montreal, Quebec and Ottawa in beautiful color. Text in English and five additional languages. 504 pages. Konemann. 7x8¼. Paperback. $12.95
Photo Tours

3985599 ANnapolis Reflections. By James Tighe Jr. Over 240 gorgeous color photos present poigniant and picturesque views of sidewalk and harbor scenes, storefronts, houses, doorways, St. John’s College, and more. University of Maryland Naval Academy. This volume is a must-have for all who love this charming capital city. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11½x8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99. $9.95

★ 396504X AUSTRALIA. By Anthony Harnd et al. View the geological wonders such as the Uluru, the Outback, or the Great Barrier Reef, as well as the coastlines of dream beaches and surfing paradises and offshore islands in these over 500 stunning photographs. Text in English and five additional languages. 540 pages. Konemann. 7x8¼. Paperbound. $12.95

★ 3965112 Costa Rica. By E. Spielmann, photos by P. Ender. Costa Rica captivates with tropical rain forest, high mountain ranges, volcanoes, and fertile high valleys with coffee and fruit plantations. In over 280 gorgeous photographs, this illustrated volume shows the impressive beauty of this green oasis. Text in English and five additional languages. 310 pages. Konemann. 7x8¼. Paperbound. $19.99

3967717 the brooklyn Navy yarD. By John Bartelstone. These images show a place out of time, where World War II New York is still palatable. Bartelstone has been photographing the buildings and structures of the Yard since 1994, and his photos are neither a history of the Navy Yard nor a depiction of its role as a modern industrial park, but a structured impression of a dreamscape. 112 pages. powerHouse Books. 12¼x9¾. Pub. at $20.00. $11.95

3986293 New Jersey’s Southern ShOre: An Illustrated History from Brigantine to Cape May Point. By Susan Miller. Take a virtual tour of this area of 15 beach communities as the 260 vintage color postcards display the world’s playground of Atlantic City, the family fare of Ocean City, the famous boardwalk of Wildwood, that stately Victorian town of Cape May, and a whole lot more. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. $9.95

★ 3973026 World’s scariest Places: haunted, Creepy, Abandoned. By Michael Fleeman. Journey around the globe to places so chilling that only the ghosts dare to roam. Discover every eerie thing that you can roam. Discover every eerie thing that you can see, and those things you can only feel against the back of your neck as you tour the frightening photos collected here. 192 pages. Centennial. $19.95. $14.95

★ 3965699 the Alps. By B. Mogge, photos by Bernhart et al. A vast mountain range stretching from west to east over seven countries forms a barrier of rock, snow, and ice in the middle of Europe and is illustrated in this beautiful collection of photographs. Text in English and five additional languages. 612 pages. Konemann. 7x8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $7.95

★ 3965656 Brazil. By E. Spielmann, photos by K. Sassmannshausen. Enjoy the natural wonders of Brazil through these stunning photographs of the Amazon rainforest, Rio de Janeiro, Iguacu Falls, and the wetland area Pantanal. Text in English and five additional languages. 468 pages. Konemann. 7x8¼. Paperbound. $12.95

3999953 Allentown REMEMBERed: A Postcard History. By M.Y. Outwater & R. Bungerz. Enjoy a nostalgic trip back at Allentown, Pennsylvania, during its “Golden Age" from the late 1890s through the 1950s. Over 360 images of vintage postcards and memorabilia brings back an exciting time in the city’s history. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $7.95

★ 3962540 Maine. By Michael P. Gadomski. Discover Pittsburgh’s historic sites, modern downtown, famous rivers, recreation, and arts while viewing the stunning color images in this volume. You’ll discover why Pittsburgh is often rated as one of the “World’s Most Livable Cities.” Schiffer. 6¼x6¼. $9.95

★ 3965252 Morocco. Text by C. Metzger, photos by J. Wintgens. In over 300 stunning color photographs this volume shows the multi-faceted landscape and oriental culture of Morocco, situated between the Atlantic and the Mediterranean. Text in English and five additional languages. 460 pages. Konemann. 7x8¼. Paperbound. $12.95

★ 3934381 Sweden. Text by Sabine von Kienlin. This magnificently illustrated volume shows the fascinating diversity and beauty of Sweden. The symbol of Scandinavian beauty, Sweden inspires with its falun-red wooden houses surrounded by dense forests, with its quiet bays, lighthouses and windmills and the glittering sea between archipelagos. Text in English and five additional languages. 10¾x13¼. Pub. at $39.95. $29.95

★ 392842X the most beautiful COuntry towns of provence. By Helena Attlee, photos by A. Ramsay. Magnificently illustrated survey displays the quaint beauty and distinction of the towns of Provence, from the hills and mountains of the Alps to the rich vine-growing region of Var and delightful coastal resorts. Even includes information for those visiting. Visit 208 pages. Thames & Hudson. 10x12½. Pub. at $40.00. $9.95

★ 3920666 Maine Memories: A Vintage Picture Postcard Tour. By J. Bowerski. Over 350 vintage picture postcards takes readers on a fascinating illustrated tour of the Pine Tree State. Chapter topics include the region’s harbors and lighthouses, ships and boats, bridges and buildings, camping and RVing, lakes and forest, and more. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $7.95

★ 3995594 Rails Across North America: A Pictorial Journey Through the USA. By David A. A photographic tour of railroads across the U.S. of every shape and size. In addition to the big mainline companies there are numerous short line and industrial lines that are illustrated in this volume. 204 pages. Pen & Sword. 12½x10¼. Pub. at $39.95. $12.95

★ 3966485 the Most Beautiful Villages and Towns of the Southwest. By Joan Tapper, photos by N. Wheeler. Nik Wheeler’s stunning photography and Joan Tapper’s perceptive commentaries celebrate thirty special communities in Arizona, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, and Utah, accompanied by in-depth photo essays on Route 66, ghost towns, Native American cultures, and the Southwest in movies. 208 pages. Thames & Hudson. 10x12½. Pub. at $40.00. $12.95

★ 3965082 Chile. M. Trutter & J. Wintgens. Over 400 gorgeous photographs present this country from north to south with its fascinating world of desert landscapes, volcanoes, glaciers and a rich flora and fauna. Text in English and five additional languages. 480 pages. Konemann. 7x8¼. Paperbound. $19.99

★ 3751495 Pittsburgh: A Keepsake. By Michael P. Gadomski. Discover Pittsburgh’s historic sites, modern downtown, famous rivers, recreation, and arts while viewing the stunning color images in this volume. You’ll discover why Pittsburgh is often rated as one of the “World’s Most Livable Cities.” Schiffer. 6¼x6¼. $9.95
4714997 NEW YORK VERTICAL. By Horst Hamann. Provides a stunning new perspective on the Big Apple, using a vintage panoramic camera tilted ninety degrees, and often balancing precariously on window ledges, to gather an amazing array of skyscraper-sized images that capture New York's towering presence. 66 photos. te Neues. 6x13. Pub. at $39.95 $9.95

4712161 NEW YORK VERTICAL. By Horst Hamann. Filled with black and white photographs that capture the beauty of the city and its architecture, te Neues. 48x½. Pub. at $25.95 $6.95

5875544 STATES OF DECAY. By D. Baxter and Maribar. Urban adventurers take a savage ride through the hidden story of America's northeast in this engaging volume. From New York City to the infamous Rust Belt, photographs offer an evocative glimpse of the broken, rotten and decrepid underbelly of modern America: atmospheric asylums, derelict houses of worship, forgotten educational institutions, vacant hotels and more. Carpet! Bombing Culture. 9x9¼. Pub. at $55.00 $7.95

4468188 ABANDONED INDUSTRIAL PLACES. Factorys, Laboratories, Mills and Mines That the World Left Behind. By David Ross. This collection of stunning images includes power plants, factories, mills and hospitals, often with their machinery intact. From Alaska to Patagonia, from Norway to Japan and Nigeria, fragments of the industrial past are all around us. 224 pages. Abbeville. 11¾x12¼. Pub. at $50.00 $21.95

3965378 TOSCANA. Text by J. Sorges, photos by J. Wintgens. Tuscany captured with its gently rolling hilly landscape, its cypress avenues and pine forests, its magnificent castles, palaces, and country villas amidst blooming vineyards and olive groves as illustrated in these sumptuous color photographs. Text in English and five additional languages. 516 pages. Konemann. 7x¾. Paperbound. $12.95

3965118 LOS ANGELES THEN AND NOW. By Rosemary Lord. The fascinating chronicle of history and change from the days of the Spanish missions to the rapid expansion of the last century. Using photos from the 1870s to the 1970s paired with the same view today, it shows how the glittering hi-rises have replaced the Victorian buildings creating a spectacular city for the future. 96 pages. Pavilion. 7x6¼. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

465004X GHOST TOWNS OF ROUTE 66. Text by J. Hinckley, photos by K. James. Route 66 once hosted a thriving array of boomtowns built around oil mines, railroad stops, cattle ranches, resorts, stagecoach stops, and gold mines. Illustrated with gorgeous sepia-tone and color photography, this volume tours dozens of ghost towns rich in stories and history. 160 pages. Voyager. 10x8¾. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

4684445 ABANDONED PLACES. By Hans Van Rensbergen. While his crew rests at swimming pools, this Boeing 787 pilot goes out to explore abandoned places in our world. From the breakup state of Abkhazia to an abandoned rail depot in Detroit, Van Rensbergen searches for the beauty of its desolation and pinpoints the richness of their decay. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Lannoo. 8x5½. Pub. at $22.50 $16.95

4713540 LOST IRELAND. By Olafur Fitzgerald. Looks at the fascinating variety of places in the country that time, progress and fashion have swept aside. As well as celebrating the great buildings lost in the struggle for independence and the Civil War, the volume features pubs, racecourses, unwanted statues, vast mills, railways, theaters and communities that have contributed to the country's heritage. Fully illus... in color. 176 pages. Pavilion. 11¾x9¼. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

3991763 ABANDONED AUSTRALIA. By Florian Siebeck. These 40 tiny hotels from around the world are sure to provide an exceptional experience. Whether you are searching for a truly unique getaway in a beautiful corner of the earth or looking for inspiration when designing your own home, this little volume is full of ideas and locales. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Prestel. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

LIMITED EDITION 4729999 SILENT FIELDS. By Bart Heirweg. Spending two years photographing the war sites just after the Great War in France, Heirweg shot his photographs mainly in the early morning or late evening, at times of day when the ordinary visitor does not get to see these world-famous locations. The best of them all are Lannoo. 12x9½. Pub. at $45.00 $17.95

3946738 OREGON. By Barbara Tricarico. Join 50 fine art photographers on a captivating tour of Oregon's seven distinct regions. From quiet and exotic to dramatic and action packed, this lively collection of photos will entice visitors to see Oregon for the first time and encourage residents to see what they've never seen before. 192 pages. Schiffer. 9x6¾. $29.95

4657551 GREAT DESTINATIONS OF A LIFETIME. By Claudia Martin. Dramatic geography, fascinating history from every part of the world, and 180 stunning color photographs, this volume will define your bucket list of desirable locations for years to come. 224 pages. Abbeville. 11¾x18½. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

4793855 MY TINY ATLAS. Our World Through Your Eyes. By Emily Nathan. This wanderlust-inspiring and transporting collection of photographs from some of the world’s most astounding places is as much an armchair travel companion as a guide to planning your next trip. 298 pages. Ten Speed. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $17.95

3981917 CANADA: Images of the Land. By J.A. Knaul. In this exquisitely photographed record of the Canadian landscape, the renowned photographer captures the majesty and grandeur of this vast and staggeringly diverse country. Expansive prairies and forests, impressive coastlines, majestic lakes, and rivers are revealed in these striking images. 224 pages. Firefly. 11¼x12¾. Pub. at $49.95 $14.95

3777669 BACK ROADS OF THE SOUTHWEST. By David Skernick. Join Skernick as he explores back roads Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, Utah, and Nevada—a region so rich in natural beauty that much of it has been preserved by the national park system. These panoramic images place the viewer directly into landscapes containing ranches, wolves, wild horses, and stunning geological formations. 192 pages. Schiffer. 9x6¾. $29.95

3988892 NEW YORK: Sights Unseen. By Brad Liben. From the vineyards slipping down the shores of Lake Erie to the top of the Empire State Building, New York excels as one of the few states that encompasses virtually every type of cultural and geographic splendor. This outstanding collection of photographs perfectly captures this magnificent state. 304 pages. KnW Studio. 11x8½. Pub. at $49.95 $16.95

46856 DUNE RANCHES OF THE AMERICAN WEST. By David R. Stoecklein. Shows more than 25 dune ranches across the American West. Each ranch has a rich history and a family heritage that goes back many years. Stoecklein captures the spirit of each one in stirring images. 320 pages. 12¼x12. Pub. at $60.00 $24.95

468643X ABANDONED AUSTRALIA. By Shane Thoms. 206 pages. JGonzler. 12¼x12. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

3900819 SANTORINI: Portrait of a Vanished Era. By Margarita Pournara, photos by H.A. McCabe. 180 pages. Abbeville. 11¾x12½. Pub. at $50.00. $29.95

PRICE CUT TO $24.95
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See more titles at erhbc.com/848

13370506 | PARADISE LOST: By John Milton. Illus. by G. Dore. Since its creation, Paradise Lost has provided inspiration for generations of writers. Countless generations of ordinary readers have similarly understood their own darker nature of the human soul illuminated by this remarkable work. This slipcased collector's edition is cloth-bound and includes all 50 of the original engravings by Dore. \$24.95

13390946 | THE POETRY OF OSCAR WILDE. By Augustus Pedrini. A collection of Wilde's writing is as eclectic as it is inspiring, for it contains the essence of the Scottish people. His combination of Scottish folklore and literary tradition created some of the most remarkable poetry ever written. 239 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. \$4.95

13394006 | LEAVES OF GRASS: The 1855 Edition. By Walt Whitman. First published in 1855, this glorious collection of Whitman's poetry was revised and expanded by him throughout his lifetime. This collection is taken from the final version, the Deathbed edition, and it includes his most famous poems such as Song of Myself and I Sing the Body Electric. 400 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. \$19.95

13395976 | THE POETRY OF RUSTIC LIFE. By Henry Horenstein. Practical advice on simple techniques to help you transform snapshots into enduring images—or merely upgrade your social media game. Whether you're a casual photographer or an expert, learn how to take your best photographs on any device, from the DSLR to a cell phone. Well-illustrated in color. 220 pages. Little, Brown. \$6.95

13397256 | INSTANT DREAMS. By Homer. A new translation of Homer's classic epic of the Trojan War captures the falling rhythms of a doomed Troy. Edward McCrorie presents the sundry epithets and resonant symbols of Homer's verse style and remains as close to the Greek's meaning as research allows. 482 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. \$17.95

13428616 | STAGES OF DECAY. By Julia Solis. One of the great poets of the Victorian era, Browning's writing is as eclectic as it is exuberant. The poems selected here, featuring masters of verse from across the English speaking world, including poets such as John Donne, William Blake, Christopher Marlowe, William Shakespeare, and more. 192 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. \$4.95

13430686 | LEDGER OF LOVER'S DEATHS. By Ester Tome. Professional life writing and revising this volume during two centuries in which the world has seen shockingly new technologies and social trends. 982 pages. Live right. Paperback. \$7.95

13431326 | LOVE HOTELS: The Hidden Fantasy Rooms of Japan. Photos by Misty Keasler. A deep love for Polaroid and along with archival prints, this collection of Coloramas and Colorama photos is sure to astonish, entertain, and to live authentically. Illus., some in color. 218 pages. Synergetic. Paperback. \$6.95

13448946 | LEAVES OF GRASS. By Walt Whitman. Exuberance is on display in the poems selected here, featuring masters of verse from across the English speaking world, including poets such as John Donne, William Blake, Christopher Marlowe, William Shakespeare, and more. 192 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. \$4.95

13448946 | LEDGER OF LOVER'S DEATHS. By Ester Tome. Professional life writing and revising this volume during two centuries in which the world has seen shockingly new technologies and social trends. 982 pages. Live right. Paperback. \$7.95


13454866 | LEAF ME: The Secret Language of Leaves. By Henry Horenstein. Practical advice on simple techniques to help you transform snapshots into enduring images—or merely upgrade your social media game. Whether you're a casual photographer or an expert, learn how to take your best photographs on any device, from the DSLR to a cell phone. Well-illustrated in color. 220 pages. Little, Brown. \$6.95

13455656 | LEAVES OF GRASS. By Walt Whitman. First published in 1855, this glorious collection of Whitman's poetry was revised and expanded by him throughout his lifetime. This collection is taken from the final version, the Deathbed edition, and it includes his most famous poems such as Song of Myself and I Sing the Body Electric. 400 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. \$19.95


13465476 | POETRY OF WILLIAM WORDSWORTH. This collection features many of Wordsworth's most notable poems, including "Lines Composed a Few Miles above Tintern Abbey," "The Prelude," "Ode: Intimations of Immortality," "Composed upon Westminster Bridge," and is a perfect introduction to the works of one of the founding fathers of English Romantic poetry. 254 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. \$4.95

13469496 | HOW TO TAKE AWESOME PHOTOS OF CATS. By Andrew Marttila. Marttila uses humor, cadence, and charm to walk you through tips and techniques for taking better photos of your feline friends. 312 pages. Running Press. Paperback. \$12.95

13475996 | DVD 4715996 INSTANT DREAMS. Instant film production came to a halt after Polaroid shut down in 2008, but a group of engineers are trying to recreate the lost formula behind instant photography. The imagination of this lyrical poet is sure to astonish, entertain, and to live authentically. Illus., in color. 218 pages. Watson-Guptill. Paperback. \$22.00

13484976 | LEAF ME: The Secret Language of Leaves. By Henry Horenstein. Practical advice on simple techniques to help you transform snapshots into enduring images—or merely upgrade your social media game. Whether you're a casual photographer or an expert, learn how to take your best photographs on any device, from the DSLR to a cell phone. Well-illustrated in color. 220 pages. Little, Brown. \$6.95

13502846 | ZEN CAMERA: Creative Awakening with a Daily Practice in Photography. By David Ulrich. An uncompromising introduction to a philosophy that guides you to the creativity at your fingertips, calling for nothing more than your vision and any camera, even the one embedded in your phone. Uncover your innate power of attention and mindfulness, to see creatively and to live authentically. Illus., some in color. 218 pages. Watson-Guptill. Paperback. \$22.00

13506706 | EXTRAORDINARY EVERYDAY PHOTOGRAPHY. By B. Tharp & J. Maxwelling. See beyond the surface to find the unexpected wherever you are, be it a downtown street, a local park, or your own front lawn. Through accessible discussions and exercises, readers learn to use composition, available light, color, and point of view to create stunning photographs in any environment. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Chariot. Paperback. \$25.99

13538396 | THE FABULISTS: A New Verse Translation. Composed between the 12th and 14th centuries, these 69 virtuually unknown erotic and satiric poems lie at the root of the Western comic tradition. Passed down by the antecedent middle classes of medieval France, they depict randy scenes and cuckolded husbands in flatly shocking even today. 982 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. \$29.95

13541376 | LEAVES OF GRASS. By Walt Whitman. Exuberance is on display in the poems selected here, featuring masters of verse from across the English speaking world, including poets such as John Donne, William Blake, Christopher Marlowe, William Shakespeare, and more. 192 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. \$4.95

13542716 | LEAVES OF GRASS. By Walt Whitman. Exuberance is on display in the poems selected here, featuring masters of verse from across the English speaking world, including poets such as John Donne, William Blake, Christopher Marlowe, William Shakespeare, and more. 192 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. \$4.95
**Poetry**

4712728 **THE ESSENTIAL T.S. ELIOT.** Collects Eliot’s most important poetry in one volume, now with an introduction from Vijay Seshadri, one of our foremost poets.

168 pages. ECCO. Pub. at $25.99

$9.95

4712048 **EROTIC LOVE POEMS FROM INDIA: 101 Classics on Desire and Passion.** By Amarul. This collection, known in Sanskrit as the Amarmushaka, was compiled in the eighth century and remains to this day one of India’s finest collections of love poetry. 115 pages. Shambhala. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

$5.95

3976996 **LIVE OAK, WITH MOSS.** By Walt Whitman, illus. By B. Seiznick. This revolutionary, beautiful, and passionate cluster of poems was never published by Whitman during his lifetime and is presented here, in an attractively bound volume with gilt-edged pages. Well illus., most in color. 167 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $29.99

$6.95

4667484 **OLD POSSUM’S BOOK OF PRACTICAL CATS.** By T.S. Eliot. Enjoy the beloved collection of poems, which inspired the record-breaking musical Cats, including for the first time, the poem “Thapsigordy on a Windy Night,” which inspired the harvesting “Memory.” Illus. 116 pages. Faber. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

$5.95

4699726 **REEL VERSE: Poems About the Movies.** Ed. by H. Schechter & M. Waters. This unique collection of poetic tributes to the silver screen ranges over a full century, from the silent film era to the present, featuring poems about movie stars and bit players, art films and horror flicks, acclaimed directors and popcorn palaces. 255 pages. Everyman’s Library. Pub. at $14.95

$7.95

471220X **SOME UNQUESTHONABLE DESIRE: Sanskrit Poems of the Buddhist Hermit Bhartrihari.** Despite the fact that collections of Bhartrihari’s poems are the most common non-religious manuscripts found in Sanskrit, Schelling’s translation represents a rare opportunity for English-language readers to become acquainted with this fascinating poet, 99 pages. Shambhala. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

$5.95

4652998 **SHRAZ IN THE AGE OF HAFIZ: The Glory of a Medieval City.** By John Limbert. Provides not only a rich context for Hafiz’s poetry but also a comprehensive perspective on a fascinating place in a dynamic time. Limbert’s portrait of this elegant, witty poet and his marvelous city will be valuable to medievalists, students of the Middle East, and specialists in urban studies as it will be to connoisseurs of world literature.

182 pages. UWA P. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00

$7.95

3871437 **POEMS FOR CHRISTMAS.** Ed. by Byregharan. Presents film star William Shatner’s translation of Thomas Hardy and from John Donne to Christina Rossetti who have been inspired to celebrate the Christmas season in verse. These poets wrote about the Christmas story, magical wintry landscapes, festive traditions, making merry, and cards in this enchanting collection of verse. Bound with gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 235 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99

$9.95


$7.95

4753976 **THE SONG OF SONGS: A Biography.** By Ilana Pardes. Offering rare insights into the story of this remarkable poem, Pardes traces a divine line of passionate readers. She looks at Jewish and Christian interpreters of late antiquity who were engaged in disputes over the Song’s allegorical meaning, and throughout she highlights the unparalleled beauty of its audacious language of love. 105 pages. IN P. Pub. at $40.00

$9.95

3927032 **THE VARIORUM EDITION OF THE POETRY OF JOHN DONNE, VOLUME 3: The Satyres.** Ed. by Donald R. Dickson. Presents newly edited critical texts of the five canonical satires and “Metempsychosis,” and details the genealogical history of each accompanied by a thorough prose discussion. 1050 pages. Folio. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00

$16.95

3969355 **HOW TO WRITE POETRY: A Guided Journal with Prompts.** By C. Salerno & K. Hede. Directs the writer from crafting language imagery to exploring the nuances of rhythm and meter. View the recommended reading to reinforce your connection to each lesson and fuel your intuitive understanding of language. Put your knowledge into practice with the 16 exercises meant to jumpstart a ritual of poetry writing.

$11.95

380044X **THE POEMS OF T.S. ELIOT, VOLUME II: Practical Cats and Further Verses.** Ed. by C. Ricks & J. McCue. The second volume of the two-volume standard edition of the 1,800 poems that Eliot: issued: the children’s verse of Old Possum’s Book of Practical Cats, and Anabasis, his translation of St. John Perse’s Anabasis. It then gathers the poems that Eliot published during the 1916-1918 period, including Notices Binariano, and others that he wrote for intimate friends. 256 pages. FSG. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00

$11.95

3996689 **POEMS TO MAKE THE SOUL SING: A Collection of Mystical Poetry Through the Ages.** Ed. by Alan Jacobs. When you’re feeling your heartache too much, when all the noise and comfort, there’s no answer as profound as poetry. In our fast-spinning world of noise and busyness, this collection of poems provides true comfort.


$12.95

3985121 **THE BOOK OF TALIESIN: Poems of Warfare and Praise in an Enchanted Britain.** Ed. by G. Lewis & R. Williams. An anthology gathering the work of some 700 of anonymous bards. In the first of Wales’s most famous works for a hundred years, two of Wales’s foremost poets bring its ecstatic, visionary power to life for a new generation of readers, 224 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

$12.95

3980331 **SELECTED POEMS OF THEODOR MERTON.** A comprehensive survey of one of the twentieth century’s most beloved and prominent Catholic poets, with lyrical works influenced by Merton’s deep devotion to his Christian faith alongside his engagements with mysticism, critique, antiwar politics, creative translations, and Eastern philosophies. 140 pages. New Directions. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

$11.95

396627D **SEPTEMBER 1, 1939: A Biography of a Poem.** By Ian Sansom. Looks at why we respond to great art, examines one of the most famous poems ever written, and the particular time in our history. 341 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99

$9.95

4877442 **A COLLECTION OF POEMS BY ROBERT FROST.** Collects all the poems from Frost’s first four published collections, including classic poems such as “The Road Not Taken,” “Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening,” “After apple-picking.”

224 pages. FSG. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95

$5.95


$6.95

3940772 **POETRY OF CHARLES D’OARE & HIS CIRCLE.** Ed. by I. Fox & M. J. Arnt. This is the first complete edition of the French poetry of Charles d’Oare and of the circle of friends, retainers, confidantes, and visitors around him at Blois since Pierre Champion’s 1923 edition. Text in French and English. 957 pages. ACM Press. Pub. at $120.00

$14.95

3940470 **BOMBER COUNTY: The Poetry of a Lost Pilot’s War.** By Daniel Swift. In June 1943, Swift, a pilot with the 83rd Squadron of the R.A.F. bomber force in Lancaster for a night mission to Germany, disappeared. Structured around the narrative of the author’s search for his lost grandfather, this is also an examination of the relationship between the bombing campaigns of the Second World War and poetry. 269 pages. FSG. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

$4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/848
Poetry

3865495 WORDSWORTH’S GARDENS AND FLOWERS: The Spirit of Paradise. By F. Dale & B.C. Yen. Offers fresh insights into Wordsworth as a garden enthusiast who wrote about gardens and flowers and designed and worked in his own gardens. Throughout, the engaging accessible text is woven around illustrations that bring Wordsworth’s gardens and flowers to life, including rare botanical prints. 232 pages. AC Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

4719530 LAYLI AND MAJNUN. By Nezami Ganjavi. The iconic love story of the Middle East tells of star-crossed lovers whose union is tragically thwarted. Their families and the shah of Persia continue to ripple out across the centuries. This is a four de force Persian literature, in a translation that captures the extraordinary power and virtuosity of the original. 278 pages. Penguin. Pagebound. Pub. at $18.00

4652312 EPIC CONTINENT: Adventures in the Great Stories of Europe. By Nicholas Jubber. Journeying through Europe from Turkey to Iceland, Jubber takes us on a fascinating adventure through the European continent’s most prized miscellanies, it was compiled in the 1850s, it’s a story of monsters, gods, and cataclysms, and of intimate friendship and love. Schmidt provides a unique meditation on the rediscovery of Gilgamesh, showing how part of its special fascination is its captivating otherness. 165 pages. Princeton. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

4751884 GILGAMESH: The Life of a Poem. By Michael Schmidt. Lost for centuries to the sands of the Middle East but found again in the 1850s, it’s a tour de force of Persian literature, in a translation that captures the extraordinary power and virtuosity of the original. 278 pages. Penguin. Pagebound. Pub. at $18.00

3812456 NEW COLLECTED POEMS. By Marianne Moore. Presents the full pages of Moore’s work, from its beginnings as a young woman’s complex textual lives of the poems, and offers the first definitive volume of this most celebrated writer. 453 pages. Faber & Faber.

4652422 TUMULT & TEARS. By Vivien Newman. Reveals how women’s war poetry, like that of their male counterparts, was largely based upon their day to day lives and contemporary beliefs. Poems are placed within their wartime context, from war-worker to parent; from serving daughter to grieving mother, sweetheart, wife; sometimes within the walls of the war time, and sometimes within the walls of the peacetime. 160 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

6885330 AMERICAN SONNETS FOR MY PAST AND FUTURE. By T.S. Eliot. Never has human feeling, experience and creativity in verse. Turner’s poetry is filled with color and rhythm, and addresses both timeless and timely topics. 114 pages. Raven Ridge. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95


4672070 DEARLY: New Poems. By Margaret Atwood. In this first collection of poetry in over a decade, Atwood addresses themes such as love, loss, the passage of time, the nature of nature, and—zombies. 124 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $16.99

4665105 POEMS THAT TOUCH THE HEART. Compiled by A.L. Alexander. 415 pages. Doubleday. Pub at $25.00


3780767 THE DIVINE COMEDY. By Dante Alighieri. A mysterious journey through the afterworlds. This definitive edition presents the complete text, more than a thousand years old, in a translation that captures both the speaker’s voice and the original’s power. 224 pages. Race Point. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99


2960354 RING-A-RING O’ROSES: The Origins and Meanings of Old Rhymes. By Diana Ferguson. 191 pages. Michael Mustich. Encompasses fiction, poetry, science and anthropology, travel writing, children’s books, history, and more. This volume moves across cultures and through time to present an eclectic collection of titles, each described with the passionate readers summons when recommending a book to a friend. We’ll, illus., many in color. 948 pages. Workman. Pub at $35.00


3826309 THRALL: Poems. By Natasha Trethewey. 84 pages. HMH. Pub. at $23.00


Literature

4695062 MURDER, SHE SAID: The Quotable Miss Marple. By Agatha Christie. Everyone in St. Mary Med knew Miss Marple: fluffy and dithery in appearance, but inwardly as sharp and shrewd as they make them. Now, in her own words, discover the razor-sharp mind of the world’s favorite armchair sleuth, and the wit and wisdom of the Queen of Mystery who created her. 240 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $16.95

3917207 WASHINGTON IRVING: A Treasury. This slipcased selection includes three classic Irvingian masterpieces that capture the magic of folktales: The Legend of Sleepy Hollow; Old Christmas; and Rip Van Winkle. Each volume includes ribbon bookmarks and are beautifully illustrated with original paintings and drawings. 392 pages in three volumes. Unwin W. Pub. at $34.95

4703898 THE BURLEY MANUSCRIPT. Ed. by Peter Redford. One of English Renaissance’s most prized manuscripts, it was compiled in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century and is unique in its size–over six hundred items inscribed on nearly four hundred folios–and its variety: tales and contemporary beliefs. Poems to learn how they were shaped by their interests. 258 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

374963X WHAT IS MAN? And Other Essays. By Ibn Rushd. These acerbic, poignant, and thought-provoking essays cover the range of man’s ongoing relationship with God, and how the mind works. The title essay constitutes a deeply felt blow against religious hypocrisy. Other featured essays include The Turning Point of My Life; Is Shakespeare Dead?; and more, covering a wide range of interests. 258 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

398181X 1,000 BOOKS TO READ BEFORE YOU DIE: A Life-Changing List. By James Mustich. Encourages fiction, poetry, science and anthropology, travel writing, children’s books, history, and more. This volume moves across cultures and through time to present an eclectic collection of titles, each described with the passionate readers summons when recommending a book to a friend. We’ll, illus., many in color. 948 pages. Workman. Pub at $35.00

See more titles at erhbc.com/848
474909X THE ORESTEIA: Agamemnon, Women at the Graveside, Orestes at Athens .
By Aeschylus. A powerful meditation on the formation of democracy after generations of chaos. Oresteia has long illustrated the tensions between loyalty to one’s family and responsibility to the greater community. Oliver Taplin’s translation captures the soaring lyricism and theatricality of Aeschylus’ plays. 172 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $28.95 $6.95


★ 3904334 SHERLOCK HOLMES, VOLUME ONE: The Complete Novels and Stories. By Arthur Conan Doyle. Volume one of this two-volume collection includes the novels and stories that introduced the brilliant and unflappable Sherlock Holmes and his partner, Dr. Watson, to the world, including A Study in Scarlet, The Sign of Four and The Hound of the Baskervilles. Stories include “A Scandal in Bohemia,” “The Red-headed League” and more. 915 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95


4691122 UNCLE TOM’S CABIN. By Harriet Beecher Stowe. A saga of the 1850s that has long illuminated the tensions between faith in a just God and the much loved novella in letters Lady Susan. Austen’s final, unfinished novel Sanditon demonstrates her tilting sense of humor and will give readers a thrilling glimpse of a genius at work. 260 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback $14.95

★ 3957693 THE ULTIMATE COLIN WILSON. An invaluable introduction to one of the late twentieth-century’s most incisive and challenging thinkers, this volume contains extracts from Wilson’s key writings on existentialism, consciousness studies, psychology, criminology and the occult. 316 pages. Watkins. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95 $6.95

4681584 THE WILLIAM H. GASS READER. By William H. Gass. A grand selection of the work of William H. Gass, chosen by him, more than four decades of lifetime work—over 200 selections from his ten books of essays and criticism on writing, art, architecture, photography, philosophy, and history; from his three books of short stories, his novels, and from his masterful novels: Omensetter’s Luck, The Tunnel, and Middle C. 910 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $40.00 $7.95

★ 3729001 ORWELL ON TRUTH. By George Orwell. This selection from Orwell’s novels and nonfiction, gathers together his thoughts on the subject of truth. It ranges from discussions of personal honesty and morality to freedom of speech and political propaganda. Orwell’s unique clarity of mind and illuminating skepticism provide the perfect defense against these two delusions. 197 pages. HMH Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

4743180 DRAWN FROM LIFE. By Michel de Montaigne. Sheds new light on this enduringly popular figure whose essays are “so engaging, so seductive, that many readers will revel in their intimacy and incoherence and irreverence without grasping the challenge they throw down to us.” Notting Hill Editions. Pub. at $18.95 $5.95

493952X THE NEW NOUGRET: An Interpretation. Ed. by Alain Locke. This landmark anthology of fiction, poetry, essays, drama, and illustration is widely regarded as the key text of the Harlem Renaissance, collecting the work of many leaders into one of the most powerful and thought-provoking volumes of this historic movement. 429 pages. Dover. Paperback. $7.95

493689X NARRATIVE OF THE LIFE OF FREDERICK DOUGLASS AND OTHER WORKS. The first trade-bound and embossed third edition of Douglass’s writings, including Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass and My Bondage and My Freedom, offers important glimpses into American history. 430 pages. Canterbury Classics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $8.95

494446X FEEL FREE: Essays. By Zadie Smith. Gathering in one place for the first time previously unpublished work, as well as already classic essays, Feel Free offers a survey of important recent events in culture and politics, as well as Smith’s own life. It is, in short, a memoir that functions as both a love letter to journalism at its zenith. 452 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

★ 4697367 THE BOOK LOVER’S ANTHOLOGY. By Jane Austen et al. Can books corrupt? How do badly written books help the serious reader? How rife is plagiarism? These questions and many more are vigorously discussed in this essential anthology of literature for bibliophiles. 344 pages. Bodleian Library. Pub. at $35.95 $9.95

3709388 BROWSI: The World in Bookshops. By Henri Pivel. HitcHouse. We love books because they possess a unique kind of magic. In this title the author asks fifteen writers from around the world to consider the bookshops that have shaped them. These inquisitive, enchanting pieces are a collective celebration of literature and are for anyone who has ever fallen under their spell. 253 pages. Pushkin. Pub. at $22.00 $5.95

3953173 THE COLLECTED DRAMA OF H.L. MENCKEN: Plays and Criticism. Ed. by S.T. Josel and Edward Mencken. This dramatic collection comprising six one-act plays and the lengthy three-act play Heliogabalus. These plays exhibit Mencken’s penchant for satire and ridicule and his oft-expressed cynicism about the institution of marriage. 269 pages. Scarecrow. Pub. at $84.00 $7.95

4726308 ABRAHAM LINCOLN: Writings and Reflections. Ed. by R.B. Bernstein. Using key examples of his speeches, letters, public writings, and private memoranda, this beautifully cloth-bound volume helps readers to understand the modest, calm, shrewd, and wily lawyer and politician who rose from hardscrabble origins in a Kentucky log cabin to the presidency of the United States. Illus. in color. Paperback. Archon. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

4715497 ABRAHAM LINCOLN: Writings and Reflections. Ed. by R.B. Bernstein. Using key examples of his speeches, letters, public writings, and private memoranda, this beautifully cloth-bound volume helps readers to understand the modest, calm, shrewd, and wily lawyer and politician who rose from hardscrabble origins in a Kentucky log cabin to the presidency of the United States. Illus. in color. 160 pages. Archon. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

472722X THE KEILLOR READER. By Garrison Keillor. Features a selection of Keillor’s favorite Minnesota Pioneers and Punctuals: A Prairie Home Companion; The Alaska adventures of professional wrestler Jimmy Valente; a revision of Crazy at the Bat; and much more. 361 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

4714237 NOT A SONG LIKE ANY OTHER: An Anthology. By Mori Ogai. Ed. by Thomas Rimer. The writings of Mori Ogai (1862-1922), one of the giant figures of the Meiji period, have become well known to readers of English through a number of recent translations of his novels and short stories. This collection which includes the work of thirteen translators, brings a whole new breadth of knowledge regarding Ogai’s role as an artist. Illus. 316 pages. UMP. Pub. at $44.00 $7.95

3790501 INTERNATIONAL MASONIC COLLECTION 1723-2011. By Larissa P. Watkins. This extensive bibliography is based on the important Masonic holdings in the library of the Supreme Council, Southern Jurisdiction of the United States. It presents an important cross-section of Masonic literature obtained by the Supreme Council from about 89 countries worldwide and covers three centuries. Illus. 578 pages. Oak Knoll. $8.95x11½. Pub. at $95.00 $14.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/848
Literature

3759595 GREEK CIVILIZATION THROUGH THE EYES OF TRAVELLERS AND SCHOLARS. Compiled by Leonara Navari. This beautifully bound and illustrated volume is an enchanting annotated bibliography—an indispensable aid to any scholar of Greek culture. This work documents the renowned collection of Dimitris Contominas whose library contains the largest collection of rare books by scholars and visitors to Greece from the fifteenth to the mid-twentieth century. 9x12¼. Pub. at $165.00. $19.95

*3958422 THE WORLD-ENDING FIRE: The Essential Wendell Berry. Selected by Paul Kingsnorth. The writings gathered in this collection are the product of a lifetime spent tending the fields of rural Kentucky with mules and horses, and the rich knowledge of the land cultivated by this work. These are essays written in defiance of the false call to progress and in defense of local landscapes, essays that celebrate our cultural heritage, history, and home.


*3991628 HEMINGWAY: The Sun Also Rises & Other Writings, 1918-1926. Ed. by Robert W. Frobogam.带来的 first time for the first time several volumes published during the remarkable period in Paris from 1918 to 1926: Our Time; The Green Mans; Spring; The Sun Also Rises; along with the early stories “A Divine Gesture” and “Up in Michigan.” In addition are three pieces of Hemingway’s journalism for the Toronto Star and his first volume of International News.

THE LIBRARY OF AMERICA. Pub. at $35.00. $26.95

*3979970 THE SECRET LIFE OF BOOKS: Why They Mean More Than Words. By Tom Mole. Books transform us as individuals. This illuminating account is about how books and readers have evolved over time. And it’s about why, even with the arrival of other media, books still have the power to change our lives. 229 pages. Elliott & Thompson. Pub. at $24.95. $19.95

4743210 THE FOREIGNER. By Richard Sennett. In this pair of essays, Sennett visits two of the world’s greatest cities at crucial moments in their history to meditate on the condition of exile in both geographical and psychic space: the Jewish Ghetto of Renaissance Venice, and nineteenth-century Paris. 101 pages. Notting Hill Editions.

$5.95

*3761411 THE PENGUIN CLASSICS BOOK. By Henry Eliot. Covers all the greatest works of fiction, poetry, drama, history, and philosophy, encompassing five hundred authors, 1,200 books, and four thousand years of world literature, from ancient Mesopotamia to Wales. This lavishly illustrated volume is an entertaining historical look at the earliest chapters of the world’s best-known Classic publisher.

Fully Illus. in color. 460 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $40.00. $29.95


3863654 THE FLAME: Poems, Notebooks, Lyrics, Drawings. By Leonard Cohen. 277 pages. FSG. Pub. at $28.00. $6.95

3976556 THE FOOD LOVERS’ ANTHOLOGY. By Charles Dickens et al. 296 pages. Bodleian Library. Pub. at $35.00. $5.95


3933415 A ROUNDABOUT MANNER. By William Makepeace Thackeray. 112 Notting Hill Editions. Pub. at $18.95. $4.95


3795896 CHRISTINA ROSETTI: A Descriptive Bibliography. By Maura Ives. 16 pages of color illus. 244 pages. The Folger Shakespeare Library. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $95.00. $12.95

PRICE CUT to $12.95


3836770 A WOMAN LOOKING AT MEN LOOKING AT WOMEN. By Silt Hustvedt. 522 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00. $7.95


2961727 IN TEARING HASTE: Letters Between Deborah Devonshire and Patrick Leigh Fermor. Ed. by Charlotte Mosley. 390 pages of photos. 390 pages. NYRB. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95. $4.95


2884828 ON DRINKING. By Charles Bukowski. 257 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $26.99. $9.95


Shakespeare

4652355 MAPPING SHAKESPEARE: An Exploration of Shakespeare’s World Through Maps. By Jeremy Black. This beautifully illustrated volume looks at Shakespeare’s time and the wider world through maps that reveal the way he and his contemporaries saw their place in the world and the universe. Black also explores the locations—both real and mythical—of Shakespeare’s plays, and how they differed from their dramatic incarnations. 192 pages. Conway. 10x10¼. Pub. at $35.00. $7.95

3825477 30-SECOND SHAKESPEARE. By Ros Barber et al. Features fifty of the key moments, works and lasting influences of the Bard, all explained clearly and with the clutter. Each entry is summarized in thirty seconds, using nothing more than two pages, and 300 words. Leading Shakespeare scholars present an expert guide to his life and work, including features on seven key plays. Well Illus. in color. 160 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $4.95

3863751 MACBETH: A Daggers of the Mind. By Harold Bloom. From the greatest Shakespeare scholar of our time comes a portrait of Macbeth, one of William Shakespeare’s most complex and compelling antiheroes—the final volume in a series of five short volumes about the great playwright’s most significant personalities: Falstaff, Cleopatra, Lear, Oedipus, Macbeth. 139 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $24.00. $5.95

*4752430 NORTH BY SHAKESPEARE: A Rogue Scholar’s Quest for the Truth Behind the Bard’s Work. By Michael Blanding. The true story of a self-taught Shakespeare sleuth’s quiet quest to uncover the source of the world’s most famous plays, taking readers inside the vibrant era of Elizabethan England as well as the contemporary scene of Shakespeare scholars and obsessions. 467 pages. Hachette. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. $9.95

3842231 A SMIDGEN OF SHAKESPEARE. By Geoff Spiteri. 160 pages. Portico. Pub. at $8.95.

3.95
See more titles at erhbc.com/848
Profiles & Studies of Authors

3951235 UNPACKING MY LIBRARY: Artists and Their Books. Ed. by J. Steiffler & M. Neurman. Contemplates what libraries can say about the artists that own them, exploring the role of literature in shaping an artist’s self-presentation. Each artist also supplies a list of ten favorite titles, and the accompanying interviews are full of inspiration for book lovers and collectors alike. Well illus. in color. 166 pages. Yale. Pub. at $20.00 $4.95


3983329 THE WHALE: A Love Story. By Mark Beauregard. Chronicles the fervent affair that grows out of a chance encounter between Herman Melville and Nathaniel Hawthorne at a picnic in the Berkshires, in 1850; when a high-spirited community of writers was speculating about the ways they might have ended. 292 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $16.00 $3.95

4743296 HUXLEY: A Beginner’s Guide. By Kieron O’Hara. Charting his transformation from society satirist to Californian guru-mystic, this reference shows how Aldous Huxley’s ideas evolved and why his writing is still vitally relevant today—from detailing the lure of consumerism to exploring individual responsibility in a globalized world. 220 pages. OneWorld. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95


3743403 THE ANTOLOGY OF ANCIENT EGYPTIAN TEXTS: Life Through Literature. Ed. by Constance Hollier. 94 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.00 $22.95

3779144 A HISTORY OF CHILDREN’S BOOKS IN 100 BOOKS. By R. Cave & S. Ayad. Well illus., many in color. 272 pages. Firefly. 9x11¼. Pub. at $25.95 $11.95


2857375 IT’S ALIVE! A Visual History of Frankenstein. By Elizabeth Campbe ll Denlinger. 336 pages. Giles. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $54.95 $24.95

3724808 LA GESTE FRANCOR: Edition of the Chansons de geste of MS. Marc. Fr. XIII (=256). By Leslie Zarker Harmon. ACMR. Pub. at $165.00 PRICE CUT TO $15.95


3959490 A WRY VIEWS: Anamorphosis, Cervantes, and the Early Picassque. By David R. Castillo. Illus. 186 pages. Purdey UP. Pub. at $51.00 $27.95

3952163 A SLIGHT UNDERCURRENT. By Tim Parks. This original and daring collection of essays takes us into the bookshop, to meet our greatest writers and challenges us to see with more clarity how our lives become entangled with theirs through our reading of their biographies, extensive descriptive observations, and 200 photos, icons from Irving to Poe, Whitman to Hemingway come to life. 160 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $29.95 $9.50


3967891 AUTUMN IN VENICE: Ernest Hemingway and His Last Muse. By Andrea di Robilant. This illuminating story of writer and muse, also examines the cost to a young woman of her association with a larger than life literary corpse. Look. At Algonquin’s look at the turbulent and changing art of Hemingway in his fifties, and the vivacious eighteen year old who inspired him to complete his great final work. Photos. 448 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $32.95 $19.95

3873056 ASTOUNDING: John W. Campbell, Isaac Asimov, Robert A. Heinlein, L. Ron Hubbard, and the Golden Age of Science Fiction, By Alec Nevala-Lee. The landmark account of the extraordinary partnership between these four controversial writers who set off a revolution in science fiction and forever changed our world. Drawing on unexplored archives, unpublished letters, and interviews, Nevala-Lee offers a riveting portrait of this circle of authors, their work, and their tumultuous private lives. 532 pages. Dry Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $9.95


4753704 THE BRONTESAURUS. By John Sutherland. Takes an idiosyncratic look at the world of the Brontës, from the Bums. By Charlotte’s hand to the notorious figure of Mr. Rochester’s fortune, by way of astral telephony, letter-writing dogs, an exploding peat bog, and much, much more. Illus. 196 pages. Icon Books. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

3994296 THE MINISTRY OF TRUTH: The Life and Adventures of Christopher Lyndsey. By John Lyons. Fully examines the origin and legacy of 1984: its roots in the utopian and dystopian literature that preceded it, the personal experiences in the Spanish Civil War and wartime London that Orwell drew on, and the political and cultural waves that the novel triggered. Lyndsey explores how history informs fiction, and fiction explains history. 336 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

3943783 LIFE & WORK: Writers, Readers, and the Conversations Between Them. By Tim Parks. This original and daring collection of essays takes us into the bookshop, to meet our greatest writers and challenges us to see with more clarity how our lives become entangled with theirs through their reading of their novels. 308 pages. Yale. Pub. at $35.00 $5.95

4955286 ALDUS HUXLEY AND THE BRITISH NEW WORLD: Writings and Photographs. Written in the early 1930s, Brave New World is still considered one of the greatest novels of the 20th century. This documentary delves deep into the life and work Aldous Huxley and the new world he envisoned. 58 minutes. Wownow Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

3996874X GHOST WRITERS: The Hallowed Haunts of Unforgettable Literary Icons. By Sam Barry. This extraordinary collection introduces the reader to America’s most beloved writers of ghost stories, including Edgar Allan Poe’s enduring legacy in New York City to Nathaniel Hawthorne’s indelible imprint at the House of the Seven Gables in Salem, Massachusetts. Illus. 196 pages. Profile Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

3921948 AMERICA’S LITERARY LEGENDS: The Lives & Burial Places of America’s Most Famous and Memorable Authors, By Michael Thomas Barry. Offers a concise yet comprehensive review of 50 authors and poets who shaped American literature from the 1600s through the mid-20th century. Through succinct and engaging - 54 -

**3718336** THE MOVIE MUSICAL! By Jeanine Basinger. Well illus., some color. 634 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $45.00 $32.95

**2972026** HOLLYWOOD BLACK: The Stars, the Films, the Filmmakers. By Donald Bogle. 270 pages. Running Press, Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

**3971163** HOLLYWOOD’S WEST: The American Frontier in Film, Television, & History. Ed. by R.C. Rolls & J.E. D. Connor. Illus. 373 pages. UPKy. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 $22.95

**3781941** LAI R: Radical Homes and Hideouts of Movie Villains. Ed. by Chad Oppenheim. 296 pages. Tra Publishing. 8½x13. Pub. at $75.00 $44.95

---

**3877434** AMERICANA: The Kinks, the Riff, the Road–The Story. By Ray Davies. Legendary singer-songwriter, Ray Davies, takes you on a personal road trip through his life and storied career as a rock writer-performer, and reveals what music, fame, and America really mean to him. Photos, some color. 312 pages. Sterling. Paperbound Pub. at $17.95 $4.95

**387348X** LET THE GOOD TIMES ROLL: My Life in Small Faces, Faces, and The Who. By Kenney Jones. Regarded as one of the greatest drummers of all time, Kenney Jones was sought after by a wide variety of the best known and bestselling artists to bring his unique skill into the studio for the recording of classic albums and songs. Jones gives a vivid description of how he enjoyed the highs, battled the lows, and emerged in one piece. 16 pages of photos, some many in color. 359 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95

**4752988** TOPPLESS CELLIST: The Improbable Life of Charlotte Moorman. By Joan Rothfuss. Explores Moorman’s life and work and recounts the legacy of an extraordinary American artist. Deeply researched and illustrated, Rothfuss offers a fascinating, sometimes heartbreaking, often hilarious story of an artist whose importance was more than the sum of her performances. 447 pages. Pub. at $29.99 $4.95

**3883248** THIS LAND WAS MADE FOR YOU AND ME: The Life and Songs of Woody Guthrie. By Elizabeth Partridge. Meet and travel with a man who created such a rich musical legacy for America. In his short lifetime (1912-1967), Guthrie wrote over 3,000 songs, mainly about what he saw around him—be they blues, minstrel songs, or Duk Bowl. Ages 12 & up, but adults will enjoy this volume too. Illus. 218 pages. Viking. Pub. at $21.99 $4.95

**3956601** BEAR: The Life and Times of Augustus Owsley Stanley III. By Bob Greenfield. This definitive biography of this Grateful Dead legend masterfully takes the reader through Owsley’s incredible life and times to bring them a full picture of this fascinating man for all time. 475 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $30.00 $5.95

**3790045** THE WAY IT WAS: My Life with Frank Sinatra. By E. Weisman & J. Valoppi. Laden with surprise, moving, and revealing stories, Weisman reveals to the general public to shine a light on the man known as the ‘laid back cowboy’–the charismatic troubadour who hid the wounds of his domestic quarrels, relieved on painkillers to get through the day, and was always teetering on the edge of tragedy. 16 pages of photos. 472 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

**6968473** BRIAN JONES: The Making of the Rolling Stones. By Paul Trynka. Offers a new take on the fabled musician Brian Jones, whose life rose to fame, and the shocking ruthlessness, internal warfare and sexual competition that throttled the band from within. As well as exploring Brian Jones’s crucial yet untold role in the Stones’ music, it also investigates the unraveling of his private life—the car accident he observed by family, friends, bandmates, and lovers. 16 pages of photos. 371 pages. Viking. Pub. at $28.95 $9.95

**3816745** SLOWHAND: The Life and Music of Eric Clapton. By Philip Norman. Eric Clapton has been acknowledged as rock music’s greatest virtuoso. While no life has been more ‘rock ‘n’ roll’, Clapton’s, no one’s story is more redemptive either. Packed with groundbreaking revelations and fascinating insights, this biography reveals the complex character behind a living legend. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 440 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

**2995527** INFINITE TUESDAY: An Autobiographical Riff. By Michael Nesmith. Nesmith reveals his eclectic, electric life which spans his star-making role on The Monkees, his invention of the music video, and his critical contributions to movies, comedy, and the world of virtual reality. Stepping into the world of Michael Nesmith where something curious is always unfolding makes for an emotionally engaging journey. Photos. 306 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

**3941671** JOHNNY CASH: The Redemption of an American Icon. By Greg Laurie. The author takes you on a personal journey into the life and legend of Johnny Cash. Laurie dives deep into the singer’s inner demons, triumphs, and grateful return to faith. There are interviews with Cash’s family, friends, and business associates, which reveal the singer’s true success came from embracing a life in Christ. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 359 pages. Salem Books. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

**4676211** JUST GETTING STARTED. By Bennett with S. Simon. A beautiful compilation of reflections on the people who have significantly enriched Bennett’s life. Recounting his relationships with entertainers, humanitarians, and loved ones, he reveals how he has been shaped by the principles each of them imparted to him. Well illus. in color. 270 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95

**3769283** THANKS A LOT, MR. KIBBLEWHITE: My Story. By Roger Daltrey. Four years in the making, this is the first time Daltrey has told his story which is the definitive story of the Who, and of the sweeping revolution that was British rock and roll. His generation, the post war generation, the rules of youth, and out of that, the modern music industry was born. 16 pages of photos, some color. 259 pages. Holt. Pub. at $30.00 $5.95

**3926001** THANKS A LOT, MR. KIBBLEWHITE: My Story. By Roger Daltry. This is not just a hilarious and frank account of Daltrey’s more than fifty years on the road–it is the definitive story of The Who, and of the sweeping revolution that was British rock and roll. 16 pages of photos, some color. 259 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

**3988449** THANKS A LOT MR. KIBBLEWHITE: My Story. By Roger Daltrey. Four years in the making, this is the first time Daltrey has told his story which is the definitive story of The Who, and of the sweeping revolution that was British rock and roll. His generation, the post war generation, the rules of youth, and out of that, the modern music industry was born. 16 pages of photos, some color. 346 pages. Blink. $5.95

**3954935** JONI MITCHELL. By Mark Bego. An in-depth biography of a fascinating singer and songwriter. Includes an examination of Joni’s sole role as a mother. In her fifth daughter Kilauren finds her more than thirty years later; the truth about her rumored love affairs with Crosby, Stills, Nash, and Young; and her relationship with fellow recording stars, as well as Georgia O’Keefe. Photos. 366 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $5.95

**6953816** CAPTAIN FANTASTIC: Elton John’s Stellar Trip Through the ’70s. By Tom Doyle. Based on rare one-on-one interviews with the flamboyant rock-n’roll icon, this is the first biography to trace Elton John’s meteoric rise to fame, and the obscurity to worldwide celebrity in the widest, weirdest decade of the twentieth century. This volume takes us on a rollicking fame and drug-fueled ride aboard Elton John’s rock-n’roll superstar. Photos. 302 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95
**464848X JANIS: Her Life and Music.** By Holly George-Warren. Written by one of the most highly regarded chroniclers of American music history, and based on unprecedented access to Janis Joplin’s family, friends, band mates, personal archives and long lost interviews, this is a powerful portrait of an American pioneer—the ultimate wild woman—persisted, and who is finally getting her due. 32 pages of photos, some in color. 379 pages. S&S. Paperbound. At $18.00

**12.95**

**2872676 PAUL SIMON: The Life.** By Robert Hilburn. An intimate and inspiring narrative that helps us finally understand Paul Simon the person and artist. Over the past three years, Hilburn has conducted in-depth interviews with scores of Simon’s friends, family, colleagues, and others. The result is a deeply human account of the challenges and sacrifices of a life in music at the highest level. 16 pages of photos, some color. 439 pages. S&S. Paperbound. At $30.00

**6.95**

**4671600 ELVIS IN VEGAS: How the King Reinvented the Las Vegas Show.** By Richard Zoglin. Elvis’s 1969 opening night in Vegas was his first time back on a live stage in more than eight years. His career had gone sour—bad movies, mediocre pop songs—and he’d been dismissed by most critics as over the hill. This classic comeback tale is set against the backdrop of Las Vegas’ golden age and tells a feel-good story for the ages. 172 pages of photos. 296 pages. S&S. Paperbound. At $17.00

**12.95**

**395496X THE LADIES WHO SING WITH THE BAND.** By Betty Bennett. Bennett’s memoirs combine firsthand anecdotes of major jazz figures, among them Nat King Cole, Dizzy Gillespie, and Georgie Auld, with insights into the music industry, and her relationship with her husband, guitar great Mundell Lowe. 32 pages of photos. 141 pages. Scarecrow. Pub. At $67.00

**6.95**

**4756533 BORN FOR THIS: My Story in Music.** By BeBe Winans. Like a conversation with a lifelong friend, Winans invites readers and loyal fans alike to share in never before revealed details about his relationship with his church, Gospel music, and the mainstream recording industry. As he reflects on his life, he realizes that when we understand our value before God, we can participate in a daily glory and peace for which we were all born. 229 pages. Simon & Schuster. Pub. At $16.95

**393916X CRESCENDO: The Story of a Musical Genius Who Changed a Southern Town.** By Allen Cheney with J. Cantrell. During the Great Depression, Fred Allen is born poor and hungry in the shadow of rural Georgia’s infamous cotton mills. By the time he is three, he can play hymns on the piano without missing a note. Later, in Thomasville, he discovers the power of heavy metal. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 247 pages. Jawbone. Paperbound. At $21.95

**$19.95**

**4731980 A DREAM ABOUT LIGHTNING BUGS: A Life of Music and Cheap Lessons.** By Ben Folds. In his first memoir, Folds looks in depth at his life so far in a charming and wise chronicle of his artistic coming of age, infused with the wry observations of a natural storyteller. Collectively his stories embody the message he has been singing about for years: smile like you’re nothing to prove, because it hurts to grow up and life flies by in seconds. 312 pages. Ballantine. Pub. At $28.00

**$6.95**

**3810771 DUSTY, REVISED: THE CLASSIC BIOGRAPHY.** By Lucy O’Brien. Twenty years after her death, Dusty Springfield continues to fascinate and inspire. Featuring a new introduction and photographs, this classic biography explores her music & legacy. 304 pages. Michael O’Mara. Pub. At $24.95

**$19.95**

**4883471 THE LAST DAYS OF JOHN LENNON.** By James Patterson et al. The amazing story of Lennon’s life and career, the most profound rock and roll genius of all time, and the consummate Nowhere Man who took him from us. A true-crime drama about two men who changed history. One whose indelible songs enliven our world to this day—and the other who ended the beautiful music with five pulls of a trigger. 16 pages of photos. 343 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. At $30.00

**$21.95**


**$16.95**

**3993558 WILSON NELSON: A Graphic History.** By T.J. Kirsch. In this graphic novel biography, all the chapters represent a different era of Willie Nelson’s life and struggles, each illustrated in B&W by a unique indie comics talent. 96 pages. NBM. Pub. At $16.99

**$13.95**

**4795938 DOWN THE HIGHWAY: THE LIFE OF BOB DYLAN.** By Howard Sounes. In this definitive biography of Dylan, the full, fascinating story of the American music legend’s life and work is explored. Offers many new insights into every aspect of Dylan’s life, including his music and the recording sessions. 16 pages of photos. 599 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. At $22.00

**$16.95**

**3976159 LEE, MYSELF & I: Inside the Very Special World of Lee Hazlewood.** By Wyndham Wallace. A lively and poignant account of the unlikely friendship, adventures and conversations of Lee Hazlewood and the author. Wallace offers an intimate portrait of how, during the time of Hazlewood’s comeback, he became Lee’s confidante, manager, and even top collaborator. Touching true story of how it’s like to meet your hero. 16 pages of color photos. 247 pages. Jawbone. Paperbound. At $19.95

**$5.95**

**3991679 ME AND SISTER BOBBIE: True Tales of the Family Band.** By Willie Nelsion et al. The untold story of Willie Nelson and his sister, Bobbie, who, over the course of their lives together, have supported each other through personal tragedies and triumphs and forged an unbreakable bond through their shared love of music. 270 pages. Random. Pub. At $28.00

**$21.95**

**3997936 CONFESSION: THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY.** By Bob Halford with I. Gittins. Told with Halford’s trademark self-deprecating, deadpan Black Country humor, this is the story of an extraordinary five decades in the music industry. It’s also the unlikely encounters with everybody from Superman to Andy Warhol, Madonna, and the Queen. More than anything else it’s a celebration of the fire and this latest edition of O’Brien’s classic biography explores her music & legacy. 304 pages. Michael O’Mara. Pub. At $24.95

**108 pages. Danann Publishing. 10½x10¼". Pub. At $24.95

**$17.95**
BURGEONING LITERARY CAREER TO THE WORLD OF MUSIC, CULMINATING WITH HIS FIRST HUSBAND AND FATHER, AND MUCH MORE. PHOTOS, SOME COLOR.

RULING THE POP CHARTS, THEIR LONG-UNFOLDING SPLIT, AND ABOUT BEING A MEETING PAUL SIMON, THEIR BECOMING SIMON & GARFUNKEL AND THE EVOLUTION OF A MAN. GARFUNKEL WRITES ABOUT HIS CHILDHOOD, LYRICAL IMPRESSIONS OF A LIFE THAT REVEAL THE MAKING OF A MUSICIAN UNDERGROUND MAN.

280 PAGES. ECW PRESS. PUB. AT $26.95

364 PAGES. GROVE. PUB. AT $28.00

4757602 ODETTA: A LIFE IN MUSIC AND PROTEST. BY IAN ZACK. A MULTICLASSED, EMPATHIC, AND HONEST PORTRAIT OF THE LEGENDARY SINGER, TRACING ODETTA’S STORY FROM HER EARLY LIFE IN DEEPLY SEGREGATED BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA, AND LOS ANGELES TO STANDARDF IN NEW YORK, AND THEN TO THE FRONT LINES OF THE AFRICAN AMERICAN STRUGGLE COMBATING RACISM AND PREJUDICE THROUGH HER MUSIC. PHOTOS. 276 PAGES. BEACON. PUB. AT $19.95

9375304 WORKING FOR THE MAN, PLAYING IN THE BAND: MY YEARS WITH JAMES BROWN. BY DAMON WOOD WITH P. CARSON. WORKING FOR JAMES BROWN COULD BE FEAR-INDUCING, INSPIRING, EXHALATING, AND EXasperating—all in the space of a single performance—Wood details his years playing guitar for the Soul Generals and toiling under one of popular music’s most notorious bosses in this candid memoir. PHOTOS. 272 PAGES. MARTIN’S. PUB. AT $19.95


4648871 WHAT IS IT ALL BUT LUMINOUS?: NOTES FROM AN UNDERGROUND MUSICIAN. BY ART GARFUNKEL. GARFUNKEL DISCUSSES THE MUSIC, MOVING, LYRICAL IMPRESSIONS OF A LIFE THAT REVEAL THE MAKING OF A MUSICIAN, AND THE EVOLUTION OF A MAN. GURFUNKEL WRITES ABOUT HIS CHILDHOOD, MEETING PAUL SIMON, THEIR BECOMING SIMON & GARFUNKEL AND THE ROLLING CHARTS, THEIR LONG-UNFOLDING SPLIT, AND ABOUT BEING A MAN, A HUSBAND, AND A FATHER. 160 PAGES. 241 PAGES. KNOPT. PUB. AT $27.95 PRICED TO $4.95

4651316 LEONARD COHEN, UNTOLD STORIES: THE EARLY YEARS. BY MICHAEL POSNER. THE FIRST OF THREE VOLUMES, THE EARLY YEARS, FOLLOWS COHEN FROM HIS BOYHOOD IN MONTREAL TO UNIVERSITY, AND FROM HIS BURGEONING LITERARY CAREER TO THE WORLD OF MUSIC, CULMINATING WITH HIS FIRST INTERNATIONAL TOUR IN 1970. POSNER SHOWS, THROUGH A Meticulously Documented BIOGRAPHY, HOW COHEN TRANSFORMED FROM A DRAMA STUDENT INTO A PRODIGAL SONGWRITER, AND FROM THE HUMBLE BEGINNINGS OF HIS CAREER TO THE MYTHIC SYMBOL OF MODERN FOLK MUSIC. PHOTOS. 482 PAGES. S&S. PUB. AT $30.00

3987683 MOTHER AMERICAN NIGHT: MY LIFE IN CRAZY TIMES. BY JOHNNY PERRY BROWL WITH R. GREENFIELD. PHOTOS. SOME COLOR. 370 PAGES. CHRONICLE PUB. PUB. AT $29.95

4731166 ME & PATSY KICKIN’ UP DUST: MY FRIENDSHIP WITH PATSY CLINE. BY LORETTA LYNN WITH R. RUSSELL. PHOTOS. 220 PAGES. GRAND CENTRAL. PUB. AT $16.99

456922X JONI MITCHELL: LADY OF THE CANYON. BY MICHAEL O’NEILL. FULLY ILLUSTRATED IN COLOR. 133 PAGES. SONA. PUB. AT $34.95

4589939 WOODY GUTHRIE: AN INTIMATE LIFE. BY GUSTAVUS STADLER. PHOTOS. 226 PAGES. BEACON. PUB. AT $28.95

126433 LEONARD COHEN: THE COMPLETE WORKS. TIMELESS POETRY FROM CANADA’S GIANT. FROM HIS HUMERAL LITURGICAL WORKS TO HIS LATER GREATEST HITS, THE LIFE AND WORKS OF CANADA’S LITERARY GIANT. 3 VOLUMES. PUB. AT $59.95 each

3677476 AN OUTLAW AND A LADY: A MEMOIR OF MUSIC, LIFE WITH WAYLON, AND THE FAITH THAT BROUGHT ME HOME. BY JESSI COLTER. 16 PAGES OF PHOTOS. 294 PAGES. THOMAS NELSON. PUB. AT $26.99


3882241 WAGING PEACE HEAVY: A HIPPIE DREAM. BY NEIL YOUNG. ILLUSTRATED. 502 PAGES. PENGUIN. PUB. 2018.

3890651 BACKSTAGE PASS. BY PAUL STANLEY. COLOR PHOTOS. 226 PAGES. HARPER. PUB. 2015.


280 PAGES. ECW PRESS. PUB. AT $26.95


3987510 THE ART AND MAKING OF PACIFIC RIM UPRISING. BY DANIEL WALLACE. THIS DELUXE VOLUME IS FILLED WITH INCREDIBLE CONCEPT ART AND BEHIND THE SCENES INSIGHTS. DIRECTOR DEK’NIGHT’S EXPANSIVE COMMENTARY PROVIDES A RANGE OF REMARKABLE VISUALS AND INTERVIEWS WITH KEY CAST MEMBERS IS EXAMINED HERE. THE READERS WILL ALSO DISCOVER SPECIAL FEATURES INCLUDING BOOKEKS, FOLD-OUT SITES, AND STICKERS. 156 PAGES. DISNEY LUCASFILM PRESS. PUB. 2019.


Notable Films

★ 3768465 STAR WARS—THE ULTIMATE POP-UP GALAXY. By Matthew Reinhart. Featuring five amazing spreads and 24 incredible pop-ups, this spectacular 3D masterpiece from paper engineer Matthew Reinhart is packed with amazing Star Wars moments, representing a whole new level of pop-up sophistication and intensity. Collectors will be thrilled with hidden surprises to discover, it’s guaranteed to delight fans of all ages. Fold out into a 37” X 44” diorama. Insight Editions. 9x/11½. Pub. at $85.00 $64.95

★ 3993035 NOBODY DOES IT BETTER: The Complete, Uncensored, Unauthorized Oral History of James Bond. By Mark A. Altman et al. Go behind-the-scenes, out of the movies and made the most successful and beloved movie franchise of all time with this comprehensive volume filled with reflections from over 150 cast and crew members, critics, and filmmakers who reflect on the impact of this legendary movie franchise. 720 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 PRICE CUT to $14.95


★ 3770556 GREASE: The Director’s Notebook. By Ken Osmond. 208 pages. Harper. 9½x11. Pub. at $45.00 $21.95


3721779 THE ART OF THE BOSS BABY. By Ramin Zahed. 168 pages. Insight Editions. 11½x10½x1. Pub. at $45.00 $17.95

★ 3789366 THE DARK CRYSTAL: Age of Resistance–Inside the Epic Return to Thra. By Daniel Wallace. 191 pages. Insight Editions. 11½x10½x1. Pub. at $50.00 $37.95

Actors, Celebrities & Performing Artists

4865792 LEE MARVIN: Point Blank. By Dwayne Epstein. The first full-length account of Marvin’s life that reaches beyond the Hollywood scandal sheet reporting and distills Marvin’s ambition of becoming a great actor. Marvin’s moving beyond his tough guy TV roles, it is a portrait of a deeper, more complex individual who has been one huge learning curve, from his unlikely beginnings as the son of a London fish porter to pursuing his dream of being an actor. Here he is at his wisest, funniest, illuminating best. Photos. 274 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $27.00 $15.95

470584X BRUCE LEE: The Celebrated Life of the Golden Dragon. The celebrated life of Bruce Lee is told through his own words drawn from his diaries and journals, and illustrated with rare family photographs and stills from his movies and TV appearances. By Matthew Reinhart. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95


3910431 ROOM TO DREAM. By D. Lynch & K. McKenna. A landmark autobiography that offers a one-time all-access pass into the life and mind of David Lynch, one of our most enigmatic and utterly original living directors and artists. In this memoir, he talks openly about a life lived in pursuit of his singular vision, and the many heartaches and struggles resulted. Well illus. 578 pages. Random. Pub. at $32.00 $4.95

285959X THE GIRL WITH THE LOWER BACK TATTOO. By Amy Schumer. Amy is a woman with the courage to bare her soul and stand up for what she believes in, all while making us laugh. In this sardonic memoir from Campbell, whose roles have been as varied as Star Wars to the film sets of Hollywood, a far reaching spanning 1898 to 1984, a story more exciting than legendary actresses’ magic, and a privileged glimpse into the lives of Hollywood’s most timeless stars, as observed by a French doctor, and above all, the French language in this delightful memoir of her early years in the City of Love. By Olivia de Havilland. Writing about her transition from Hollywood celebrity to parisienne, Academy Award-winning actress Olivia de Havilland talks about her French studies, her French relatives, French salesladies, French holidays, French law, French doctors, and above all, the French language in this delightful memoir of her early years in the City of Light. By Olivia de Havilland. Croft. Pub. at $16.00 $7.95

2889899 MEGHAN: A Hollywood Princess. By Andrew Morton. Drawing on exclusive interviews with her family members and closest friends, Morton introduces us to the real Meghan as he reflects on the impact that she has already had on the rigid traditions of the House of Windsor, as well as what the future might hold. 32 pages of photos, most in color. 253 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $27.00 $14.95

391769X HAIL TO THE CHIN: Further Confessions of a B Movie Actor. By Bruce Campbell with Sam Raimi. San Diego comic book guru and sardonic memoir from Campbell, whose roles have been as varied as they are numerous—from Spider-Man movies to his self-referential My Name Is Bruce to the #1 show Burn Notice—he covers the professional and the personal with humorous and fascinating stories. Illus. 348 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95

290876X BLOWING THE BLOODY DOORS OFF: And Other Lessons in Life. By Michael Caine. Over the six decades of his remarkable career, Caine has made success look easy. In reality it has been one huge learning curve, from his unlikely beginnings as the son of a London fish porter to pursuing his dream of being an actor. Here he is at his wisest, funniest, illuminating best. Photos. 274 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $28.00 $9.95

6990450 I LOVED HER IN THE MOVIES: The Life of Dorothy Lamour. By Robert J. Wagner with S. Eyman. An insightful look at the erotic and romantic attraction that created the legendary actresses’ magic, and a privileged glimpse into the lives of Hollywood’s most timeless stars, as observed by a French doctor, and above all, the French language in this delightful memoir of her early years in the City of Love. By Olivia de Havilland. Croft. Pub. at $16.00 $7.95

6732133 BUT ENOUGH ABOUT ME: A Memoir. By Burt Reynolds & J. Winokur. Chronicles Reynolds’ meteoric rise to fame from Oscar nominations to the splashy Hollywood magazine cover that took him from rich to poor and back again. Reynolds shares the wisdom that has come from his highs and lows and opens up about his romances and breakdowns. 32 pages of photos, most in color. 302 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/848
**4689658 DIRTY SEXY MONEY: The Unauthorized Biography of Kris Jenner.** By C. Griffin & D. Howard. An unflinching look at Kris’s triumphant rise to fame and love of money, and her famous friendships and family conflicts. The authors also examine in unprecedented detail Kris’s troubled two decades with Bruce Jenner and the end of the marriage to Bruce and transition to Caitlyn. 293 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95

**4662084 THE PURPLE DIARIES: Mary Astor and the Most Sensational Hollywood Scandal of the 1930s.** By Joseph Egan. Egan recounts the life and career of one of America’s screen favorites from Hollywood’s Golden Age. Mary Astor’s life being widowed at twenty-four, through her turbulent marriage with Franklin Thorpe, to the scandalous custody battle that followed. Well illus. 352 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

**3727681 MISSION: Jimmy Stewart and the Fight for Europe.** By Robert Matzen. Presents the first in-depth look behind the scenes at Jimmy Stewart’s life in the skies over Germany, and his return to Hollywood the changed man who embarked on production of his first post-war film, *It’s a Wonderful Life.* The story that emerges is about a group of people you will never forget led by a Jimmy Stewart you never really knew. 16 pages of photos. 371 pages. Pocket Books. Pub. at $28.95. $23.95

**4659201 GREENLIGHT.** By Matthew McConaughey. From the Academy Award-winning actor, an unconventional memoir filled with raucous stories, outlaw wisdom, and lessons learned the hard way about living with greater satisfaction. Illus. 290 pages. Crown. Pub. at $30.00. $21.95

**4656887 THE CONTENDER: The Story of Marlon Brando.** By William J. Mann. Psychologically astute, masterfully researched, and based on new and revelatory material from Brando’s own private archives, this definitive portrait of a complicated man explores the star in full, revealing his extraordinarily complex life to be remarkably relevant to today. 16 pages of photos. some in color. 718 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99. $13.95

**3967123 THE CONTENDER: The Story of Marlon Brando.** By William J. Mann. Psychologically astute, masterfully researched, and based on new and revelatory material from Brando’s own private archives, this definitive portrait of a complicated man explores the star in full, revealing his extraordinarily complex life to be remarkably relevant to today. 16 pages of photos. some in color. 718 pages. Harper. Paper bound. Pub. at $35.00. $7.95

**2831554 HOW TO BE A MOVIE STAR: Elizabeth Taylor in Hollywood.** By William J. Mann. This fascinating biography reveals the full truth behind Taylor’s celebrity, all the while illuminating her magic, mirth, and mystique. Taylor’s story begins with her lavender eyes, disposing of husbands but keeping the diamonds, here is Elizabeth Taylor as she was meant to be, leading her epic life on her own terms. 32 pages of photos. 484 pages. Mariner Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. $3.95

**373143X COMPANY OF HEROES: My Life as an Actor in the John Ford Stock Company.** By Harry Carey, Jr. Offers an intimate, brutally honest look at the work of Hollywood director John Ford through the observant eyes of actor Harry Carey, Jr., who worked with the director on live films, and whose memories are both humorous and insightful. Illus. observant eyes of actor Harry Carey, Jr., who worked with the director on *John Ford Stock Company.*

**3918920 MARION DAVIES: A Biography.** By Fred Lawrence Guiles. The first full-length biography of Davies, one of the most controversial and mysterious women of our time. This is an in-depth study of the woman who had as much power as the First Lady, who presided over mansions and castles, who had millions in jewels and art and treasures and yet who remained unappreciated when she was never able to marry the man she loved. 48 pages of photos. 511 pages. Turner. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99. $17.95

**4656962 HARRY DEAN STANTON: Hollywood’s Zen Rebel.** By Joseph B. Atkins. Stanton is often remembered for his crowd-pleasing roles in movies like *Pretty in Pink* or *Escape from New York* but this impassioned biography illuminates the entirety of his incredible sixty-year career. Drawing on interviews with the actor, his friends, family, and colleagues, this narrative offers an unprecedented look at a beloved actor. Photos. 254 pages. UPYK. Pub. at $34.95. $27.95

**2850257 ALL THAT HEAVEN ALLOWS: A Biography of Rock Hudson.** By Mark Griffin. This meticulously researched biography offers a full portrait of the star’s immense body of work on film, on television, and on stage. More than thirty years after his death, Rock Hudson’s sensational, heartbreakingly, and courageous story is finally being told. 16 pages of photos. 469 pages. Harper. Pub. at $28.99. $21.95


**4651243 CARY GRANT: A Brilliant Disguise.** By Scott Eyman. The author has written the definitive life of one of Hollywood’s most beloved actor’s Cary Grant. Eyman’s biography gives readers an astute assessment of Grant both on screen and off and a new understanding of a celebrity we thought we knew. 32 pages of photos. 556 pages. $35.00. $26.95

**2995751 HANK & JIM: The Fifty-Year Friendship of Henry Fonda and James Stewart.** By Scott Eyman. Henry Fonda and James Stewart were two of the biggest stars of Hollywood’s golden age, but long before that, they were friends and roommates as struggling and promising actors in New York. Much more than a Hollywood story, this is a fascinating portrait of an extraordinary lasting friendship. 16 pages of photos. 465 pages. HarperPaperback. Pub. at $17.00. $12.95

**4759451 LILYVILLE: Mother, Daughter, and Other Roles I’ve Played.** By Toval Feshdush. Takes you into the theater of Toval’s memories, chronicling the highs and lows of a television, film, and stage career that has spanned more than five decades. In this deeply personal memoir, she shares the stories she has learned, often the hard way, about how to live a life in the spotlight, strive for excellence, and still get along with your mother. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 303 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $29.00. $21.95

**4666775 THE MEANING OF MARIAH CAREY.** By M. A. Davis. The globetrotting pop super-singer, mother, daughter, sister, storyteller, and artist finally tells the unfiltered story of her life. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 349 pages. Hott. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95

**2917181 REBEL: My Life Outside the Lines. By Nick Nolte. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Offers a candid, unvarnished, close-up look at the man, the career, the loves, and the life of a man who never learned to play by Hollywood’s rules. Motivated by personal, edgy projects, not box office success, he has found peace on his own terms, juggling friends, white trash, and daughter. 16 pages of photos, some color. 352 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.99. $6.95

**4720458 REBEL: My Life Outside the Lines. By Nick Nolte. In a career spanning five decades and hundreds of roles, legendary actor Nick Nolte has become the icon. With many ups and downs, he has remained true to the craft he loves, portraying a diverse range of characters. Nolte offers a candid, close-up look at his life, his career and his loves. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 256 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95
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**3956040** WORDS AT WAR: World War II Era Radio Drama and the Postwar Broadcasting Industry Blacklist. By Howard Blue. A fascinating study of the issues of censorship, ‘scapegoating’ and the government’s role in disseminating propaganda, this account depicts a conflict between art and politics that is relevant today as ever. 16 pages of photos. 407 pages. Double 0. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 3822419** THE TWILIGHT ZONE RADIO DRAMAS, COLLECTION 7. These Twilight Zone radio dramas feature a full cast, music and sound effects and today’s biggest celebrities in modern radio dramatization including Lou Diamond Phillips, Sara Wayne Callies, Hal Sparks, Bruno Kirby, Chris McDonald, and hosted by Stacy Keach. This collection includes five radio dramas. Over four hours on 5 CDs. Falcon. Pub. at $19.99


**3899831** MONTY PYTHON SPEAKS! REVISED EDITION: The Complete Oral History. By David Morgan. The author has collected interviews with Monty Python’s founding members, actors, producers, and other collaborators to produce a no holds barred look at the Pythons’ legendary sketches and films. This portrait offers a fascinating peek behind the sceneries of the Pythons’ brilliance that catapulted a comedy revolution. Illus. 408 pages. Dey Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

**CD 3822397** THE TWILIGHT ZONE RADIO DRAMAS, COLLECTION 5. These Twilight Zone radio dramas feature a full cast, music and sound effects and today’s biggest celebrities in modern radio dramatization including Jason Alexander, Adam West, Jim Caviezel, Adam Baldwin, and hosted by Stacy Keach. This collection includes four radio dramas. Over three hours on 4 CDs. Falcon. Pub. at $27.99

**CD 3822389** THE TWILIGHT ZONE RADIO DRAMAS, COLLECTION 4. These Twilight Zone radio dramas feature a full cast, music and sound effects and today’s biggest celebrities in modern radio dramatization including Morgan Brittany, Stan Freberg, Tim Kazurinsky, Frank John Hughes, and hosted by Stacy Keach. This collection includes four radio dramas. Over three hours on 4 CDs. Falcon. Pub. at $27.99

**3811492** ZENITH RADIO: The Early Years 1919–1935. By Harold N. Cones et al. Presents the documented story of Zenith radio, and company development from 1919 through 1935. The authors include never before published photographs, documents, and information and as color photographic portraits of many Zenith radios and a database of valuable information which covers every radio produced by the company along with a price guide. Published in 1997. 223 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

**CD 3822409** THE TWILIGHT ZONE RADIO DRAMAS, COLLECTION 3. These Twilight Zone radio dramas feature a full cast, music and sound effects and today’s biggest celebrities in modern radio dramatization including Jane Seymour, James Keach, Lou Diamond Phillips, Rhea Perlman, and hosted by Stacy Keach. This collection includes four radio dramas. Over three hours on 4 CDs. Falcon. Pub. at $27.99

**3956767** MONSTERS OF THE WEEK: The Complete Critical Companion to The X-Files. By Z. Handlen & T. VanDerWerff. Featuring gorgeous black-and-white illustrations for each season and pages and pages of all things Mulder and Scully, this is the definitive guide to The X-Files. Whether you’re a lifelong viewer looking to relive memories of the show when it originally aired or a new fan uncovering the conspiracy for the first time, this is the guide for you. 490 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $30.00

**3949141** MARVEL SPIDER-MAN: Spideyography. By Pat Shand. Packed with personal anecdotes and related ephemera like Spider-Man’s photos, newspaper clippings, sample webbing, and designs for his early costumes, this is a spectacular collectible all for Spidey fans! Ages 8–12. Fully illus. in color. HarperFestival. 10¼x12¼. Pub. at $24.99

**2913565** MAYBEYER 101, VOL. 1: Behind the Scenes of a TV Classic. By Neal Brower. In this first volume of a projected three-volume series, Brower follows the TV episodes written by Harvey Bullock, Everett Greenbaum, Sam Bobrick, and their editors. These writers were responsible for such popular episodes as “Opie the Birdman,” “Mr. McBeevee,” and “My Fair Ernest T. Bass.” Photos. 507 pages. John S. & James L. Knight, Pub. at $25.95

**3890716** DOWNTON ABBEY: A Celebration. By Jessica Fellowes. A sumptuous look back, complete with an episode by episode guide, filled with in-depth interviews with the cast who worked on the show from beginning to end. Packed full of stunning location shots and stills from all six seasons, including exclusive behind the scenes photos. SHOPWORN. 320 pages. St. Martin’s. 9x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99

**CD 3822370** THE TWILIGHT ZONE RADIO DRAMAS, COLLECTION 2. These Twilight Zone radio dramas feature a full cast, music and sound effects and today’s biggest celebrities in modern radio dramatization including Blair Underwood, Kim Fields, Ed Begley Jr., Chris McDonald, and hosted by Stacy Keach. This collection includes four radio dramas. Over three hours on 4 CDs. Falcon. Pub. at $27.99

**3843599X** X CHILD STARS: Where Are They Now? By Kathy Garver & F. Ascher. Spanning 40 years of TV history, this is your go-to guide for the success stories and misfortunes of child stars. From Family Affair’s Anissa Jones, who died from a drug overdose at 18 to Happy Days’ Ron Howard, who grew up to become an Oscar-winning director, all of your favorite childhood heroes are here. Well illus. 365 pages. Applause. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 3822362** THE TWILIGHT ZONE RADIO DRAMAS, COLLECTION 1. These Twilight Zone radio dramas feature a full cast, music and sound effects and today’s biggest celebrities in modern radio dramatization including Jim Caviezel, Lou Diamond Phillips, Deyanara Condes, and John Travolta and hosted by Stacy Keach. This collection includes four radio dramas. Over three hours on 4 CDs. Falcon. Pub. at $27.99

**4720651** 2820773 THE TWILIGHT ZONE RADIO DRAMAS. 8 full-cast radio dramas featuring a host of today’s biggest celebrities in modern radio dramatization including Blair Underwood, Kim Fields, Ed Begley Jr., Chris McDonald, and hosted by Stacy Keach. This collection includes four radio dramas. Over three hours on 4 CDs. Falcon. Pub. at $27.99

**3976874** TV NOIR: Dark Drama on the Small Screen. By Allen Glover. The first complete study of the subject, surveying the TV programming that evolved from the film noir legacy. Describes the highlights and oddities with astute and informed analysis Glover presents the essential volume on TV noir. Illus., some in color. 256 pages. Abrams. 8¼x10½. Hard. Pub. at $29.95

**3949567** SOFIA THE FIRST: The Curse of Princess Ivy. By Craig Gerber et al., Illus. by G. Lee. When Amber discovers the secret of Sofia’s amulet, she tries to summon Princess Rapunzel—But Princess Ivy shows up, determined to take over Enchancia. Sofia is in serious danger and Amber must work together to save their family and kingdom! Ages 5–6. Fully illus. in color. Disney. 8¼x10½. Pub. at $16.99

**392226X** THE EARLY ZENITH RADIOS: The Battery Powered Table Sets 1922–1927. By Gilbert B. Hedge with O.M. Roth. Covering the table radio era of Zenith, this book is an absolute reference for the Chicago-based manufacturer, each radio is described in detail. Over 400 photos and over 200 diagrams illustrate the thorough text, with each section having a Quick Reference Guide. Also included are descriptions on reproducing any battery in radios built in the 1920s and 1930s. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $45.00
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3835286 F IRESIDE POLITICS: Radio and Political Culture in the United States, 1920-1948. By Douglas B. Craig. Provides the first full-length examination devoted to the role of radio within political culture between 1920 and 1940—the golden age of radio, when it commanded huge national audiences without competition from television. Illus. 368 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $60.00 $7.95

3728773 THE THREE STOOGES SCRAPBOOK. By Jeff Lenbergh et al. Now updated, this volume provides the most comprehensive coverage of the Three Stooges to date, with trivia, bios, and comedy photos. Must-try lunch at Moe's! Includes exclusive interviews with Stooges Moe Howard, Larry Fine, Joe Besser, and Joe DeFalla and a complete timeline with plot summaries and production credits. Illus. 353 pages. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

3713095 THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW. By Richard Kelly. One of the most successful series in television history, The Andy Griffith Show ranked among the top ten shows in the nation during each of its eight prime-time seasons, from 1960 to 1968. In this review, Kelly reveals why the show was and is so beloved. Photos. 286 pages. John F. Blair. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

3757001 THE LAST DAYS OF LETTERMAN. By Scott Ryan. Captures the thrills of working alongside arguably the most acclaimed and innovative talk-show host in the history of late-night TV, along with the creeping melancholia that accompanied the realization that an era was ending. Photos. 320 pages. Fayeville Matta Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

3944239 MISTERS ROGERS’ NEIGHBORGOD: A Visual History. By Melissa Wagner et al. Go behind the scenes of Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood with this unprecedented dive into its storied history. Chronicling the show’s rise from its humble beginnings to its commemoration on the big screen, this incredibly comprehensive volume celebrates the indefatigable heart of both Fred Rogers and his wonderful legacy of his show. Illus. in color. 334 pages. Clarkson Potter. 8x10¼. Pub. at $35.00 $14.95

3767116 GOODNIGHT JOHN-BY: A Celebration of an American Family and the Values That Have Sustained Us Through Good Times and Bad. By E. Hamner & R. Guzman. Constituting one of the nation’s most beloved and recognizable series, The Waltons inspired a nation. Seven hours on 6 CDs. S&S. Pub. at $29.99

373183X HOMEY DON’T PLAY THAT! The Story of In Living Color and the Black Comedy Revolution. By Deidre A. Scarpitti. A scrupulously researched, thoroughly reported behind the scenes look at the trailblazing sketch comedy show that upended television, launched the careers of some of Hollywood’s biggest stars, and changed the way we talk, think, and laugh about race. 386 pages. 37 INK/Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

3762939 ANSWERS IN THE FORM OF QUESTIONS: A Definitive History and Insider’s Guide to Jeopardy!. By Claire McClure. A celebration of one of the few remaining cross-generational touchstones and where it’s going next. Travel to the trivia showdowns with the show’s biggest winners and training sessions with its pro players. This is not an ordinary coffee table book, and discovers new tales of the show’s most notable moments. 251 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 $19.95


4682938 THE WORLD OF VANITY FAIR: The Official Companion to the TV Series. By Emma Marriott. Contains everything a fan could want to know about the story: it explores the characters Thackeray so memorably created and the society they inhabited, along with fascinating insights into the Georgian and Regency world. It also offers location photographs behind the scenes and details, and behind the scenes and details, and alongside beautiful historical illustrations and set photography. 272 pages. Sphere. Pub. at $28.99 $6.95

4656911 BARACK OBAMA: The 60 Minutes Interviews. By Steve Krotz. Offers an unprecedented glimpse into the Obama presidency, through a series of extended audio interviews presented with new commentary by award-winning 60 Minutes veteran Steve Krotz. More than anything, these conversations return listeners to the heart of the man who so memorably moved, challenged and inspired the nation. Seven hours on 6 CDs. S&S. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

4722390 TICKING CLOCK: Behind the Scenes at the 60 Minutes. By Iris Rosen. Based on decades of access and experience, Rosen takes readers behind closed doors to offer an incisive look at the show that invented TV investigative journalism. With surprising humor, charm, and an eye for colorful detail, he delivers an authoritative account of the unforgettable personalities that battled behind the scenes. Photos. 324 pages. St. Martin’s at $29.95 $21.95

4190011 GAME OF THRONES: A Pop-Up Guide to Westeros. By Matthew Reinhart. Explore the Seven Kingdoms like never before with this deluxe pop-up guide to the world of Game of Thrones! Features incredible re-creations of key locations, including Winterfell, King’s Landing, and the Wall. Also other aspects of the show, such as direwolves, White Walkers, and dragons are brought to life.

4281002 STAR TREK DESIGNING STARSHIPS: The Enterprises and Beyond. By B. Robinson & M. Riley. This is the story of how some of the most talented designers in Hollywood brought Star Trek’s starships to life. From the first sketches to the finished models that appeared on screen. This volume covers the genesis of more than 30 ships and is packed with original concept art, showing fascinating directions that were explored and abandoned. 157 pages. Englefield. Hero Collector. 9x11½. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

3835413 CRADLE OF THE STARS: KWKH & the Louisiana Hayride. By Joey Kent. Starting with Hank Williams in 1949, the Louisiana Hayride on KWKH began churning out a diverse range of vocal talents, Kitty Wells, Webb Pierce, Slim Whitman, Faron Young and Jim Reeves all graduated to the big time from the “Cradle of the Stars.” This lush compendium of historic images, illustrations, and advertisements charts its course from the beginning of radio, 162 pages. Pelican. 8x11¼. Pub. at $34.95 $27.95


3982121 THE GREATEST CULT TELEVISION SHOWS OF ALL TIME. By C.J. Olson & C.D. Reinhard. It's a must have for fans. Slipcased. SHOPWORN. Fully illus. in color. Insight Editions. 9x6. Pub. at $79.99 $49.95


3953270 DASHING, DARING, AND DEBONAI: TV’s Top Male Icons from the 50s and 70s. By Herbert J. Pilato. Written, many in color. 306 pages. Taylor Trade. Pub. at $27.95 $7.95
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2892219 TURN UP THE RADIO! Rock, Pop, and Roll in Los Angeles 1956-1972. By Harvey Kubernik. Features hundreds of rare and previously unpublished photographs and images of memorabilia, highlighting dozens of iconic bands and musicians, including the Doors, the Beach Boys, Buffalo Springfield, the Byrds, CSN, the Monkees, the Rascals, and others. The second edition pays tribute to the DJs who brought the music of Los Angeles to fans throughout Southern California. 336 pages. Santa Monica Press. 10/×12¼. P/B. Pub. at $45.00 $13.95

★ 4656484 ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT THE MUSIC BUSINESS, 10TH EDITION. By Donald J. Passman. This guide draws on Passman’s unparalleled experience and up to the minute knowledge of industry trends to guide readers the ultimate inside look at how the music business operates. An essential resource for anyone buying, selling, or licensing music in the industry. 500 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95


★ CD 3727424 WOODSTOCK 1969: The Lasting Impact of the Counterculture. By Julie Laure & E. Blauer. Trace the historic events that preceded the festival and then envelopes you with photographs of the headline rock stars who performed during the landmark three day concert, including Woodstock: The Music. 120 pages. earBOOKS. 11½×11¼. P/B. Pub. at $65.95 $14.95

★ CD 4664485 GALLAGHER: I Am Who I Pretend to Be. The legendary comedian who inspired the creation of Comedy Central performs his farewell stand-up comedy album. Includes tracks such as Relationships: Rude; The Bible; Handicapped People; American Iniquity; Intelligent Life; Evidence; Our Judicial System; Confusion; The French #1; The French #2; and Words of Wisdom. Adults only. Uproar Entertainment. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ CD 6961401 THE FIRST FAMILY, 50TH ANNIVERSARY. Recorded on October 22, 1962, this comedy album was a good-natured parody of President John F. Kennedy, both as Commander in Chief and as a member of a larger, well-known political family. Many believe President Kennedy was known to have given copies as Christmas gifts. This set includes a bonus CD with special features. Nearly two hours on 3 CDs. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★ CD 3792110 THE HISTORY OF ROCK & ROLL 1964-1977, VOLUME II: The Beatles, the Stones, and the Rascals. By Classic Rock Presents. This Ward. In this second volume of the two part series, Ward shines a light on the far corners of the genre to reveal the stories and influential artists that change the musical landscape forever. Ward spins story after story of some of the most unforgetable and groundbreaking moments in 324 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

★ CD 4664457 GEORGE CARLIN: Killer Carlin. This 1995 release takes us back to the top of Carlin’s 40 years on record, because it’s a reissue of his first recording from 1960. Burell and Carlin at the Playboy Club Tonight! Uproar Entertainment. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 3860663 A GRAMMY SALUTE TO MUSIC LEGENDS: All-Star Artists Pay Tribute To Their Musical Heroes. Ed. by David Konijyan. Each year, the organization behind the Grammy Awards honors a handful of musical giants through an assortment of special awards. Artists and others in the music making community offer heartfelt word to the honorees. This volume gathers nearly 20 years’ worth of these sometimes touching, sometimes humorous, always inspiring essays. Well illus., most in color. 194 pages. Hal Leonard. Pub. at $9.99 $5.99


★ 5927008 STATS, RECORDS & ROCK ’N ROLL: Fine-Tuned Infographics to Rock Your World. By D. Tatsary & I. Frecce. Filled with 80 striking and colorful infographics, the authors provide clarity and insight to the notoious world of music. They analyze the numbers and patterns, organize data, and get it all into context, of the world, so you can visualize sound as you never could before! 176 pages. Carlton. P/B. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

★ DVD 4757742 THE MUSICAL HUMAN: A History of Life on Earth. By Michael Spitzer. Today music fills our lives, How we have created, performed, and listened to this music throughout history has defined who we are and how we understand who we are. Spitzer takes us on an exhilarating journey across the ages to explore the vibrant relationship between music and the human species. Illus. 470 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95


★ DVD 3993973 INSIDE METAL: The L.A. Metal Scene Explodes. Volume Two in this riveting documentary series dedicated to heavy Metal music and its diverse array of musical styles and genres. Here is the full portrait of this two-DVD series. 90 minutes. Metal Rock. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ DVD 3993965 INSIDE METAL: The L.A. Metal Scene Explodes. Volume One in this riveting documentary series dedicated to heavy Metal music and its diverse array of musical styles and genres. Here is the full portrait of this two-DVD series. 80 minutes. Metal Rock. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ DVD 3900258 MURDER IN THE FRONT ROW: The San Francisco Bay Area Thrash Metal Story. In the early 1980s a small group of Bay Area hardcore punk merchants, the first wave of thrash bands in favor of a more dangerous brand of metal that became known as thrash! Director Adam Dubin reveals how the scene nurtured the music and the music spawned a movement. Features interviews with Metallica, Megadeth, Slayer, Anthrax, and more. More. English SDH. 92 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ CD 3865886 ALLAN SHERRAM: Live at the Hollywood Bowl. Contains Sherman’s complete concert performance at the Hollywood Bowl in July of 1963—their first performance along the same galley. This album is told, every spontaneous ad lib, and even a couple of songs Sherman turns into moments of comedy gold. When you play all 29 tracks, they recreate everything the Hollywood Bowl audience heard on that momentous night. Capitol. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

PRICE CUT TO $9.95
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**CD 3887332 ALLAN SHERMAN: There Is Nothing Like a Lox.** The lost song parodies of Allan Sherman, including Chopped Liver (parody of Moon River), Ollieowort (parody of Camelot), How Deep Is a Birdhath (parody of How Deep Is the Ocean), and more. Thirteen tracks. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $12.99  
**PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**DVD 3970876 ANALOG: The Art & History of Reel-to-Reel Tape Recording.** Through photographs and video that could rival the sound quality of any other, the analog reel to reel tape recorder, and this is her story. 60 minutes. Vision Laboratories. Pub. at $24.95  
**PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**DVD 3970886 AMPLIFY.** Amplifiers entered popular music with the birth of rock ‘n’ roll, through artists like Muddy Waters, Precious Smith, Chuck Berry, Bill Haley and many others and quickly music started to become louder. This is the story of amplified music, from its very beginning to today’s futuristic technology and beyond. 64 minutes. Vision Laboratories. Pub. at $24.95  
**PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**CD 4664655 KATHLEEN MADIGAN.** Enjoy the ramblings of this American observational comedian and TV personality with these four tracks. Uproar Entertainment. Pub at $16.99  
**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 3987280 MEMPHIS MAYHEM: A Story of the Music That Shot Up the World.** By Dave Less. Weaves the tale of the racial collision that led to a cultural, sociological, and musical revolution. Beginning with the 1870’s yellow fever epidemics that created racial imbalance as wealthy whites fled his hometown, this is a provocative chronicle of finding common ground through music and creating a sound that would change the world. Illus. 218 pages. ECW Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  
**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**3998716 ALL THAT’S JAZZ.** By Sammy Stein. All Illus. 196 pages. Tomahawk Distributors. Pub. at $25.00  
**$5.95**

**$7.95**

**4648595 INFO ROCK: The History of Rock Music.** By E. Assante & G. De Amicis. 240 pages. White Star. 9¼x10½. Pub. at $29.95  
**$21.95**

**$12.95**

**$19.95**

**3953394 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF NATIONAL ANTHEMS.** Ed. by Xing Hang. 704 pages. Scarcecow. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $44.00  
**$25.95**

**$14.95**

**2941856 HELLRAISERS: A Complete Visual History of Heavy Metal Mayhem.** By A. Rosenberg & C. Krott. 288 pages. Race Point. Pub. at $33.00  
**$9.95**

**DVD 6755925 JOHN MELLENCAMP: It’s About Time.** By Yo Yid. Widescreen, MPL. Pub. at $24.98  
**$2.95**

**DVD 3809579 MONOCHROME: Black, White & Blue.** MVD. Visual. Pub. at $19.95  
**$11.95**

**$18.95**

**CD 3813231 ELECTRIC GUITARS.** By Rob Goudy. Presents a brilliant review of electric guitars from their early years to the present day with over 450 color photographs; informative, histories of the companies represented; lists of serial numbers to assist in dating the instruments; and 1999 values for collectors. 176 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $39.95  
**$9.95**

**CD 4687825 BEST-LOVED IRISH BALLADS: Great Songs from the Irish Folk Tradition.** By E. Byrne & E. O’Brien. With songs to stir the soul and move the feet this collection celebrates the cream of Irish ballads, explaining the origins of each song, along with the words, melodies and chords. Illus. 160 pages. O’Brien Press. Pub. at $19.99  
**$14.95**

**2895625 THE VIOLIN: A Social History of the World’s Most Versatile Instrument.** By David Schoenbaum. Professor David Schoenbaum has combined the stories of its makers, dealers, and players into a global history of the past five centuries. He follows a giddy parade of how they buy, sell, play, build, copy, steal and try to understand the most coveted of all musical instruments. Illus. 710 pages. Norton. Pub. at $39.95  
**$14.95**

**3902994 HELP YOUR KIDS WITH MUSIC: A Unique Step-by-Step Visual Guide.** By Carol Sermarini. Offers a step by step visual guide to music theory. Covers: pitch, rhythm, scales, melody, chords, and musical styles. Includes a CD which demonstrates the music examples, along with scales, chords, and a range of instrument guides that parents and kids to work together to understand even the trickiest concepts. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  
**$6.95**

**4699234 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: Like a Killer in the Sun—Selected Lyrics 1972–2017.** Ed. by Leonardo Colombati. Presents the complete lyrics of 91 classic songs, expounded and annotated with the painstaking attention typically reserved for literary classics. Colombati dissects Springsteen’s thought processes, while making a compelling case that the artist deserves to be listed among America’s literary greats. 593 pages. Backbeat Books. Pub. at $29.99  
**$6.95**

**3955125 THE NEW ELECTRONIC GUITARIST: New Technologies & Techniques for the Modern Guitar Player.** By Marty Cullen. The author puts more than 30 years of expertise at your fingertips, explaining the nature and history of sound, guitars, and guitar synthesis before walking you through all the tools you need to sculpt and record your own music. Everything you need to know about scouting out and bringing today’s finest technologies to your favorite guitar is included. Illus., most in color. 209 pages. Hal Leonard. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99  
**$6.95**

**389944X GUITAR FAMILY TREES.** By Terry Burrows. This definitive catalog of the world’s instrument manufacturers is a rich history of over 200 key guitar models, revealing the inspirations and intentions behind every model. Bonus pull-out posters feature the family tree of the five major manufacturers: Fender, Gibson, Gretsch, Martin and Rickenbacker. 256 pages. New Burlington. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $26.95  
**$9.95**
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4673387 LED ZEPPELIN: All the Songs, All the Stories, 1969-1982. By Chris Welch. Gives an in-depth examination of the stories, events, characters and places that inspired all of the songs written by Led Zeppelin, one of the most influential rock bands. 212 pages. Carlton. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

Blu-ray 3889678 JOHN MELLENCAMP: It’s About You. Widescreen. An intimate portrait of music legend John Mellencamp, this film is a revealing documentary both about the man and his music and about the culture that inspires him. Not Rated. 80 minutes. MPI. $2.95

DVD 6925545 SOUL POWER. Widescreen. Featuring performances and appearances by musical legends such as James Brown, B.B. King, Bill Withers, Celia Cruz and more, this vibrant concert film takes you backstage for the three-night Zaire 1974 music festival planned to coincide with the now-legendary “Rumble in the Jungle” fight between Muhammad Ali and George Foreman. English SDH. 93 minutes. $9.95

★ DVD 4663410 CHUCK BERRY: The Original King of Rock ‘n Roll. In this highly anticipated feature-length documentary, the absolute instigator of rock ‘n roll, Chuck Berry, is finally revealed with unprecedented access. Include bonus features, 103 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

3884929 IMAGINE JOHN YOKO. By John Lennon et al. Personally compiled and curated by Yoko Ono, this beautiful and definitive volume reveals the complete inside story of the making of the critically acclaimed album, and all that surrounded it, at their home, Tittenhurst Park, and in London and New York during 1971. Fully illus. 320 pages. Grand Central. 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $50.00 $14.95

★ DVD 82196X NEIL YOUNG: The First Decade. Fullscreen. The film investigates and reveals this part of Young’s career with the help of obscure archive footage, rare film of Young in performance and in the studio, contributions from those he worked closely with during this era, as well as the writers and experts who have studied his career in depth. 88 minutes. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

387866X PINK FLOYD: A Kaleidoscope of Conundrums. By Michael O’Neil. The story of Pink Floyd is embedded in the story of an era, of a generation tasting personal freedom for the first time and of their musical heroes, the musicians who accompanied them and attempted to blaze the trail for them. Well illus. in color. 104 pages. Danann Publishing. 9x11. $6.95

3882284 THE WHO: Their Generation. By Michael O’Neil. Features the stories behind the music with an album by album analysis and accompanied by images from many of the most well known contemporary rock photographers. A must-have resource for fans. 104 pages. Danann Publishing. 9x11. $6.95

3789500 STAYING ALIVE: The Disco Inferno of The Bee Gees. By Simon Spence. In the late 70s, The Bee Gees revived their careers with their soundtrack to the film Saturday Night Fever. But in the summer of 1979, they went from icons to punch lines overnight. This volume takes the reader deep into the excesses of the most hedonistic of music scenes and tells of how three brothers made the world dance. Photos, some color. 286 pages. Chatto & Windus. $16.95

★ DVD 4663632 THE BRITISH INVASION: 5 Documentary Collection. Fullscreen. This comprehensive series chronicles the exhilarating musical journey affectionately known as The British Invasion. Collects five films: The Beatles; Long and Winding Road; The Rolling Stones; Just for the Record; Brian Epstein. Inside the Fifth Beatle; Inside John Lennon; and The Who: The Vegas Job. Not Rated. English SDH. Nearly 12 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

Blu-ray 2974371 STRAVINSKY IN HOLLYWOOD. Widescreen. Using a combination of film clips, audio interviews, and extensive research, this film with Stravinsky and several scenes from big studio films of the 40s scored by the Russian master, this documentary reveals what became of the man and the artist during his four decades in California. 53 minutes. Major Entertainment. Pub. at $34.99 $5.95

4659546 JOHNNY B. BAD: Chuck Berry and the Making of Hall! Hall! Rock ‘n Roll. By Stephanie Bennett with T.D. Adelman. Thirty years ago, Chuck Berry startled in the seminal music documentary Chuck Berry: Hall! Hall! Rock ‘n Roll, which profiled the legend during a star studded concert celebrating his sixtieth birthday. Now comes the complete story behind one of America’s most charismatic and embattled icons. Photos. Rare Bird Books. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

★ DVD 3895626 LED ZEPPELIN: A Different Stroke. Fullscreen. Investigates and documents the build-up, development and recording of their album Physical Graffiti, and the promotion, touring and personal impact of the record, during which their band didn’t just become the most important rock band on the planet, but constructed a new framework for rock music. 85 minutes. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

Blu-ray 388505X MICHAEL JACKSON: The Life of an Icon. Widescreen. This unprecedented look into the King of Pop’s fascinating life includes all new interviews with his mother Katherine Jackson as well as songwriters, producers and friends, music legends such as Smokey Robinson, Dionne Warwick and many more. 157 minutes. Universal. $6.95

★ 3881202 THE BEATLES, 1962-1969: From Liverpool to Abbey Road. By Ernesto Assante. To follow their story, year by year, from their early popularity in Liverpool’s Cavern Club and their gigs in Hamburg, to their “invasion” of America and the explosion of Beatlemania, to the filming of A Hard Day’s Night. Help! And with photos and nostalgic images, this volume is a true collector’s item for fans. 208 pages. White Rabbit. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

★ 468491X SHE COME BY IT NATURAL: Dolly Parton and the Women Who Lived Her Songs. By Sarah Smarsh. Bold, heartfelt, and culturally groundbreaking, the icon, Dolly Parton comes to life in this personal, wide-ranging examination of her career as a voice for poor, working-class, and undervalued women. 167 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $22.00 $16.95

★ DVD 2841150 ALICE COOPER: The Television Generation. Fullscreen. Featuring almost 120 minutes of live performances by Alice Cooper (as both the original band and the solo singer), recorded for TV across his career. Includes rare footage and more recent performances. Collects 33 tracks, including ‘I’m Eighteen; School’s Out, Who Do You Think We Are?; Desperado; and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 577273X THE BEATLES FROM A TO ZED: An Alphabetical Mystery Tour. By Peter Asher. Asher weaves his reflections into a whimsical alphabetical journey that focuses not on the songs whose titles start with each letter, but also on recurrent themes in the Beatles’ music, the instruments they played, the innovations they pioneered, the artists who influenced them, the key people in their lives, and the cultural events of the time. Photos. Star. 8¾x10¼. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

★ DVD 4652924 KRAFTWECK: Ready Player Two. Fullscreen. Formed in 1970, Kraftwerk’s contribution to the development of electronic music remains unsurpassed. This two DVD film is a tribute to a great man, almost 30 years after the tragic circumstances of his death. Featuring contributions from friends and colleagues as well as fellow musicians and the finest critics, the film also boasts archival footage, interviews and new reports from the man himself and the group he co-created. 170 minutes. Pride. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95
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Burger offers a truly unique and fascinating atmosphere and volatile times in which he lived. However, as you’ll see, he’s so much more than just a funny guy. 209 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at $21.95

— Weird Al —

**CD 3970884** THE BILLY IDOL INTERVIEW, VOL. 1: Night Flight. Billy Idol talks to Lily Robinson about the evolution of his sound, why he doesn’t consider himself a rock star, and the punk scene in this candid 1984 interview. MVD Audio. Pub. at $9.99. PRICE CUT to $5.95

**CD 399323** RUSH: The Making of a Farewell to Kings. By B. Cummings & L. Lee. Chronicles the story of how one of the most influential rock bands of all time came to envision, write, and record their groundbreaking fifth studio album Farewell to Kings. This epic graphic novel with stunning artwork and storytelling will take readers on a wild and unforgettable 10-page journey. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. **$17.95**

**DVD 3841235** THE BEATLES COLLECTED. By Michael E. & C. Thomas. Tells the story of the Fab Four from their very early years in 1960s Liverpool through to their world conquering fame. Packed with photos, rare memorabilia and documents from the Beatles archives that cover their incredible career including tour posters, tickets from their concerts, and publicity material, more than 108 pages. Danann Publishing. 10¾x10¾. Pub. at $24.95. **$17.95**

**DVD 3753891** MICHAEL JACKSON: The Television Broadcasts. Fullscreen. Includes 90 minutes of live performances and interviews with Jackson, recorded for television broadcast across the period 1971-1985, and with his Jackson brothers. The career defining DVD is one of the finest MJ films in existence. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95. **$11.95**

**DVD 2921596** CROSBY, STILLS, NASH & YOUNG: On the Way Home. Fullscreen. This double DVD contains the set list, new and archive interviews, seldom seen photos, location shots, news reports and contributions from those who have known the group best. This set stands as the finest document yet on the lives, careers and work of this remarkable quartet. Over four hours. The Collector’s Forum. Pub. at $26.95. **$19.95**

**DVD 3931579** EVERY NIGHT’S A SATURDAY NIGHT. Bobby Keys’ mark on the music industry and his soulfully brash and belligerent style will be heard and seen for all time. Knowing Bobby, they will go on beyond the time of the film. This includes exclusive interviews with Bobby Keys, plus music legends Keith Richards, Ron Wood, Ian McLagan, and more. 89 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95. **$9.95**

**3968731** GET TISKED: The Inside Story of Fleetwood Mac’s Most Anticipated Album. By K. Calliat & H. Rojas. In this behind the scenes look at the making of Fleetwood Mac’s epic, platinum-selling double album, Calliat and Rojas tell their stories of spending a year in the studio producing this $100 million-dollar studio trying to follow up the PMRC (Parents Music Resource Center),...
Well illus. in color. 352 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $25.00

THE CLASSICAL MUSIC BOOK. Jazz, Blues, R&B, Big Bands

Classical Music & Opera

LIMITED QUANTITY 4749685 PLAYING CHANGES: Jazz for the New Century. By Nate Chinen. One of Jazz's leading critics gives us an invigorating and richly detailed portrait of the artists and events that have shaped the music of our time. Chinen offers a compelling argument for the resiliency of the art form and a rejoinder to any claims about its demise. 274 pages. Chinen. Pub. at $27.95 $5.95

3946770 SWING STREET: The Rise & Fall of New York's 52nd Street Jazz Scene. By Leo T. Rollins. On 52nd Street in New York City, there were more jazz clubs and bars per square block than anywhere else in the world, all showcasing the finest jazz musicians of the era. This volume offers a history of Swing Street and presents the greats who played in the clubs there in capsule biographies, vintage photos, and rare memorabilia. 128 pages. Schiffer. $21.95

Country Music

3920763 NASHVILLE STEELE: My Life in Country Music. By Don Davis as told to R.B. White. Here is an eyewitness account of the rise of country music. The author recalls colorful songwriters, record personalities, and fans with real incidents over his 60-year career that will move readers to laughter for tears. 145 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

DVD 3879290 BILL MONROE: Father of Bluegrass Music. Paints an intimate and detailed portrait of this unique innovator of bluegrass music, combining historic interviews with rare musical performances by Bill Monroe & the Blue Grass Boys, Lester Flatt, Emmylou Harris, Paul McCartney, the Osborne Brothers, Dolly Parton, Ricky Skaggs and others. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

Rock ‘n’ Roll

Blu-ray 4661273 WACKEN: Louder Than Hell. Widescreen. Prepare to head bang as award-winning director Norbert Heitker hands you an All-Access pass into the most iconic Metal Festival in the world. This film lets you experience what it’s like to walk on stage with Deep Purple and puts you center stage with Anthrax, Motorhead, Alice Cooper, Avril, Henry Rollins and more. 93 minutes. Metal Rock. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

DVD 4727324 MENUDO IN EXPLOSION. Wide-screen. Relive the Menudo magic with Charlie, Robby, Roy, Ray and Ricky! Catch these teen heartthrobs of the ’80s performing their greatest hits live and experience the making of a superstardom as a young Ricky Martin (age 14) explodes with talent as part of this singing group sensation. 46 minutes. Lightyear Entertainment. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

DVD 6941311 THE HISTORY OF ROCK ‘N’ ROLL: Guitar Heroes/The ’70s–Have a Nice Decade. Wide-screen. This film features interviews with the guitarists of the era. 118 minutes. TIME LIFE. $4.95

DVD 3841715 DAYS OF RAGE: The Rolling Stones’ Road to Altamont. Fullscreen. Traces the Stones through this turbulent era, all the way to the concert that became rock’s darkest day. Features previously unseen footage of the Altamont festival plus eyewitness accounts from those who were there. 109 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

DVD 4738411 THE SACRED TRIANGLE: Bowie, Iggy & Lou 1971-1973. Fullscreen. This fascinating film investigates the era in which these brilliant, creative personalities worked most closely together. With the story told by those who were there at the time and via rare and classic film footage, this program reveals a time of incredible creativity and changed music forever. 107 minutes. Sexy Intellectual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

4738594 IRON MAIDEN: DVD Collector’s Box. Fullscreen. This box set features two different documentary films on the band, the first of which gives a general overview of the band’s career from their dawn as a pub act out of London’s East End, to their position today. The second film looks at their role in spearheading what came to be known as the New British Blues, and also Heavy Metal. Nearly 4 hours. Dream. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

DVD 4738381 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: In His Own Words. Fullscreen. Contains more than 90 minutes of rare interview material with Springsteen filmed at various times across his incredible career and during which he is discussing all manner of topics, the man never becomes less than an enchanting and compelling subject. A complete treat for fans old and new. I.V. Media. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

DVD 4757886 BRIAN WILSON: Songwriter 1969-1982. Widescreen. Explores the creative composer’s life and work throughout the 1970s. While this latter part of his career is rarely championed with the same kind of enthusiasm that greets his 1960s productions, it remains an essential part of Brian’s story and contains many moments of glory. 134 minutes. Sexy Intellectual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

DVD 4738721 GONE WITH THE WIND: The Remarkable Rise and Tragic Fall of Lynndy Skynrd. Widescreen. Revisits the story of Lynndy Skynrd in a unique manner, using a mixture of seldom seen film, new and archive interviews, contributions from an esteemed panel of members past and present as well as those closest to the group. Also provides a fascinating first hand description of the fateful 1971 plane crash. 136 minutes. Sexy Intellectual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

DVD 3941957 INSIDE METAL 2: Pioneers of L.A. Hard Rock and Metal. You will take an epic journey through the metal yesteryear in this unique and compelling film series. Featuring interviews with the bands and artists that set the blueprint for the glam, power, and trash metals bands that would soon follow and then go on to gain worldwide attention throughout the 80s and beyond. 90 minutes. Metal Rock. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

DVD 3941949 INSIDE METAL 3: Pioneers of L.A. Hard Rock and Metal. A documentary dedicated to the heavy metal music and its diverse array of musical styles and genres. You’ll be given candid interviews with metal and rock icons, rare concert footage, original music and untold stories, in this compelling tale about the golden years of hard rock and metal. 56 minutes. Metal Rock. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

DVD 4764226 BOWIE IN THE ‘70S. Concentrates on Bowie in the 1970s—the decade in which he not only made his name but in which he also dominated the music scene like no other musician before or since. This feature recaps his pre-fame era, his early, low-selling albums, his glam period and his constant rejuvenation throughout the years. 150 minutes on two DVDs. Pride. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

DVD 4738323 THE ROLLING STONES: Under Review 1967-1969. Fullscreen. In the second half of the 1960s the sound of the Stones changed dramatically, while concurrently Jagger and Richards’ songwriting hit an all-time high. These advances didn’t just affect the Stones; they changed rock music forever too. This film reviews the music and career of the band during their most creative period. 118 minutes. Sexy Intellectual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

DVD 2990482 FREDDIE MERCURY & QUEEN: How It All Began. Fullscreen. Smokin. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95
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